Next

Call to Order – Mayor Rod Mann
Invocation – Council Member Kurt Ostler
Pledge of Allegiance – Council Member Brian Braithwaite
Time has been set aside for the public to express their ideas, concerns, and comments. (Please
limit comments to three minutes per person. Please state your name and address.)

Items on the consent agenda are of a routine nature or have been previously studied by the
City Council. They are intended to be acted upon in one motion. Council members may pull
items from consent if they would like them considered separately.
Regular Meeting January 9, 2018 and Goal Setting Session January 23, 2018
City Council will consider ratifying the appointment of Jerry Abbott, Sherry Carruth and
Brady Brammer to the Highland City Planning Commission. The Council will take
appropriate action.

City Council will consider a contract for the Road Rehabilitation Project. The Council will take
appropriate action.

City Council will consider an IT Services Contract with Rock Mountain Technology. The
Council will take appropriate action.
City Council will nominate and vote for a Mayor Pro-Tempore to preside over City Council
meetings in the Mayor’s absence during 2018. The Council will take appropriate action.

Next

Agenda

City Council will consider a revision to the duties of the Mayor and City Administrator. The
Council will take appropriate action.

City Council will consider a new full-time employee for Planning/GIS Analysis. The Council
will take appropriate action.

(20 min.)

•
•
•
•

Utility Brief Update – Todd Trane
Utah League of Cities and Towns/Legislative Policy Committee Update – Brian Braithwaite
Utah Valley Dispatch Special Service District Update – Ed Dennis
Lone Peak Public Safety Board Update – Tim Irwin

In accordance with Americans with Disabilities Act, Highland City will make reasonable accommodations to participate in the meeting. Requests
for assistance can be made by contacting the City Recorder at (801) 772-4505 at least three days in advance of the meeting.
Members of the City Council may participate electronically via telephone, Skype, or other electronic means during this meeting.
I Cindy Quick, the duly appointed City Recorder certify that the foregoing agenda was posted in three public places within Highland City limits.
The agenda was also posted at the principal office of the public body, on the Utah State website (http://pmn.utah.gov) and on Highland City’s
website (www.highlandcity.org).
Please note the order of agenda items are subject to change in order to accommodate the needs of the City Council, staff and the public.
Posted and dated this 30th day of January, 2018

Cindy Quick, CMC
City Recorder

Agenda

Next

PRESENT:

Mayor Rod Mann, conducting
Councilmember Brian Braithwaite
Councilmember Ed Dennis
Councilmember Tim Irwin
Councilmember Kurt Ostler
Councilmember Scott L. Smith

STAFF PRESENT:

Nathan Crane, City Administrator/Community Develop. Director
Erin Wells, Assistant City Administrator
Todd Trane, City Engineer
Tim Merrill, City Attorney
Cindy Quick, City Recorder

Training on Electronic Voting System
The work session was called to order by Mayor Rod Mann at 6:37 p.m. The meeting agenda was posted on the Utah State
Public Meeting Website at least 24 hours prior to the meeting.
Mayor Rod Mann provided a brief review of the benefits of an electronic voting system and turned time over to Erin Wells,
Assistant City Administrator.
Erin Wells, Assistant City Administrator, instructed the City Council Members how to log into the electronic voting system
and presented sample questions so that the Council could practice submitting their votes. She also demonstrated how the
votes would be displayed and explained how the system generated reports of the votes taken.
There was a discussion regarding how Mayor Mann would vote in the case of a tie, and Council Member Brian Braithwaite
suggested that the Mayor always be included as a voter but have him abstain from the vote unless his vote was needed.
The work session adjourned at 6:53 PM

PRESENT:

Mayor Rod Mann, conducting
Councilmember Brian Braithwaite
Councilmember Ed Dennis
Councilmember Tim Irwin
Councilmember Kurt Ostler
Councilmember Scott L. Smith
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STAFF PRESENT:

Nathan Crane, City Administrator/Community Develop. Director
Erin Wells, Assistant City Administrator
Gary LeCheminant, Finance Director
Todd Trane, City Engineer
Justin Parduhn, Public Works O&M Director
Tim Merrill, City Attorney
Cindy Quick, City Recorder

OTHERS: Devirl Barfuss, Steven Rowley, Wayne Tanaka, Jennie Woolley, Vanessa Sutton, Amber Daley

The regular meeting was called to order by Mayor Rod Mann at 7:01 p.m. The prayer was offered by Councilman Brian
Braithwaite and those assembled were led in the Pledge of Allegiance by Tate Godwin, a scout.

Mayor Mann explained that he would be allowing public comment for any item on the agenda after the formal presentation
had taken place. Unscheduled public appearances was a time for residents to comment on items not on the agenda. He asked
that speakers keep their comments to three minutes.
Brent Wallace, a resident of the Canterbury Subdivision, opined that Council Member Scott Smith had a conflict of interest
for Items 5 and 6 on the agenda, and Mr. Wallace requested that he recuse himself from participating in the discussion and
voting on those items. Mr. Wallace explained the Council Member Smith was currently a member of the Utah
Developmental Center Board, which was the subject of Item 5. The Council Member was also a resident of the Pheasant
Hollow neighborhood, which boarders the proposed Murdock Connector, which was the subject of Item 6.
Doug Peck, a resident, said that he was a Webelo Den Leader for his area. There were 40 Webelo Dens in Highland City
with scouts that needed to meet with a government leader in order to obtain their Arrow of Light. Mr. Peck proposed that
some of the Council Members meet with Webelo Dens on a quarterly basis in the Council Chambers before a scheduled
City Council meeting.
Council Member Brian Braithwaite explained that he had been meeting with scouts on a weekly basis at their church
building, and he believed that other Council Members had been doing the same. The City website contained contact
information for the City Council Members and Mayor. Council Member Braithwaite encouraged Mr. Peck to contact the
Council Members for potential meeting dates and times.
Nathan Crane, City Administrator, stated that staff also met with scouts for that purpose. Mayor Mann added that he would
begin holding a meeting on the second Thursday of every month in the Library to allow residents and scouts to meet the
Mayor.
Nathan Crane said that there were comment cards available at the back of the room, and he asked Mr. Peck to fill in his
contact information so that staff could follow up with him.

Reed Thompson introduced himself as the new Fire Chief. As a former Highland City resident, he was excited to
be serving in his hometown. He had been serving in American Fork for 20 years. Chief Thompson reported that he
had a forecast plan for the first 120 day, and the three main focus items would be to establish consistency, making
sure they were in regulatory compliance, and to determine and maintain adequate staffing levels. His overall goal
was to “astonish the customer”.
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Council Member Scott Smith welcomed Chief Thompson to the City. He pledged his support for the Fire District
and expressed his willingness to get the funding that they needed to be fully staffed.

Civic Events Director Julie Tapusoa introduced herself along with the new 2018 Youth City Council. She voiced
excitement regarding the plans they had made for the upcoming year.
Youth City Council Mayor Miranda Mugelston described the setup of the Youth Council. The 2018 Youth City
Council Members were Anabelle Sutton as Youth City Council Deputy Mayor, Brianna Burt, Zora Mina Brunson,
Brenna Doyle, Daniel Gardanier, Jakob Gertler, Tayton Godwin, Brooklyn Harris, Kennedi Jenson, Paul Johnston,
Brennon Jones, Jessalyn Killpack, Landon Lowder, Laura Mabey, Lizzie Matthews, Anna Nelson, Lily
Trampleasure, Blakeley Whiting as a Jr. Advisor and Brooke Woolley as a Jr. Advisor.
The City Council expressed their congratulations.

Steve Rolley, with Keggs and Christensen, presented the final Fiscal Year 2016-17 Audit Report. He briefly
explained State requirements and the purpose of the audit. Regarding the report, Mr. Rolley reported that they did
not find any deficiencies or concerns when looking over the internal controls; however, two insufficiencies had
been discovered. The first finding was in relation to the Open and Public Meetings Act, as insufficient notice was
given for the budget hearing. The second finding was that the fund balance limitation of 25% had been exceeded
by 4%. Mr. Rolley explained that it can be difficult to predict as the fund balance changes consistently. His
recommendations were included in the report.
Upon request, Mr. Rolley expounded on the fund balance and stated that the funds could be assigned to a specific
budget. There should be a plan for the extra money.
Council Member Ed Dennis recommended that Gary LeCheminant, Finance Director, put together an analysis of
the fund balance as they near the end of the fiscal year so that could be better monitored by the City Council, and
allocate the fund based on the needs of the City.
Gary LeCheminant explained that if the City chose to move that 4% out of the fund balance, they would be moving
more than $1 million.
Council Member Smith requested that a physical copy of the report be provided in the box at the office, in addition
to the digital copies.
Council Member Brian Braithwaite explained that part of the reason that the fund balance was so high was because
the City was going to use that money to build a much-needed storage facility for the Public Works Department. The
City Council chose to keep the money in the balance rather than spend it on something else.
Council Member Ed Dennis said that the money could be allocated to a capital project fund rather than remain in
the fund balance.
Mr. Rolley concluded his presentation.

Items on the consent agenda are of a routine nature or have been previously studied by the
City Council. They are intended to be acted upon in one motion. Council Members may pull
items from consent if they would like them considered separately.
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Regular Meeting December 5, 2017

City Council will consider a new Storm Water Management and Discharge Control
Ordinance. The Council will take appropriate action.
The City Council will ratify the Mayor’s appointment to serve on various boards and
committees. The Council will take appropriate action.
Councilman Tim Irwin MOVED to approve the consent items as listed on the agenda and that the City Council ratify
the Mayor’s Council appointments as presented, including the appointment of Rod Mann and Tim Irwin to the Lone
Peak Public Safety District Board, Kurt Ostler as an alternate to the Lone Peak Public Safety District Board and Scott
L. Smith to the North Pointe Solid Waste Special Service District Board.
Councilman Brian Braithwaite SECONDED the motion.
The vote was recorded as follows:
Councilman Brian Braithwaite
Councilman Ed Dennis
Councilman Tim Irwin
Councilman Kurt Ostler
Councilman Scott L. Smith

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion passed unanimously.
Council Member Kurt Ostler asked if the City was not moving forward with the Social Media Committee, and Mayor
Mann responded affirmatively.

Nathan Crane, City Administrator/Community Development Director presented the staff report and explained that staff
had been approached last fall by a resident regarding on-street parking along Town Center Boulevard during the winter
months. The reason for prohibiting parking during the winter was to allow safe passage for the snow plows. The road
has a median, and the lanes on either side are about 14 feet wide, while the snow plows are 12 feet wide. There was also
the concern about trapping vehicles in with snow from the plows. Nathan Crane noted that the prohibition of on-street
parking during winter months was a City-wide regulation.
Council Member Ed Dennis said that one side of Town Center Boulevard was marked with 24-hour parking signs,
which seemed confusing. Council Member Brian Braithwaite explained that the signs prohibit vehicles from parking
longer than 24 hours, and the purpose of that was to free up parking spaces for the local businesses. It was stated that
this was not consistently enforced.
Council Member Brian Braithwaite commented that there was a similar issue on the other side of the Toscana
development.
Mayor Mann opened the meeting for public comment.
Amber Daley, a resident, commented that most of the residents were not aware of the 24-hour parking restriction. The
reason she has approached staff about this issue was because she and other residents had received parking tickets, and
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accompanying Class C Misdemeanors, for parking by the water park. Ms. Daley said that there was an unspoken
agreement that residents could park in that area because parking at Toscana was not sufficient. They had been parking
there for a long time without any problems. Ms. Daley hoped that the City Council could review the parking ordinance
and specify a lesser penalty.
Council Member Ostler asked about the cost of the ticket, and Ms. Daley said that it would be a $50 fine. She was more
concerned about having the misdemeanor on her record.
Wayne Tanaka, a resident, said that there needed to be good communication with the residents if the ordinances change
or agreements are made.
In response to a question from Mayor Mann, Nathan Crane said Toscana had a private parking ordinance, so the City
wouldn’t be able to enforce anything within the development. However, they could address the City-wide parking
regulations.
Council Member Scott Smith believed that the Toscana development received final approval through the Planning
Commission, and the City Council did not have any final input. The development was severely under-parked. Regarding
Town Center Boulevard, he thought that removing the median strip would allow for snow plows and on-street parking.
Nathan Crane said that staff had explored that option, but there was still the concern of blocking cars in with snow piles.
Justin Parduhn, Public Works O&M Director, added that the traffic speed would increase with the removal of the
median.
Council Member Ed Dennis suggested that they change the ordinance to prohibit parking only when there is snow on
the ground rather than outlining specific months. Nathan Crane said that decision was entirely up to the City Council.
Council Member Kurt Ostler commented it would be difficult for residents to predict when it would snow overnight.
Council Member Ed Dennis suggested that the development allow parking permits near the splash pad and park.
Council Member Kurt Ostler asked why the fence around the park was locked. Nathan Crane explained that the park
had started to become a dog park and it had a negative impact on the splash pad.
Council Member Brian Braithwaite was concerned that this issue would continue because there was nowhere for people
to park within the development. He suggested allowing on-street parking during certain hours, which may provide time
for snow plowing and commercial parking. He also felt that the residents should be allowed to park around the splash
pad during the winter, because it wasn’t being used.
Council Member Tim Irwin suggested that the residents get together with staff to discuss possible solutions.
Mayor Mann asked if any of the City Council Members would be willing to meet with the residents as well. Council
Members Brian Braithwaite and Ed Dennis volunteered.
There was a question about ticketing, and Justin Parduhn explained that the Public Works Department has stickers that
can be placed on cars who are causing issue to the plows. Many of the tickets issued are complaint based.
Council Member Tim Irwin was in favor of changing the charge from a misdemeanor to an infraction.

Mayor Mann asked City Attorney Tim Merrill to explain State regulations regarding Conflict of Interest. Attorney Tim
Merrill explained that under Utah Law, an elected official needs to disclose either in writing or before the vote is taken
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if there will be any economic benefit to them or they have business interactions relating to the issue. A person is not
required to recuse themselves, but they can recuse themselves voluntarily.
Mayor Mann proposed the adoption of a Resolution supporting the construction of the Murdock Connector. He
explained that he had listened to the vote that approved the Connector road with restrictions, which included a limit of
25 MPH, no median or turn-lane, and bike lanes on either side of the road. The purpose of the proposed resolution was
to present information based on the road study that had been completed last year and how it would benefit the
community. Mayor Mann wanted to present the approved resolution to the State to persuade them to authorize the
building of the road.
Council Member Tim Irwin mentioned that there was a clause regarding the City’s efforts to mitigate impacts to the
community.
Council Member Scott Smith addressed the possible “conflict of interest” by stating that he had no intention of recusing
himself from this issue because it would not benefit him financially. As a member of the Board, he felt that he had a lot
of pertinent information to share regarding the Developmental Center and the Murdock Connector. Council Member
Smith then detailed his involvement on the Board and gave a brief history of the project. He stated that he supported
the completion of the Murdock Connector, but he was also an advocate for property rights.
Regarding the information contained in the Resolution, Council Member Scott Smith asked Mayor Mann where he
gathered the statistics from. Mayor Mann said that they were national standards. The data was posted on his blog with
links to the information sources.
Mayor Mann opened the meeting for public comment.
Greg Shields, a resident of Pheasant Hollow, said that the proposed Murdock Connector was proposed to run right next
to his driveway and commented that he would be the most negatively impacted. Mr. Shields reported that he had
obtained appraisals on his home in its current state and after the road was installed, and it was roughly a $100,000
difference. The road would have a serious financial impact on him and his family. He hoped that there would be a
commitment from the City Council that they would continue to mitigate that impact.
At the request of Council Member Scott Smith, Mr. Shields briefly described the impacts to the neighborhood when the
new siphon for the Murdock Canal was installed.
Council Member Tim Irwin commented that there had been many changes to staff since the project was first proposed,
and the current staff would be much more involved in mitigating those types of issues. The current City Council would
also be more sensitive to the needs of the neighborhood. Council Member Irwin noted that he wanted Council Member
Scott Smith to be involved in the vote for this Resolution.
Council Member Tim Irwin MOVED to adopt resolution no. R-2018-05 supporting the construction of the Murdock
Connector road, sale of the right-of-way, and the design of the road meeting collector road standards.
Councilman Brian Braithwaite SECONDED the motion.
Mr. Shields requested that he and his wife be included on the committee that helps to create the design and discuss
mitigations efforts. Mayor Mann agreed to the request and asked that he speak with Todd Trane about getting involved
in the process.
Todd Trane, Engineer, suggested that Mr. Shields speak with his HOA representative and attend meetings with him. He
further explained that they would not be moving forward with a design until the State legislative body made a decision
regarding the road.
Council Member Kurt Ostler questioned the wording of the resolution and asked if they were supporting the leave of
the ground. Attorney Tim Merrill said that the resolution was just for the road itself.
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There was a discussion regarding the lease or sale of the land, and Council member Scott Smith said that there had been
no solid decision made by the State. Council Member Kurt Ostler commented that the ground was included in a special
trust. It was explained that the trust was created to guarantee that any money collected for that property would go into
the trust rather than the general fund.
Council Member Ed Dennis said that the City Council voted on a resolution in support of the construction of the road
on December 6, 2016. Since that time, he has been part of a committee that had met with the Pheasant Hollow HOA
trying to mitigate negative impacts to the subdivision. One of the items they had discussed was the current design of a
three-land with a passing lane in the middle.
Todd Trane commented that the original design was done by Civil Science, a local engineering firm. They have since
removed the medians, as an attempt to alleviate some of the cost, but the turn lane in the middle still existed on the
plans.
Council Member Ed Dennis referenced a letter from Mr. Andrew Jackson and the completed engineering study by
UDOT. He recommended that the Council acknowledge the road study in the resolution and use that as part of their
mitigations efforts. He also suggested removing the turning lane, which would allow the road to be built at least 10 feet
to the south. There was also a trail on the other side of the propose road, and if that were relocated onto the property
where the golf course was located, the road could be moved another 10 feet to the south. Utilizing these two suggestions,
the road could potentially move 20 feet away from the existing residences and possibly save one of the two homes that
would need to be demolished. Council Member Ed Dennis wanted those and other mitigating factors to be
acknowledged in the resolution itself so that the residents can see that the City was coming up with ideas to mitigate the
impacts while still allowing for an acceptable road as designated by the UDOT road study. Council Member Ed Dennis
expressed a concern with some of the reporting statistics in the resolution, as some of them are not directly from the
road study. He wanted those to be removed or referenced simply as additional information relative to the road.
Mayor Mann commented that the road study referenced a two-lane road and compared it to 700 North. He said that 700
North was designed and built to American Fork standards, but the MAG may have to follow a different set of standards
for the Murdock Connector. The Connector would be at least 50% busier than 700 North, so it wasn’t an accurate
comparison.
Council Member Ed Dennis MOVED to amend the resolution to specifically pull out of the statistics anything that isn’t
specifically called out in the UDOT managed study. Secondly, specifically reference the UDOT study which proposes
the connection between Alpine Highway and North County Blvd. as a two-lane major collector and omit the left turn
lane in the spirit of trying to provide some mitigation for the Pheasant Hollow subdivision.
Todd Trane cautioned against making decisions about the road design before they get into the design process because
they don’t have all the necessary information to make those decisions yet. He assured them that all of these concerns
would be addressed as part of the process.
Council Member Scott Smith agree with Todd Trane, but he also agreed with Council Member Ed Dennis in referencing
the UDOT study in the resolution, and the items that should not be contributed to the study at all. The other concerns,
such as removing the turn lane, could be worked out later.
Mayor Mann requested that Council Member Ed Dennis provide some specific wording for his amendment to the
resolution.
Council Member Ed Dennis MOVED that Council amend the motion to remove “will have reduced CO2 emissions by
over 8.7 million metric tons” from its current paragraph and add an additional paragraph specifically referencing the
CO2 emission savings as additional information. He also moved to amend the motion to include a WHEREAS statement,
referencing the vote of the USDC Board approving the development of the road on May 17, 2017 approving the
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development of the road. In addition, he recommended that they amend the final paragraph to state “….by engineers
to meet the standards associated with major collector roads as defined by the USDC UDOT road study.
Council Member Scott Smith SECONDED the motion.
Mayor Mann asked if there was further discussion on the amendment.
Council Member Scott Smith said that the UDOT study, which was commissioned by MAG, was actually titled Alpine
Highway to North County Boulevard Connector Study. This suggests that the Murdock Connector will eventually
connect those two major roads. The study also calls out the road as a “major collector”.
Mayor Mann called for a vote on Council Member Ed Dennis’ motion to amend the resolution.
The vote was recorded as follows:
Councilman Brian Braithwaite
Councilman Ed Dennis
Councilman Tim Irwin
Councilman Kurt Ostler
Councilman Scott L. Smith

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion passed unanimously.
Council Member Scott Smith suggested an additional amendment to the resolution. He read the following from the
proposed resolution: “NOW, THEREFORE be it resolved that on this 9th day of January 2018 the City of Highland
supports the sale or lease of state land for the construction of the Murdock Connector road and requests that it be
designed by engineers to meet the standards associated with collector roads.” He suggested there be another statement
added that states that the City of Highland will take steps to reasonably mitigate the impact.
Council Member Tim Irwin felt that the definition of the word “reasonably” could cause problems because it was subject
to interpretation. He believed that the current statement regarding mitigation was sufficient.
Council Member Scott Smith asked Attorney Tim Merrill if the current language had the same impacts as a WHEREAS
as it would as a THEREFORE statement. Attorney Tim Merrill said that the language in a resolution was lofty and
aspirational, but the language was not binding. Putting the mitigation language in the THEREFORE statement would
give some added emphasis.
Nathan Crane noted that the agreement between the City and Pheasant Hollow requires mitigation measures. Council
Member Brian Braithwaite reported that the agreement only requires the City to talk with Pheasant Hollow. The Council
was committed to doing more than just talking.
After continued deliberation, Council Member Scott Smith withdrew his amendment.
Council Member Tim Irwin MOVED to approve the amended resolution.
Council Member Scott Smith SECONDED the motion.
The vote was recorded as follows:
Councilman Brian Braithwaite
Councilman Ed Dennis
Councilman Tim Irwin
Councilman Kurt Ostler
Councilman Scott L. Smith

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion passed unanimously.
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Council Member Scott Smith explained that this resolution involved 170 acres of State-owned land that was potentially
being annexed into American Fork. He emphasized the need to have a transparent process when dealing with this issue.
Any decision needed to be accompanied by public hearings, and both cities needed to be in some sort of agreement.
The subject land had not yet been released for development and there had not been any RFPs received, which makes
any resolution difficult. Council Member Scott Smith said he fully believed that Highland should not subsidize this
development, but before they allow it to be annexed into another City they should have more information on the potential
benefit to the City. He therefore proposed a resolution supporting the development of property south of Lone Peak High
School within Highland City, unless, after properly analyzing the final approved RFP for the Master Plan Development,
it was determined that it was neither financially sustainable nor beneficial for Highland City to provide the essential
services required.
Mayor Mann agreed to the proposed resolution. He reported that he had met with Mayor Frost, and he was not sure that
the land would be beneficial to American Fork if the State retains ownership.
Councilman Tim Irwin MOVED to adopt resolution no. R-2018-06 outlining support for retaining the current Highland
City boundaries that include the Utah State Developmental Center Master Plan development.
Councilman Ed Dennis SECONDED the motion.
Council Member Kurt Ostler asked if this resolution committed the City to anything financially. Attorney Tim Merrill
reiterated that a resolution outlined what the City hoped to accomplish, but it was not financially binding.
Council Member Ed Dennis felt that this was a practical approach to the situation. Council Member Brian Braithwaite
also liked the resolution because it showed a consistency on the City Council’s intentions.
The vote was recorded as follows:
Councilman Brian Braithwaite
Councilman Ed Dennis
Councilman Tim Irwin
Councilman Kurt Ostler
Councilman Scott L. Smith

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The motion passed unanimously.

Tim Merrill, City Attorney, led a discussion regarding the differences between civil and criminal infractions. Using the
aid of a PowerPoint presentation, he first addressed civil remedies, which include a temporary restraining order,
nuisance abatements, civil lawsuits, and small claims court. He commented that civil lawsuits were costly and could be
dragged out over long periods of time, and usually both parties are not satisfied by the final judgement.
Attorney Tim Merrill then addressed criminal penalties and presented a slide showing the classification and fine amount
for each offense. For instance, a Class B Misdemeanor had a maximum fine of $1,000 with possible jail time of 180
days. He commented that the judge does not normally require the maximum penalty, and they are rarely given jail time.
Council Member Ed Dennis asked why a parking ticket would be considered a misdemeanor. Attorney Tim Merrill
responded that it was previously a state requirement, but those had recently changed. In 2015, the code was amended
so that all traffic violations would be infractions, with a few exceptions. The City Council could amend the code to
reflect those changes, if they desired. He reminded the City Council that the prosecutor can always charge an offence
at or below the level ordained.
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In response to a question from the Council, Attorney Tim Merrill stated that zoning violations were a Class C
Misdemeanor. Council Member Tim Merrill suggested reducing these to infractions as well. Attorney Tim Merrill
discouraged that and explained there were some situations that would warrant a Class C, and the City would want a
penalty that was more than just a fine.
Attorney Merrill continued his presentation by defining the criminal processes. He also addressed plea and abeyances,
diversions, and dismissals.
Council Member Tim Irwin asked if a parking violation would be on a person’s criminal record. Attorney Tim Merrill
said that a Class C Misdemeanor would not be included on a criminal record.
Attorney Tim Merrill said that both the civil and criminal options were important and necessary tools to the City. He
also commented that misdemeanor enforcement was preferable for offences that are not traffic related.
There was some discussion about escalating to higher penalties for repeat offences.
The City Council decided that parking violations should be infractions rather than misdemeanors, and Attorney Tim
Merrill said that he would present a draft amendment at a subsequent meeting.

(20 min.)

•

Citizen Survey – Erin Wells, Assistant City Administrator

Erin Wells, Assistant City Administrator, presented information regarding a Citizen Survey and explained that they had
been conducting resident surveys twice a year for the past two years. She described the purpose of the survey and how
the City utilizes the information. She asked for direction on how the City Council wanted to move forward with the
upcoming survey. To get the survey into the February newsletter, it needed to be finalized by January 22nd.
Council Member Tim Irwin expressed his concern that the survey could lead residents to believe that the City could do
something that they weren’t able to do. Erin Wells stated that this was the reason she removed the option for a recreation
center.
Council Member Ed Dennis said that an economic study would shortly be presented that may have important
information that could affect the survey design. Nathan Crane said that the first work session for the economic study
would be on February 13th. Council Member Ed Dennis wanted to be sure that they were giving validated information
to the residents.
Council Member Scott Smith commended Erin Wells for her work on the survey. He felt that the questions were good,
but there should be more educational information included along with the questions. For instance, there were questions
about large lots, but no definition was given of a large lot. He also suggested that the results of the survey drive the
agenda, so that the City can address issues raised. Council Member Scott Smith was in favor of having an outside
consultant review the survey so that it wasn’t leading, too lengthy, or repetitive.
Wayne Tanaka, a resident, felt that it was critical for the Council to conduct the resident survey, and it should be done
thoughtfully. He also believed that they should consider consulting a professional market research company. Mr. Tanaka
volunteered to assist the City, as he had professional experience.
Council Member Kurt Ostler felt that Erin Wells had done a good job with the survey. The purpose of the survey was
to see if the residents were happy with how the City was running overall rather than focusing on specific issues.
However, he said he did feel the survey was too long.
Council Member Tim Irwin did not want to hire a consultant.
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Council Member Brian Braithwaite was happy with the survey presented, and he felt that two surveys a year was not
too much for the residents. He did feel that the survey should be limited to 20 questions. Council Member Scott Smith
agreed. He also suggested that they include Paramedics when they referenced the Fire Department, since that was the
service the residents were more likely to use.
Mayor Mann agreed to shortening the survey to 20 questions. He asked that the City Council communicate any changes
with Erin Wells between now and January 20th, so that the survey would be ready for the February newsletter.

•

Public Meeting Etiquette Training – Mayor Rod Mann

Mayor Mann provided a brief training regarding meeting etiquette and how City Council meetings should operate. He
wanted to ensure that meetings were welcoming and comfortable, so he planned to provide public comment
opportunities during each item after the initial presentation was given. This would not be a public hearing, but a public
comment option. Mayor Mann stated that Council Members should not interrogate or challenge members of the public
when they make comments, but they should ask clarifying questions. They can also ask staff to follow up on public
items.
Council Member Brian Braithwaite said that they should be responding to the residents’ questions and concerns, but it
wasn’t very inviting when the City Council is unresponsive. They didn’t have to provide answers, but the residents
should know that the City Council was listening to their concerns. Mayor Mann said that comment cards would be
available at the back of the room, and residents would be able to provide their contact information for easier follow up.
Nathan Crane presented the comment cards and said that they were preparing an opening statement about how the
meetings would operate.
Mayor Mann reminded the City Council Members to refrain from making direct, personal remarks. It was also
inappropriate to clap, boo, or stand in support of a position. The City Council should not be making decisions based on
public clamor.
Council Member Ed Dennis asked about dress etiquette, and Mayor Mann said that business casual was appropriate.

•

Park Maintenance RFP Discussion – Mayor Rod Mann

Mayor Mann explained that the City would soon be losing their ability to store Public Works equipment at residents’
properties, and they needed to look into other options. The City could construct their own storage building to house the
equipment, or they could outsource some or all of the park maintenance. Mayor Mann asked staff to put together an
RFP so that the City Council had more information regarding potential costs.
Council Member Brian Braithwaite did not have any concerns about doing it in-house or outsourcing; he simply wanted
to cover all of the issues. Council Member Scott Smith agreed. It made sense to bring the maintenance in-house a few
years ago, but things could change. Council Member Tim Irwin added that doing the maintenance in-house saved the
City money, but the quality of work diminished because the funding was not sufficient.

Mayor Rod Mann called for a motion to adjourn.
Councilman Tim Irwin MOVED to adjourn the meeting and Councilman Scott L. Smith SECONDED the motion. All voted
yes and the motion passed unanimously.
The meeting adjourned at 9:51 PM.
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I, Cindy Quick, City Recorder of Highland City, hereby certify that the foregoing minutes represent a true, accurate and
complete record of the meeting held on January 9, 2018. This document constitutes the official minutes for the Highland City
Council Meeting.

Cindy Quick, CMC
City Recorder
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Agenda

Next

Highland City Council Chambers, 5400 West Civic Center Drive, Highland UT 84003
PRESENT:

Mayor Rod Mann, conducting
Councilmember Brian Braithwaite
Councilmember Ed Dennis
Councilmember Tim Irwin (participated electronically via phone)
Councilmember Kurt Ostler
Councilmember Scott L. Smith

STAFF PRESENT:

Nathan Crane, City Administrator/Community Develop. Director
Erin Wells, Assistant City Administrator
Gary LeCheminant, Finance Director
Todd Trane, City Engineer
Justin Parduhn, Public Works O&M Director
Janae Wanschaffe, Library Director
Cindy Quick, City Recorder

OTHERS: Mark Thompson
Call to Order – Mayor Rod Mann
The meeting was called to order by Mayor Rod Mann as a Special Goal Setting Session at 6:38 p.m. The meeting agenda
was posted on the Utah State Public Meeting Website at least 24 hours prior to the meeting. Justin Parduhn, Public Works
O&M Director offered the invocation.
Mayor Mann passed out a news article regarding a piece of land that was de-annexed in 1983. He also handed out a
summary of all subdivisions, open space and the average lot size for reference. He turned the time over to Nathan Crane,
City Administrator.

City Council and staff will discuss and come to a consensus on Highland City priorities for
2018 and 2019.
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Nathan Crane, City Administrator reported that Council Member Tim Irwin was participating electronically by phone.
He explained that staff took the goal list provided by council and staff and tried to combine common topics into three
different categories. He also took several of the items proposed and included them on a list entitled Staff Projects
because those items were topics that staff was either already working on or should be working toward.
The other topics were separated into three different categories as follows:
• Resident Satisfaction
• Work Quality
• Fiscal Sustainability
Resident Satisfaction

∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘

Update General Plan to Address SR 92 and North County Zoning, Future Residential Use and Commercial Areas
in City, etc.
Work with North Utah County Water and Lehi City on Dry Creek Park
Economic Development Plan Including Current Business Development
Evaluate Impact to City of Developmental Center Property
Fling Expansion and Revenue Analysis
Design and Construction of Murdock Connector – Balancing Residents, Cost, Safety, etc.
Comprehensive Budget Document and Annual Report
Properly Evaluate Boundary Adjustment Requests
Evaluate City Survey(s) Method
Score Better on Libertas Freedom Scale
Develop City Mission Statement
Evaluate and Improve General Resident Communication

Nathan Crane reviewed the topics on the Staff Projects list.
Staff Projects
1. Return and Report to Residents – Roads and Utility Plans, Capital Improvements
1. Educate on Water Conservation
1. Follow up with Council Requests
1. Follow up with Council/Staff Priorities
1. Build Salt Building
1. Implement Utility Maintenance Plans
2. Update Website Content and Launch New Platform
2. Respond to all Work Orders and Follow Up with Residents
2. Review and Update City Ordinances
2. Assign Appropriate Penalties for Municipal Code Violations
2. Implement GIS Software for Public Works
2. Ensure Online Sales Tax is Collected From All Entities
2. Update Purchasing Policy
2. Technology Replacement Plan
2. Ensure Appropriate Vendors are Used Based on Cost and Quality
3. Promote Community Image of the Fire/Police Department
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Staff Projects (continued)
3. Cyber Risk Policy and Procedures
3. Develop and Implement Updated Safety Program
3. Cross Train Staff on all Duties
3. Promote Automatic Bill Pay Services
Todd Trane, City Engineer was asked to expound on the topic to Implement GIS Software for Public Works. He
explained that they had created an online app system for the tracking of projects. Instead of having work order
information on paper, they would have the ability of viewing that information online. The app would keep a log and
have the ability to show what was on and off. They were implementing GIS to better track information. Council
Member Kurt Ostler wondered if the app had the ability to add a picture and Todd Trane confirmed that it could.
Nathan Crane provided an example of road repairs. With the app, they could identify the street, the contractor and
notes regarding performance. It would allow them to evaluate how a certain product for that specific stretch of road
performed.
Council Member Brian Braithwaite asked for clarification regarding the topic from the Resident Satisfaction list to
Work with North Utah County Water and Lehi City on Dry Creek Park, he felt that should be automatically taking
place. Nathan Crane reported of several comments and concerns voiced regarding Dry Creek Park regarding the
boundary and the desire to ensure appropriate measures were taken. He felt it had been mentioned enough, that it
should be included on the topic list. Council Member Braithwaite suggested that the topic may be a better fit as a Staff
Project. A brief discussion regarding the boundaries of the park and liability for Highland City took place. Nathan
Crane suggested that the discussion be placed on a future agenda to continue a more in-depth conversation.
It was suggested that council and staff choose three topics listed from the Resident Satisfaction list as a priority to
focus on for the next two years. Council Member Tim Irwin suggested that choosing only three topics may be too
limiting. Nathan Crane was fine increasing the amount of priorities and explained the goal was for three topics from
each category and then narrow those topics to three choices overall. Mayor Rod Mann was fine to continue by
choosing three and understood that more may be needed. Nathan Crane emphasized that the purpose of the goal
setting session was to set priorities but did not mean other items would not be included as projects in the future.
Council Member Braithwaite requested that once priorities were set as a group that council member’s not go to staff
with items that were not selected, in an effort to move those items to a level of higher priority. He asked council to
allow staff to focus on the priorities chosen and let those projects be completed before moving to another topic, or that
council reprioritize the topics as a group. Council Member Ed Dennis questioned whether or not the setting of
priorities should be done as a group or by elected City Council Members. He felt responsible, as an elected Council
Member, to represent the community and his understanding was that staff was to support Council direction.
Therefore, he believed priorities should be set by the Council. Mayor Mann suggested that staff understood the issues
and that their understanding would add value to the process. Council Member Dennis agreed that it would be critical
to get staff’s understanding and perspective, however, as elected officials, it was their responsibility to prioritize
topics. Council Member Kurt Ostler suggested that perhaps the votes made by Council could be labeled with an “X”
to clearly show the perspective of staff and council both. Council Member Scott L. Smith agreed with Council
Member Dennis, he felt the City Council should drive the priority level of topics being discussed. Council Member
Braithwaite agreed that it was important to hear staff’s perspective. Mayor Mann added that at the end of the session,
Council would have the final decision of priority levels for each topic. Nathan Crane suggested that it was approached
as a team effort. Todd Trane commented that he hoped the Council and staff had a similar purpose. It was his hope
that Council would value the knowledge of staff and realize staff had good intentions and knew the needs of Highland
residents. He personally watched out for Highland City as a whole and the needs of residents. Council Member Smith
explained that staff was valued, he simply saw it as a Council responsibility. Council Member Dennis echoed that
same sentiment and explained that he was not devaluing staff he just believed Council had stewardship, as elected
officials.
Nathan Crane continued reviewing the topics for each category.
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Work Quality

∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘

Actions to Retain Quality Staff (Empower Employees, Training, Annual Raise Incentives)
Evaluate City Work Week
Evaluate Employee Benefits Including Health Care and Pay
Provide Appropriate Information for Council to Make Decisions
Improve Employee Evaluation System and Include Council Priorities
Improve Resident Communications
Unify Civic Events, Library, Arts Council, etc.
Audit all Volunteer Groups and Make Changes as Needed
Organizational Key Performance Measures/Metrics/Net Promoter Score
Create and Execute Long Term Library Plan: Adult Study Space, Patron Input on Collection and Programming
Prepare Plan for Finishing Connecting Roads
Ensure Organizational Behavior Consistency

Council Member Brian Braithwaite suggested that the topic of Create and Execute Long Term Library Plan be
worded as Identify Phases of that plan to be executed over the next few years. He felt that would be more actionable.
Nathan Crane agreed and felt that they would need to work with the Library Board to identify those phases. Council
Member Braithwaite agreed.
The topics for the Fiscal Sustainability category were reviewed.
Fiscal Sustainability

∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘
∘

Fleet Replacement Schedule
Long Term Financial Planning Based on Economic Study including Citizen Engagement (Cost of Running City)
Evaluate Need for City to Have Own Zip Code
Decide and Execute Park Maintenance Building Plans
Open Space Analysis
Make Library Self Funding
Improve Technology in Library
Outsourcing Lawn Maintenance?
Improve Emergency Preparedness
Identify and Obtain New Grant Money
Audit Utility Code and Accounts and Update as Needed
Appropriately Budget and Fund Public Safety
Create 10-Year Capital Improvement Plan for All Operations
Complete Phase 1 of PI Metering

Council Member Ed Dennis commented regarding the topic of, Making the Library Self-funded, that the City would
need to determine whether or not the Library should be Public or Private and they may lose funding depending on
which way they chose. Nathan Crane mentioned that there would be a lot of details to work through.
Council Member Dennis asked for clarification regarding the topic of the utility Code and Accounts. He wondered if
that should be a staff project. Nathan Crane explained that project could take City staff six to eight months to
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complete. Erin Wells further added that they included the topic because of how large the project was. In regard to
determining priorities, they wanted that direction from Council moving forward and whether or not to make it a
priority.
There was a brief discussion regarding the topic to Appropriately Budget and Fund Public Safety. There were
concerns regarding allocating fixed costs and variable costs. Mayor Rod Mann reminded council that the decision
would be unanimously approved by the board and Nathan Crane suggested that the board should be included in
determining how it should function. Council Member Braithwaite commented that the Council should be united and
the board should hear Council’s consensus.
Council Member Brian Braithwaite expounded on the topic of Creating a 10-Year Capital Improvement Plan for All
Operations. He explained that just as the City had plans for sewer and roads, he believed there should be a similar
plan for upgrading computer systems, a/c components and fleet. He also expounded on the topic, Complete Phase One
of PI Metering. He believed the City should be preparing for water conservation. He wanted the communication to
residents to be measurable. He mentioned that some people may think they are doing their part to conserve, however,
conservation methods should be clearly communicated to residents. He thought phase one should involve gathering
data and investing enough to get a good feel of costs. Phase two would be implementation.
Todd Trane commented that staff would continue to look at the topic and divulged that there may be possible funding
sources to help the effort. He also reported that water conservation was already becoming a hot topic of the year.
Council Member Braithwaite felt that it may be of higher priority and should be looked at sooner.
Erin Wells relayed a comment from Council Member Tim Irwin regarding the topic of whether or not the library was
public, he reported that the library could still be funded by tax dollars. The first public library was privately funded.
Nathan Crane asked Council if they felt that anything had been missed. Mayor Mann suggested that the topic of
Appropriately Budget and Fund Public Safety and the topic of Determine Appropriate Level of Service for Public
Safety could be combined as one topic. It was noted.
Council Member Ed Dennis requested feedback from staff as to what their perspective was regarding any of the topics
listed. Todd Trane provided further clarification regarding the open space issue. He mentioned of people who had
been in the office that day regarding the very issue. He explained that it was becoming a growing problem. People
were were becoming more aggressive with encroaching on open space. They were encroaching in drainage channels
and creating safety issues. He wanted Council to be aware that open space was becoming a serious staff issue. He did
understand that it may not be as big of issue as roads, etc., however, he would like to set precedence moving forward.
Nathan Crane suggested that staff choose three topics from each category and then discuss with the Council why they
chose those topics and staff complied.
(Janae Wanschaffe, Library Director was excused at 7:46 p.m.)
The top three priorities, chosen by staff, for each category were as follows.
Resident Satisfaction (# of votes)

∘
∘
∘

Evaluate Impact to City of Developmental Center Property (5)
Evaluate and Improve General Resident Communication (5)
Design and Construction of Murdock Connector – Balancing Residents, Cost, Safety, etc. (4)

Council Member Ed Dennis asked to hear staff’s perspective regarding the choices they made and why they chose
those topics as a priority. Todd Trane explained that he prioritized those topics because those areas are where he
spends his time and felt it was the best time spent for the community. Erin Wells requested further direction on what
Council would like to see regarding communication with residents.
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Work Quality (# of votes)

∘
∘

Improve Employee Evaluating System and Include Council Priorities (5)
Actions to Retain Quality Staff (Empower Employees, Training, Annual Raise Incentives) (4)

Fiscal Sustainability (# of votes)

∘
∘
∘

Appropriately Budget and Fund Public Safety (5)
Open Space Analysis (5)
Long Term Financial Planning Based on Economic Study including Citizen Engagement (Cost of Running City)
(4)

Nathan Crane commented that the Open Space topic may have been chosen as a priority because of residents
encroaching into open space creating safety issues with flooding. The open space process was originally supposed to
be done for a group and implemented individually. He hoped to streamline the process in the future so it was not so
time consuming. Todd Trane suggested that if it was not beneficial to Highland City residents it should not be
maintained and should be sold off. Mayor Mann felt that the City should take a comprehensive look at what should or
should not be classified as open space. He mentioned of trails that were not being maintained. The City should know
the cost to maintain open space areas and suggested of some park strips that could be city maintained. He noted that
the $20 per month fee would no longer cover the costs. It could be a long process and resident meetings should take
place. He suggested creating a committee for how to deal with encroachment issues. A detailed review and analysis
should occur and information should be provided to citizens. Council Member Dennis agreed that time needed to be
spent considering the issue of open space, however, open space needed to be defined generally. It should be
approached in a logical way. Council Member Scott L. Smith suggested that the issue may need to incorporate not
only property size but structures on the property, as well. Council Member Braithwaite thanked the Mayor for sharing
his perspective, he felt it was very valuable.
Nathan Crane requested that Council choose three topics from each category.
Resident Satisfaction: (# votes)

∘
∘
∘

Update General Plan to Address SR 92 and North County Zoning, Future Residential Use and Commercial Areas
in the City, etc. (5)
Evaluate Impact to City of Developmental Property (4)
Design and Construction of Murdock Connector – Balancing Residents, Cost, Safety, etc. (4)

Work Quality: (# votes)

∘
∘
∘

Organizational Key Performance Measures/Metrics/Net Promoter Score (5)
Actions to Retain Quality Staff (Empower Employees, Training, Annual Raise Incentives) (3)
Evaluate Employee Benefits Including Health Care and Pay (3)

Fiscal Responsibility: (# votes)

∘
∘
∘

Long Term Financial Planning Based on Economic Study Including Citizen Engagement (Cost of Running City)
(5)
Create 10-Year Capital Improvement Plan for All Operations (5)
Appropriately Budget and Fund Public Safety (4)

Nathan Crane asked for clarification regarding the choice of Evaluating Employee Benefits Including Health Care and
Pay. Council Member Kurt Ostler explained that he would like to review how they align with other cities and try to
figure out some areas where there might be some cost savings. Council Member Braithwaite agreed.
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Nathan Crane asked Council and staff to briefly discuss and evaluate what they learned from the exercise and a brief
discussion ensued. Council felt that it would be important to define what each topic truly meant. Todd Trane observed
that staff and Council chose nearly the same topics of importance. He believed that showed staff was listening to
Council and making best efforts to assist Council with their responsibilities. He asked that Council trust staff was
looking out for the same thing Council was; to meet resident needs.
Nathan Crane wondered if Council and staff would like to narrow the topics down further, by choosing three top goals
overall. Council Member Brian Braithwaite suggested that they put all the topics on one list and send it to council to
prioritize. Mayor Mann agreed. Nathan Crane replied that he would send it out to everyone so they could rank the
topics one through 10. Mayor Mann asked that the choices be due by next Tuesday, January 30, 2018. Council agreed.
Nathan Crane confirmed he would email the list to the Council and schedule the conclusion of the discussion as a
communication item on a future agenda. He then thanked them for their time expressing that it had been a productive
process. He advised Council that the topics chosen were not all that would be worked on but would provide direction
of what to focus on as a priority. He also mentioned that some topics chosen may affect the budget.
Council was invited to attend a tour of the Library’s new room and facility on February 6, 2018 at 6:30pm.

Mayor Rod Mann called for a motion to adjourn.
Councilman Scott L. Smith MOVED to adjourn the meeting and Councilman Ed Dennis SECONDED the motion. All
voted yes and the motion passed unanimously.
The meeting adjourned at 8:36 PM.

I, Cindy Quick, City Recorder of Highland City, hereby certify that the foregoing minutes represent a true, accurate and
complete record of the meeting held on January 23, 2018. This document constitutes the official minutes for the Highland
City Council Meeting.

Cindy Quick, CMC
City Recorder
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Agenda

Next

Approve Mayor Rod Mann’s recommendation of Planning Commission Appointments.
Mayor Mann is recommending that the Highland City Council ratify the Appointment of
Jerry Abbott, Sherry Carruth, and Brady Brammer to the Highland City Planning
Commission. Brammer will serve as an Alternate Commissioner and current Alternate
Brittney Bills will be moved to a full Commissioner. Brammer requested this change be
made.
Jerry Abbott and his family has been residents of Highland for 10 years. He holds a
Bachelor of Science in Construction Management and owns a Development company.
Sherry Carruth and her family has been residents of Highland for 31 years. Carruth is a is
a real estate agent and has served on the Planning Commission since 2011.
Brady Brammer and his family has been residents of Highland for six years and is a
practicing attorney with a specialty in municipal issues. He holds a master’s degree in public
administration. Brammer has served on the Planning Commission since 2014.
Each individual’s volunteer statement of interest is attached for more information.
These appointments will enable the Planning Commission to continue meeting and giving
recommendations to the City Council. These appointments are for a 4-year term expiring
February 1, 2022. As Brammer previously served as the vice-chair, the Planning
Commission will need to vote for a new vice-chair.

Planning Commissioners are paid $56 per meeting attended and is budgeted from GL 1052-15.
1. Jerry Abbott Volunteer Statement

2. Sherry Carruth Volunteer Statement
3. Brady Brammer Volunteer Statement

Agenda

Next

The City Council authorize the Mayor to sign a contract with Geneva Rock Products to
proceed with the construction of the 2018 Road Rehabilitation Project.

This project includes the major road repair items for this year’s road projects. Additional
projects will be coming to council in upcoming meetings for patching and surface
treatments. Prices came in a little higher than staff had hoped, but Geneva is a good
contractor that we have had good experiences with in the past.
If approved and awarded to Geneva Rock Products, the project will start on June 1, 2018.
The schedule of the rehabilitation project will be June and July of 2018. The patching and
crack sealing work will occur during April and May. The surface treatment portion of the
2018 road project will be completed in June and July.
I move that the City Council APPROVE and AUTHORIZE the Mayor to sign a contract
with Geneva Rock Products for construction of the 2018 Road Rehabilitation Project for
$826,227.66.

I move that the City Council REJECT the bids for construction of the 2018 Road
Rehabilitation Project. (The Council should draft appropriate findings).

The proposed budget for this year’s road projects is $1.5 million. This is a mix of collected
road fees ($1 million) and B & C road funds ($500,000). With the current rehabilitation
project cost of $826,277.66, they would have $673,722.34 for the remaining project work.
Our estimates for the remaining work is as follows:
Crack Seal - $42,546

Patching – $124,319
Surface Treatments - $521,559
The total estimated project costs for this year is $1,514,652. We are currently doing as
much as we can with the funding available, but we are estimating $14,652 over budget.
As the bidding and construction process continues, we will keep the Council up to date on
costs versus budget. We will make adjustments in work to be done, based on the available
B&C funds as we have that information.

1. 2018 Road Rehabilitation Bid Opening Document
2. 2018 Road Rehabilitation Bid Tabulation
3. 2018 Road Rehabilitation Plan Set

HIGHLAND CITY
2018 - ROAD REHABILITATION PROJECT BID OPENING
COMPANY
Staker Parson
Eckles Paving
Kilgore Contracting
Geneva Rock
Post Asphalt Paving
Granite Construction

BASE BID 6000 WEST

BASE BID + ADDITIVE A

BASE BID + ADDITIVE A & B

BASE BID + ADDITIVE A, B & C

$680,790.37

$728,696.37

$830,141.01

$939,600.21

$754,421.56

$801,798.66

$895,778.96

$997,994.01

$656,333.49

$698,600.99

$788,313.72

$884,488.00

$615,255.42

$667,072.62

$768,437.96

$878,044.86

$636,359.90

$683,620.90

$781,579.15

$885,504.97

$738,829.55

$790,037.25

$899,912.65

$1,020,018.35

Highland City 2018 Road Rehab Project
Bid Tabulation
Printed: January 31, 2018

Item #

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE - BASE BID - 6000 West (10450 North to SR-92)
Description
Unit Quantity
Unit Price
LS

1

$30,000.00

Amount
$30,000.00

Geneva Rock
Unit Price
Amount

Post Asphalt Paving
Unit Price
Amount

Kilgore Contracting
Unit Price
Amount

Staker Parson
Unit Price
Amount

Granite Construction
Unit Price
Amount

Eckles Paving
Unit Price
Amount

$21,000.00

$21,000.00

$13,350.00

$13,350.00

$80,000.00

$80,000.00

$49,800.00

$49,800.00

$40,000.00

$40,000.00

$59,200.00

$59,200.00

1

Mobilization

2

Traffic Control

LS

1

$8,000.00

$8,000.00

$6,000.00

$6,000.00

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

$12,000.00

$12,000.00

$32,700.00

$32,700.00

$13,620.00

$13,620.00

$19,250.00

$19,250.00

3

Conduct Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Acitivies

LS

1

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$4,400.00

$4,400.00

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

$5,300.00

$5,300.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

4

Sawcut Existing Asphalt

LF

353

$1.50

$529.50

$2.30

$811.90

$1.50

$529.50

$1.00

$353.00

$0.82

$289.46

$2.00

$706.00

$0.85

$300.05

5

Remove and Dispose of Existing Asphalt

SF

650

$1.00

$650.00

$0.55

$357.50

$1.15

$747.50

$1.85

$1,202.50

$0.83

$539.50

$1.50

$975.00

$0.92

$598.00

6

Remove and Dispose of Existing Concrete
Waterway

LF

135

$10.00

$1,350.00

$15.00

$2,025.00

$6.50

$877.50

$23.00

$3,105.00

$14.50

$1,957.50

$24.00

$3,240.00

$25.20

$3,402.00

7

Remove and Dispose of 24" Curb and Gutter

LF

131

$5.00

$655.00

$7.00

$917.00

$9.00

$1,179.00

$10.50

$1,375.50

$12.40

$1,624.40

$8.50

$1,113.50

$9.25

$1,211.75

8

Pulverize Existing Asphalt, Reshape, and
Compact

SF

149,410

$0.20

$29,882.00

$0.27

$40,340.70

$0.23

$34,364.30

$0.20

$29,882.00

$0.20

$29,882.00

$0.40

$59,764.00

$0.27

$40,340.70

9

Dispose of Excess Pulverized Aspahlt

CY

277

$15.00

$4,155.00

$23.50

$6,509.50

$14.00

$3,878.00

$16.50

$4,570.50

$18.75

$5,193.75

$13.50

$3,739.50

$43.30

$11,994.10

10

Overexcavate for Asphalt Widening

SF

1,090

$5.00

$5,450.00

$1.25

$1,362.50

$6.40

$6,976.00

$2.00

$2,180.00

$1.00

$1,090.00

$12.00

$13,080.00

$1.10

$1,199.00

11

Furnish, Place, Shape and Compact Asphalt

TON

3,785

$56.00

$211,960.00

$57.00

$215,745.00

$65.50

$247,917.50

$56.00

$211,960.00

$56.25

$212,906.25

$65.00

$246,025.00

$62.00

$234,670.00

12

Grade Preparation, Furnish, Form, Place and
Finish 6' Concrete Waterway

LF

135

$30.00

$4,050.00

$77.50

$10,462.50

$56.50

$7,627.50

$100.00

$13,500.00

$67.00

$9,045.00

$94.00

$12,690.00

$99.00

$13,365.00

13

Grade Preparation, Furnish, Form, Place and
Finish 24" Concrete Curb and Gutter

LF

254

$15.00

$3,810.00

$37.00

$9,398.00

$29.10

$7,391.40

$35.00

$8,890.00

$27.00

$6,858.00

$24.00

$6,096.00

$25.30

$6,426.20

14

Grade Preparation, Furnish, Form, Place and
Finish ADA Ramp

EA

1

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

$1,800.00

$1,800.00

$1,600.00

$1,600.00

$3,010.00

$3,010.00

$2,600.00

$2,600.00

$3,400.00

$3,400.00

$2,200.00

$2,200.00

15

Adjust Manhole Lid to Grade, Place or
Replace Concrete Collar

EA

14

$800.00

$11,200.00

$770.00

$10,780.00

$555.00

$7,770.00

$660.00

$9,240.00

$665.00

$9,310.00

$675.00

$9,450.00

$715.00

$10,010.00

16

Adjust Valve Box to Grade, Place or Replace
Concrete Collar

EA

11

$500.00

$5,500.00

$535.00

$5,885.00

$440.00

$4,840.00

$530.00

$5,830.00

$460.00

$5,060.00

$475.00

$5,225.00

$495.00

$5,445.00

17

Replace Existing Curb Inlet Box with Combo
Box

LS

1

$4,000.00

$4,000.00

$6,500.00

$6,500.00

$8,200.00

$8,200.00

$4,500.00

$4,500.00

$10,800.00

$10,800.00

$6,500.00

$6,500.00

$21,285.00

$21,285.00

18

Install new Sump, Connect Sump to Combo
Box and Existing Inlet with 15" RCP

LS

1

$15,000.00

$15,000.00

$10,500.00

$10,500.00

$9,200.00

$9,200.00

$13,657.11

$13,657.11

$17,500.00

$17,500.00

$17,000.00

$17,000.00

$13,750.00

$13,750.00

19

Furnish and Place Solid White or Yellow
Traffic Stripe

LF

120

$0.25

$30.00

$1.65

$198.00

$2.85

$342.00

$1.50

$180.00

$1.43

$171.60

$1.50

$180.00

$6.10

$732.00

20

Furnish and Place Solid Double White or
Yellow Traffic Stripe

LF

3,605

$0.25

$901.25

$0.40

$1,442.00

$0.40

$1,442.00

$0.40

$1,442.00

$0.33

$1,189.65

$0.35

$1,261.75

$0.22

$793.10

21

Furnish and Place Thermoplastic School
Crosswalk Stripe

LF

90

$20.00

$1,800.00

$36.00

$3,240.00

$27.75

$2,497.50

$31.00

$2,790.00

$31.00

$2,790.00

$32.00

$2,880.00

$30.00

$2,700.00
$1,140.00

22

Furnish and Place Thermoplastic School
Marking

EA

2

$800.00

$1,600.00

$455.00

$910.00

$585.00

$1,170.00

$400.00

$800.00

$400.00

$800.00

$400.00

$800.00

$570.00

23

Furnish and Place Directional Turn Arrow
Pavement Marking

EA

4

$200.00

$800.00

$55.00

$220.00

$20.75

$83.00

$46.00

$184.00

$46.00

$184.00

$45.00

$180.00

$105.00

Total

$344,522.75

$360,804.60

$367,982.70

$415,951.61

$403,291.11

$452,925.75

$420.00
$455,431.90

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE - BASE BID - 6000 West (SR-92 to 11800 North)
Item #

Description

Unit

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

24

Traffic Control

LS

1

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$12,000.00

$12,000.00

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

$7,300.00

$7,300.00

$24,500.00

$24,500.00

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$14,200.00

$14,200.00

25

Conduct Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Acitivies

LS

1

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$3,800.00

$3,800.00

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

$1,100.00

$1,100.00

$900.00

$900.00

$3,500.00

$3,500.00

$3,500.00

$3,500.00

26

Sawcut Existing Asphalt

LF

787

$1.50

$1,180.50

$1.90

$1,495.30

$1.50

$1,180.50

$1.00

$787.00

$0.82

$645.34

$2.00

$1,574.00

$0.85

$668.95

27

Remove and Dispose of Existing Asphalt

SF

3,258

$1.00

$3,258.00

$0.55

$1,791.90

$0.70

$2,280.60

$1.70

$5,538.60

$0.45

$1,466.10

$1.50

$4,887.00

$0.92

$2,997.36

28

Mill top 2" of Asphalt and Place, Compact
Millings Along Undeveloped Shoulders

SF

180,234

$0.20

$36,046.80

$0.18

$32,442.12

$0.15

$27,035.10

$0.17

$30,639.78

$0.13

$23,430.42

$0.20

$36,046.80

$0.25

$45,058.50

29

Dispose of Excess Milled Asphalt

CY

890

$15.00

$13,350.00

$9.00

$8,010.00

$13.00

$11,570.00

$7.50

$6,675.00

$13.60

$12,104.00

$2.00

$1,780.00

$20.22

$17,995.80

30

Overexcavate for Asphalt Widening

SF

1,260

$5.00

$6,300.00

$1.80

$2,268.00

$6.40

$8,064.00

$2.00

$2,520.00

$1.90

$2,394.00

$12.00

$15,120.00

$0.95

$1,197.00

31

Furnish, Place, Shape and Compact Asphalt

TON

2,345

$56.00

$131,320.00

$56.00

$131,320.00

$67.00

$157,115.00

$55.00

$128,975.00

$60.75

$142,458.75

$65.00

$152,425.00

$62.20

$145,859.00

32

Adjust Manhole Lid to Grade, Place or
Replace Concrete Collar

EA

27

$800.00

$21,600.00

$715.00

$19,305.00

$550.00

$14,850.00

$600.00

$16,200.00

$620.00

$16,740.00

$675.00

$18,225.00

$660.00

$17,820.00

33

Adjust Valve Box to Grade, Place or Replace
Concrete Collar

EA

43

$500.00

$21,500.00

$475.00

$20,425.00

$440.00

$18,920.00

$475.00

$20,425.00

$410.00

$17,630.00

$475.00

$20,425.00

$440.00

$18,920.00

34

Furnish and Place Solid White or Yellow
Traffic Stripe

LF

145

$0.25

$36.25

$2.00

$290.00

$0.40

$58.00

$1.50

$217.50

$1.43

$207.35

$1.50

$217.50

$5.07

$735.15

35

Furnish and Place Solid Double White or
Yellow Traffic Stripe

LF

4,010

$0.25

$1,002.50

$0.35

$1,403.50

$0.40

$1,604.00

$0.40

$1,604.00

$0.33

$1,323.30

$0.35

$1,403.50

$0.29

$1,162.90

36

Install Storm Drain Manhole with associated
24" and 15" RCP Pipe Connections

LS

1

$8,000.00

$8,000.00

$8,200.00

$8,200.00

$6,500.00

$6,500.00

$9,700.00

$9,700.00

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$5,500.00

$5,500.00

$11,550.00

$11,550.00

37

Replace Curb Inlet Boxes with Double Inlet
Box

EA

1

$4,000.00

$4,000.00

$5,100.00

$5,100.00

$3,700.00

$3,700.00

$3,700.00

$3,700.00

$11,000.00

$11,000.00

$6,800.00

$6,800.00

$8,250.00

$8,250.00

38

Replace Curb Inlet Boxes with Combo Box &
Inlet Box

EA

1

$6,000.00

$6,000.00

$6,600.00

$6,600.00

$9,500.00

$9,500.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$12,700.00

$12,700.00

$8,000.00

$8,000.00

$9,075.00

$9,075.00

Total

$265,594.05

$254,450.82

$268,377.20

$240,381.88

$277,499.26

$285,903.80

$298,989.66

Total Base Bid (6000 West)

$610,116.80

$615,255.42

$636,359.90

$656,333.49

$680,790.37

$738,829.55

$754,421.56

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE - ADDITIVE A - ARGO CIRCLE - SHEET C-109
Item #
A1

Description
Traffic Control

Unit

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

LS

1

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$4,000.00

$4,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$3,100.00

$3,100.00

$2,300.00

$2,300.00

$2,200.00

$2,200.00

A2

Conduct Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Acitivies

LS

1

$500.00

$500.00

$1,100.00

$1,100.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,050.00

$1,050.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

A3

Pulverize Existing Asphalt, Reshape, and
Compact

SF

25,068

$0.20

$5,013.60

$0.35

$8,773.80

$0.25

$6,267.00

$0.25

$6,267.00

$0.35

$8,773.80

$0.40

$10,027.20

$0.10

$2,582.00

A4

Dispose of Excess Pulverized Aspahlt

A5

Furnish, Place, Shape and Compact Asphalt

CY

93

$15.00

$1,395.00

$23.80

$2,213.40

$15.00

$1,395.00

$16.50

$1,534.50

$23.00

$2,139.00

$13.50

$1,255.50

$38.70

$3,599.10

TON

476

$56.00

$26,656.00

$61.50

$29,274.00

$67.00

$31,892.00

$56.00

$26,656.00

$59.50

$28,322.00

$65.00

$30,940.00

$66.00

$31,416.00

6

$800.00

$4,800.00

$770.00

$4,620.00

$555.00

$3,330.00

$660.00

$3,960.00

$665.00

$3,990.00

$675.00

$4,050.00

$715.00

$4,290.00
$1,485.00

A6

Adjust Manhole Lid to Grade, Place or
Replace Concrete Collar

EA

A7

Adjust Valve Box to Grade, Place or Replace
Concrete Collar

EA

3

$500.00

$1,500.00

$535.00

$1,605.00

$440.00

$1,320.00

$530.00

$1,590.00

$460.00

$1,380.00

$475.00

$1,425.00

$495.00

A8

Furnish and Place Solid White or Yellow
Traffic Stripe

LF

140

$0.25

$35.00

$1.65

$231.00

$7.55

$1,057.00

$1.50

$210.00

$1.43

$200.20

$1.50

$210.00

$5.75

$805.00

Total

$41,899.60

$51,817.20

$47,261.00

$42,267.50

$47,906.00

$51,207.70

$47,377.10

Total Base Bid + Additive A

$652,016.40

$667,072.62

$683,620.90

$698,600.99

$728,696.37

$790,037.25

$801,798.66

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE - ADDITIVE B - 11350 NORTH - SHEET C-106 AND C-107
Item #

Unit

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

B1

Traffic Control

Description

LS

1

$4,000.00

$4,000.00

$5,200.00

$5,200.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

$9,600.00

$9,600.00

$3,500.00

$3,500.00

$4,400.00

$4,400.00

B2

Conduct Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Acitivies

LS

1

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,050.00

$1,050.00

$220.00

$220.00

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

B3

Sawcut Existing Asphalt

LF

128

$1.50

$192.00

$2.35

$300.80

$2.00

$256.00

$0.91

$116.48

$0.82

$104.96

$2.00

$256.00

$0.85

$108.80

B4

Pulverize Existing Asphalt, Reshape, and
Compact

SF

57,281

$0.20

$11,456.20

$0.34

$19,475.54

$0.25

$14,320.25

$0.25

$14,320.25

$0.28

$16,038.68

$0.40

$22,912.40

$0.10

$5,728.10

B5

Dispose of Excess Pulverized Aspahlt

CY

212

$15.00

$3,180.00

$22.25

$4,717.00

$14.00

$2,968.00

$16.50

$3,498.00

$21.00

$4,452.00

$13.50

$2,862.00

$28.30

$5,999.60

B6

Furnish, Place, Shape and Compact Asphalt

TON

1,088

$56.00

$60,928.00

$56.50

$61,472.00

$65.50

$71,264.00

$56.00

$60,928.00

$58.00

$63,104.00

$65.00

$70,720.00

$62.60

$68,108.80

B7

Adjust Manhole Lid to Grade, Place or
Replace Concrete Collar

EA

5

$800.00

$4,000.00

$770.00

$3,850.00

$550.00

$2,750.00

$660.00

$3,300.00

$665.00

$3,325.00

$675.00

$3,375.00

$727.00

$3,635.00

B8

Adjust Valve Box to Grade, Place or Replace
Concrete Collar

EA

10

$500.00

$5,000.00

$535.00

$5,350.00

$440.00

$4,400.00

$530.00

$5,300.00

$460.00

$4,600.00

$475.00

$4,750.00

$500.00

$5,000.00

Total

$89,756.20

$101,365.34

$97,958.25

$89,712.73

$101,444.64

$109,875.40

$93,980.30

Total Base Bid + Additive A + Additive B

$741,772.60

$768,437.96

$781,579.15

$788,313.72

$830,141.01

$899,912.65

$895,778.96

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE - ADDITIVE C - ANDREW DRIVE - SHEET C-107 AND C-108
Item #

Unit

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

Unit Price

Amount

C1

Traffic Control

Description

LS

1

$4,000.00

$4,000.00

$6,300.00

$6,300.00

$500.00

$500.00

$1,700.00

$1,700.00

$9,800.00

$9,800.00

$4,500.00

$4,500.00

$4,400.00

$4,400.00

C2

Conduct Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Acitivies

LS

1

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,014.38

$1,014.38

$220.00

$220.00

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

C3

Sawcut Existing Asphalt

LF

165

$1.50

$247.50

$2.45

$404.25

$2.00

$330.00

$0.91

$150.15

$0.82

$135.30

$2.00

$330.00

$0.85

$140.25

C4

Pulverize Existing Asphalt, Reshape, and
Compact

SF

62,393

$0.20

$12,478.60

$0.30

$18,717.90

$0.24

$14,974.32

$0.25

$15,598.25

$0.30

$18,717.90

$0.40

$24,957.20

$0.10

$6,239.30

C5

Dispose of Excess Pulverized Aspahlt

C6

Furnish, Place, Shape and Compact Asphalt

CY

231

$15.00

$3,465.00

$22.25

$5,139.75

$14.00

$3,234.00

$16.50

$3,811.50

$21.00

$4,851.00

$13.50

$3,118.50

$29.00

$6,699.00

TON

1,185

$56.00

$66,360.00

$59.00

$69,915.00

$65.50

$77,617.50

$56.00

$66,360.00

$58.00

$68,730.00

$65.00

$77,025.00

$62.30

$73,825.50

$4,000.00

$770.00

$3,850.00

$550.00

$2,750.00

$660.00

$3,300.00

$665.00

$3,325.00

$675.00

$3,375.00

$715.00

$3,575.00

$4,000.00

$535.00

$4,280.00

$440.00

$3,520.00

$530.00

$4,240.00

$460.00

$3,680.00

$475.00

$3,800.00

$792.00

C7

Adjust Manhole Lid to Grade, Place or
Replace Concrete Collar

EA

5

$800.00

C8

Adjust Valve Box to Grade, Place or Replace
Concrete Collar

EA

8

$500.00

$6,336.00

Total

$95,551.10

$109,606.90

$103,925.82

$96,174.28

$109,459.20

$120,105.70

$102,215.05

Total Base Bid + Additive A + Additive B + Additive C

$837,323.70

$878,044.86

$885,504.97

$884,488.00

$939,600.21

$1,020,018.35

$997,994.01

Plotted By: Jeremy Burns
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Plot D ate: 1/9/2018 3:44 PM

C-105

F ILE :

0
500

SCALE IN FEET

1,000
D RAWN BY:

D ESIGN BY:

C HECKED BY:

LAST U PDATED:

DESCRIPTION

REVISION

BY APR.

DATE

C-109

6000 WEST

C-107

D ate C reated: 1/4/2018

HIGHLAND CITY

Phone: 801.772−4515

5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

11800 NORTH

6400 WEST

BID SET

C-108

PR OJ. #:

C −001_S_KEY

T MT

ONE INCH

T MT

AT F U LL SIZ E, IF NOT ONE
INC H, SCALE ACC OR DINGLY

T MT

SHEET NUMBER:

1/9/2018

C−001

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 7+05

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 4+10

Phone: 801.772−4515

5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

10+00

9+00

8+00

7+00

6+00

5+00

4+00

3+00

2+00

1+60

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 1490 LF (THIS SHEET)

HIGHLAND CITY

WIDEN THE EXISTING ASPHALT TO ENSURE A MINIMUM OF 26' OF ASPHALT.
AT THE WIDENED EDGE ENSURE PLACEMENT OF 4" OF ASPHALT OVER 8"
OF UNTREATED ROAD BASE TO MATCH THE EXISTING ROAD SECTION.
PLACE, GRADE, AND COMPACT PULVERIZED ASPHALT (5' WIDE AT 4" THICK)
TO MATCH THE TOP OF THE NEW ASPHALT.

BID SET

6000 WEST

DATE

PLACE 4" NEW ASPHALT 57,310 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

6000 WEST

RESTRIPE CROSSWALK
APPROX. 45 LF

PRESERVE AND PROTECT
EXISTING 24" CMP

18+00

17+00

16+00

15+00

14+00

13+00

REMOVE AND REPLACE
CONCRETE CURB AND GUTTER.
STA. 17+65 TO 17+75

6000 WEST

PLACE 4" NEW ASPHALT 57,310 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)
PRESERVE AND PROTECT EXISTING
IRRIGATION PIPE AND CULVERT

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 9+90
REPLACE CONCRETE WATERWAY.
STA. 9+75 TO 10+25

REMOVE AND REPLACE
CONCRETE CURB AND GUTTER.
STA. 14+90 TO 15+10

REMOVE AND REPLACE CONCRETE CURB
AND GUTTER. STA. 13+20 TO 13+30

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE PULVERIZING OF THE EXISTING
ASPHALT. BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION
OF THE STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT PULVERIZING.
2. AFTER THE PULVERIZED ASPHALT HAS BEEN RESHAPED AND
COMPACTED, DELIVER ANY EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

10620 NORTH

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 10+00

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 14+45

REMOVE EXISTING IRRIGATION
PIPE AND STRUCTURES FROM
ROAD PRIOR TO PAVING.
CAP PIPE AT LIP OF GUTTER

N

Plotted By: Jeremy Burns

10550 NORTH

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 1490 LF (THIS SHEET)

12+00

Plot D ate: 1/9/2018 3:47 PM

ADJUST 4 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLARS. APPROX. STA. 10+15
11+00

D ate C reated: 1/4/2018

PULVERIZE EXISTING ASPHALT - 56,220 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS SHEET) AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS PULVERIZED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT. BRING ANY SOFT AREAS TO THE ATTENTION OF
THE ENGINEER OR STREETS SUPERINTENDENT, WHO WILL DETERMINE
IF OVER-EXCAVATION IS NECESSARY. OVER-EXCAVATION REQUIRES
PRIOR APPROVAL. (SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-301)

REPLACE CONCRETE WATERWAY.
STA. 9+85 TO 10+20

10+00
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NO.

DESCRIPTION

REVISION

BY APR.

PULVERIZE EXISTING ASPHALT - 56,220 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS SHEET) AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS PULVERIZED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT. BRING ANY SOFT AREAS TO THE ATTENTION OF
THE ENGINEER OR STREETS SUPERINTENDENT, WHO WILL DETERMINE
IF OVER-EXCAVATION IS NECESSARY. OVER-EXCAVATION REQUIRES
PRIOR APPROVAL. (SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-301)

SAWCUT EXISTING ASPHALT 1' SOUTH OF
PRIOR 6000 WEST PAVEMENT PROJECT LIMITS.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT
ON EXACT LOCATION.

F ILE :

C −100X_REHAB

PR OJ. #:
D RAWN BY:
D ESIGN BY:

0

30

60

T MT
T MT

C HECKED BY:

T MT
ONE INCH

AT F U LL SIZ E, IF NOT ONE
INC H, SCALE ACC OR DINGLY
LAST U PDATED:

SCALE IN FEET

1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−100

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 25+10

ADJUST 3 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLARS. APPROX. STA. 21+60

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 1145 LF (THIS SHEET)

26+00

25+00

24+00

23+00

22+00

21+00

20+00

19+00

18+00

Phone: 801.772−4515

CHAPEL

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 18+65

5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 21+45

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 18+60

HIGHLAND CITY

PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.

BID SET
PLACE 4" NEW ASPHALT 64,920 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

6000 WEST

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 21+40

BY APR.

PULVERIZE EXISTING ASPHALT - 64,920 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS SHEET) AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS PULVERIZED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT. BRING ANY SOFT AREAS TO THE ATTENTION OF
THE ENGINEER OR STREETS SUPERINTENDENT, WHO WILL DETERMINE
IF OVER-EXCAVATION IS NECESSARY. OVER-EXCAVATION REQUIRES
PRIOR APPROVAL. (SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-301)

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 1145 LF (THIS SHEET)
33+00

32+00

31+00

30+00

29+00

PLACE 4" NEW ASPHALT 64,920 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

6000 WEST

PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLETS DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.

10800 NORTH

REPLACE CONCRETE WATERWAY.
STA. 25+20 TO 25+70
ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 25+35
SAW CUT, REMOVE, AND REPLACE
APPROX. 650 SF OF ASPHALT.

6000 WEST

RESTRIPE CROSSWALK
APPROX. 44 LF

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 29+00

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 32+00

REMOVE AND REPLACE CONCRETE
CURB AND GUTTER. STA. 28+40 TO 28+50

N

Plotted By: Jeremy Burns

PULVERIZE EXISTING ASPHALT - 64,920 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS SHEET) AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS PULVERIZED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT. BRING ANY SOFT AREAS TO THE ATTENTION OF
THE ENGINEER OR STREETS SUPERINTENDENT, WHO WILL DETERMINE
IF OVER-EXCAVATION IS NECESSARY. OVER-EXCAVATION REQUIRES
PRIOR APPROVAL. (SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-301)
28+00

27+00

Plot D ate: 1/9/2018 3:47 PM

ADJUST MANHOLES TO GRADE AND PLACE
OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLARS. APPROX.
STA. 26+30 AND 26+45
26+00

D ate C reated: 1/4/2018

ADJUST 3 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 25+55

25+00
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NO.

WOODSHIRE

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 18+35

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 21+40

DESCRIPTION

REMOVE AND REPLACE EXISTING
CURB AND GUTTER TO ENSURE
FLOW TO EXISTING CURB INLET
BOX. RECONSTRUCT ADA RAMP
TO MATCH NEW ELEVATIONS.

INSTALL SD SUMP PER HIGHLAND CITY STANDARDS.
CONNECT EXISTING INLET BOX TO COMBO BOX THEN
TO SUMP WITH 15' RCP. PLACE PIPE AT 0.50% SLOPE.
ELEVATION OF PIPE TO AVOID EXISTING UTILITIES.

DATE

REPLACE THERMOPLASTIC SCHOOL
MARKING AFTER PAVING IS COMPLETE

SAWCUT EXISTING ASPHALT AND TIE THE
STREET PAVING INTO A CLEAN EDGE

REVISION

REMOVE EXISTING SD INLET. REPLACE
WITH A COMBO BOX WITH SNOUT PER
HIGHLAND CITY STANDARDS.

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE PULVERIZING OF THE EXISTING
ASPHALT. BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION
OF THE STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT PULVERIZING.
2. AFTER THE PULVERIZED ASPHALT HAS BEEN RESHAPED AND
COMPACTED, DELIVER ANY EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

F ILE :

C −100X_REHAB

PR OJ. #:
D RAWN BY:
D ESIGN BY:

0

30

60

T MT
T MT

C HECKED BY:

T MT
ONE INCH

AT F U LL SIZ E, IF NOT ONE
INC H, SCALE ACC OR DINGLY
LAST U PDATED:

SCALE IN FEET

1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−101

Phone: 801.772−4515

40+00

39+00

38+00

37+00

36+00

35+00

34+00

33+00

5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

COORDINATE WITH UDOT ON ABANDONMENT
AND REMOVAL OF ALL VEHICLE DETECTION
LOOPS IN THE ASPHALT FOR THE SIGNAL.
REMOVE THE SIGNAL JUNCTION BOX IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DETECTION LOOPS.

SAWCUT EXISTING ASPHALT AT
DRIVEWAY AND TIE THE STREET
PAVING INTO A CLEAN EDGE

REPLACE THERMOPLASTIC SCHOOL
MARKING AFTER PAVING IS COMPLETE

HIGHLAND CITY

SAWCUT EXISTING ASPHALT 1' NORTH OF SR-92
PROJECT LIMIT LINE. COORDINATE WITH STREETS
SUPERINTENDENT ON EXACT LOCATION

REISNER

SAWCUT EXISTING ASPHALT AND TIE THE
STREET PAVING INTO A CLEAN EDGE

RESTRIPE SINGLE WHITE LINE
APPROX. 120 LF

BID SET

RESTRIPE TURN ARROW MARKINGS

6000 WEST

BY APR.

PRESERVE AND PROTECT EXISTING 24" CMP CULVERT
LAST 20' OF CURB AND GUTTER TO TRANSITION
FROM 2' HIGHLAND STANDARD CURB AND GUTTER
TO 30" UDOT STANDARD CURB AND GUTTER.

DESCRIPTION

PULVERIZE EXISTING ASPHALT - 28,270 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS PLAN VIEW). AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS PULVERIZED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT. BRING ANY SOFT AREAS TO THE ATTENTION OF
THE ENGINEER OR STREETS SUPERINTENDENT, WHO WILL DETERMINE
IF OVER-EXCAVATION IS NECESSARY. OVER-EXCAVATION REQUIRES
PRIOR APPROVAL. (SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-301)

CONSTRUCT NEW CURB AND GUTTER. MATCH
EXISTING TBC ELEVATIONS ON THE NORTH AND SOUTH.
LIP OF GUTTER DESIGN TO MATCH EXISTING ASPHALT.
CONTRACTOR TO OVER-EXCAVATE UNDER CURB AND
GUTTER AND PROVIDE 8" OF UNTREATED BASE COURSE.

6000 WEST
6000 WEST
PLACE 2" NEW ASPHALT 11,840 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS PLAN VIEW)

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 970 LF (THIS SHEET)

N

Plotted By: Jeremy Burns

48+00

47+00

46+00

45+00

44+00

Plot D ate: 1/9/2018 3:47 PM

MILL TOP 2" OF EXISTING ASPHALT - 11,840 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS PLAN SHEET)(SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-300).
43+00

D ate C reated: 1/4/2018

MILL AND CREATE A CLEAN EDGE ON THE EXISTING ASPHALT
1' SOUTH OF SR-92 PROJECT LIMIT LINE. COORDINATE
WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON EXACT LOCATION
42+00

41+00

40+00
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NO.

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE PULVERIZING OF THE EXISTING
ASPHALT. BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION
OF THE STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT PULVERIZING.
2. AFTER THE PULVERIZED ASPHALT HAS BEEN RESHAPED AND
COMPACTED, DELIVER ANY EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

DATE

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 36+75

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 970 LF (THIS SHEET)

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 34+30

REVISION

PLACE 4" NEW ASPHALT 28,270 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS PLAN VIEW)

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE MILLING OF THE EXISTING ASPHALT.
BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION OF THE
STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT MILLING.
2. AFTER THE MILLED ASPHALT HAS BEEN USED ON SHOULDERS,
DELIVER EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY. COORDINATE WITH
STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

F ILE :

C −100X_REHAB

PR OJ. #:
D RAWN BY:
D ESIGN BY:

0

30

60

T MT
T MT

C HECKED BY:

T MT
ONE INCH

AT F U LL SIZ E, IF NOT ONE
INC H, SCALE ACC OR DINGLY
LAST U PDATED:

SCALE IN FEET

1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−102

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND PLACE
OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
APPROX. STA. 48+85 & 49+05

SCALE IN FEET

REMOVE EXISTING ASPHALT - 140 SF
AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS REMOVED,
PATCH THESE AREAS WITH 3" OF ASPHALT
PRIOR TO PLACEMENT OF OVERLAY.

PRESERVE AND PROTECT
COUNTY SURVEY MONUMENT

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 49+40

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 1,500 LF (THIS SHEET)
56+00

55+00

54+00

53+00

52+00

51+00

50+00

49+00

48+00

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 1,500 LF (THIS SHEET)

Phone: 801.772−4515

60

5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

30

HIGHLAND CITY

N
0

BID SET

6000 WEST
PLACE 2" NEW ASPHALT 49,125 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

MILL A CLEAN EDGE TO TIE INTO EXISTING ASPHALT.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON
EXACT LOCATION.

6000 WEST

63+00

62+00

61+00

6000 WEST

60+00

Plotted By: Jeremy Burns

MILL TOP 2" OF EXISTING ASPHALT - 45,395 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS PLAN SHEET)(SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-300).
59+00

58+00

Plot D ate: 1/9/2018 3:47 PM

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 57+10
57+00

56+00

D ate C reated: 1/4/2018

REMOVE EXISTING ASPHALT - 25 SF
AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS REMOVED,
PATCH THESE AREAS WITH 3" OF ASPHALT
PRIOR TO PLACEMENT OF OVERLAY.
55+00
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NO.

DESCRIPTION

11250 NORTH

11140 NORTH

REMOVE EXISTING ASPHALT - 450 SF
AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS REMOVED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT BASE. PATCH THIS AREA WITH 3" OF ASPHALT
PRIOR TO PLACEMENT OF OVERLAY.

BY APR.

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR
PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLETS DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.

DATE

MILL TOP 2" OF EXISTING ASPHALT - 45,395 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS PLAN SHEET)(SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-300).

REVISION

SAWCUT EXISTING ASPHALT AND TIE THE
STREET PAVING INTO A CLEAN EDGE

REMOVE EXISTING ASPHALT - 1,856 SF
AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS REMOVED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT BASE. PATCH THIS AREA WITH 3" OF ASPHALT
PRIOR TO PLACEMENT OF OVERLAY.

PLACE 2" NEW ASPHALT 49,125 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 1,500 LF (THIS SHEET)

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 57+90
MILL EXISTING ASPHALT AND TIE THE
NEW ASPHALT INTO A CLEAN EDGE
AREAS WHERE EXISTING ASPHALT WIDTH IS LESS THAN
26' WIDE, SAWCUT THE ASPHALT 1' FROM THE EXISTING
EDGE. REMOVE THE ASPHALT AND EXCAVATE TO A DEPTH
OF 11" BELOW THE ADJACENT MILLED ASPHALT SURFACE.
RECOMPACT SUBGRADE AND PLACE 8" OF UNTREATED
BASE COURSE. PLACE 3" OF ASPHALT (APPROX. 1260 SF)
PRIOR TO PLACEMENT OF OVERLAY.

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE MILLING OF THE EXISTING ASPHALT.
BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION OF THE
STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT MILLING.
2. AFTER THE MILLED ASPHALT HAS BEEN USED ON SHOULDERS,
DELIVER EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY. COORDINATE WITH
STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

F ILE :

C −100X_REHAB

PR OJ. #:
D RAWN BY:
D ESIGN BY:

T MT
T MT

C HECKED BY:

T MT
ONE INCH

AT F U LL SIZ E, IF NOT ONE
INC H, SCALE ACC OR DINGLY
LAST U PDATED:

1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−103

Phone: 801.772−4515

71+00

69+00

68+00

67+00

66+00

5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM
DRAIN INLET DURING
CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 1215 LF (THIS SHEET)

70+00

REPLACE CURB INLET BOXES WITH COMBO BOX AND INLET
BOX. CONSTRUCT A NEW MANHOLE OVER SD DISCHARGE
POINT TO CULVERT BELOW. CONNECT COMBO BOX TO
MANHOLES WITH 24" RCP. PLACE A SNOUT IN THE COMBO BOX
OVER 24" DISCHARGE POINT. DEPTH OF COMBO BOX TO MEET
SNOUT SPECIFICATIONS. REPLACE ANY NECESSARY CURB
AND GUTTER.

65+00

64+00

63+00

DRY CREEK

ADJUST 2 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLARS. APPROX. STA. 64+20

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE
CONCRETE COLLAR.
APPROX. STA. 63+85

HIGHLAND CITY

ADJUST 3 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLARS. APPROX. STA. 68+30

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 65+50

BID SET
6000 WEST
PLACE 2" NEW ASPHALT 62,192 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

Q UA
LANE

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 68+60

BY APR.

REPLACE CURB INLET BOXES WITH DOUBLE INLET BOX.
CONNECT DOUBLE INLET TO EXISTING MANHOLE WITH 28'
OF 15" RCP. REPLACE AND NECESSARY CURB AND GUTTER
AND RECONNECT THE EXISTING PI DRAIN TO THE INLET BOX.

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 68+45

DESCRIPTION

E EK
IL C R

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 64+55

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 65+55

REVISION

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 65+55

DATE

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 65+55

REMOVE STREET MONUMENT

NO.

MILL TOP 2" OF EXISTING ASPHALT - 62,192 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS PLAN SHEET)(SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-300).

ADJUST 3 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLARS. APPROX. STA. 72+80
PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.
BULL RIVER RD

78+00

77+00

6000 WEST

76+00

75+00

74+00

PLACE 2" NEW ASPHALT 62,192 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)
ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 73+50
ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 72+60
ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 72+70

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 75+70

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 76+80

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE MILLING OF THE EXISTING ASPHALT.
BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION OF THE
STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT MILLING.
2. AFTER THE MILLED ASPHALT HAS BEEN USED ON SHOULDERS,
DELIVER EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY. COORDINATE WITH
STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

N

Plotted By: Jeremy Burns

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 1215 LF (THIS SHEET)

6000 WEST

EW
O AK VI

Plot D ate: 1/9/2018 3:48 PM

MILL TOP 2" OF EXISTING ASPHALT - 62,192 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS PLAN SHEET)(SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-300).

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 73+15
73+00

72+00

71+00

D ate C reated: 1/4/2018

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 72+10
70+00
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REPLACE CURB & GUTTER
STA. 72+15 TO 72+30

F ILE :

0

30

60

C −100X_REHAB

PR OJ. #:
D RAWN BY:
D ESIGN BY:

T MT
T MT

C HECKED BY:

T MT
ONE INCH

SCALE IN FEET

AT F U LL SIZ E, IF NOT ONE
INC H, SCALE ACC OR DINGLY
LAST U PDATED:

1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−104

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 83+80

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 1295 LF (THIS SHEET)

86+00

85+00

84+00

83+00

82+00

81+00

80+00

Phone: 801.772−4515

MILL TOP 2" OF EXISTING ASPHALT - 60,807 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS PLAN SHEET)(SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-300).

5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

ADJUST 4 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLARS. APPROX. STA. 78+30
79+00

78+00

RIDGE ROAD

ADJUST MANHOLES TO GRADE AND PLACE
OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLARS.
APPROX. STA. 78+00 & 78+15

HIGHLAND CITY

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 77+75

BID SET
6000 WEST

MILL EXISTING ASPHALT AND TIE THE
NEW ASPHALT INTO A CLEAN EDGE

30

60

DESCRIPTION

0

REVISION

ADJUST 4 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 80+40

BY APR.

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE MILLING OF THE EXISTING ASPHALT.
BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION OF THE
STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT MILLING.
2. AFTER THE MILLED ASPHALT HAS BEEN USED ON SHOULDERS,
DELIVER EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY. COORDINATE WITH
STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND PLACE
OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
APPROX. STA. 79+95 & 80+30

DATE

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 84+00

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 78+20

N

RIDGE ROAD

PLACE 2" NEW ASPHALT 60,807 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

NO.

SCALE IN FEET

6000 WEST

92+99

92+00

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 85+45

MILL TOP 2" OF EXISTING ASPHALT - 60,807 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS PLAN SHEET)(SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-300).

91+00

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 85+55

RESTRIPE DOUBLE YELLOW LINE
APPROX. 1295 LF (THIS SHEET)

90+00

PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.

ADJUST 2 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLARS. APPROX. STA. 92+40

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 90+10

6000 WEST

11800 NORTH

FOOTHILL

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 87+05

89+00

Plotted By: Jeremy Burns

MILL EXISTING ASPHALT AND TIE THE
NEW ASPHALT INTO A CLEAN EDGE

ADJUST 3 MANHOLES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 92+90

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 90+25

88+00

Plot D ate: 1/9/2018 3:48 PM

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 86+80

87+00

D ate C reated: 1/4/2018

ADJUST 3 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLARS. APPROX. STA. 85+30

86+00

85+00
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MILL CLEAN EDGE FOR ASPHALT PLACEMENT.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT
ON EXACT LOCATION

PLACE 2" NEW ASPHALT 60,807 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLAR. APPROX. STA. 91+35

RESTRIPE CROSSWALK AND
STOP BAR WITHIN INTERSECTION

ADJUST 9 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE
COLLARS. (WITHIN THE INTERSECTION)
ADJUST 2 MANHOLES TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
APPROX. STA. 92+90 & 93+00

F ILE :

C −100X_REHAB

PR OJ. #:
D RAWN BY:
D ESIGN BY:

T MT
T MT

C HECKED BY:

PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.

T MT
ONE INCH

AT F U LL SIZ E, IF NOT ONE
INC H, SCALE ACC OR DINGLY
LAST U PDATED:

1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−105

Phone: 801.772−4515

5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

PULVERIZE EXISTING ASPHALT - 51,636 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS SHEET) AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS PULVERIZED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT. BRING ANY SOFT AREAS TO THE ATTENTION OF
THE ENGINEER OR STREETS SUPERINTENDENT, WHO WILL DETERMINE
IF OVER-EXCAVATION IS NECESSARY. OVER-EXCAVATION REQUIRES
PRIOR APPROVAL. (SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-301)

PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.

PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.

HIGHLAND CITY

COORDINATE EXACT SAWCUT LINE LOCATION
WITH STREET SUPERINTENDENT

BID SET
PLACE 3" NEW ASPHALT 51,636 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

DATE

11350 NORTH

BY APR.

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
MILL TOP 2" OF EXISTING ASPHALT - 51,636 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS PLAN SHEET)
(SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-300).

NO.

DESCRIPTION

REVISION

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE PULVERIZING OF THE EXISTING
ASPHALT. BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION
OF THE STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT PULVERIZING.
2. AFTER THE PULVERIZED ASPHALT HAS BEEN RESHAPED AND
COMPACTED, DELIVER ANY EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

Plotted By: Jeremy Burns
Plot D ate: 1/9/2018 3:54 PM

D ate C reated: 1/4/2018

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

11350 NORTH

11350 NORTH

ADJUST 4 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLARS.

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
5630 WEST

5710 WEST
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ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

PLACE 3" NEW ASPHALT 51,636 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

PRESERVE AND PROTECT SURVEY MONUMENT
PRESERVE AND PROTECT SURVEY MONUMENT

PULVERIZE EXISTING ASPHALT - 51,636 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS SHEET) AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS PULVERIZED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT. BRING ANY SOFT AREAS TO THE ATTENTION OF
THE ENGINEER OR STREETS SUPERINTENDENT, WHO WILL DETERMINE
IF OVER-EXCAVATION IS NECESSARY. OVER-EXCAVATION REQUIRES
PRIOR APPROVAL. (SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-301)

N
F ILE :

C −106X_REHAB

PR OJ. #:

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE PULVERIZING OF THE EXISTING
ASPHALT. BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION
OF THE STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT PULVERIZING.
2. AFTER THE PULVERIZED ASPHALT HAS BEEN RESHAPED AND
COMPACTED, DELIVER ANY EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

D RAWN BY:

0

30

60

D ESIGN BY:

T MT
T MT

C HECKED BY:

T MT
ONE INCH

AT F U LL SIZ E, IF NOT ONE
INC H, SCALE ACC OR DINGLY

SCALE IN FEET

LAST U PDATED:

1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−106

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
COORDINATE EXACT SAWCUT LINE LOCATION
WITH STREET SUPERINTENDENT

Phone: 801.772−4515

HIGHLAND CITY

ADJUST 3 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLARS.
PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.

5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

BID SET
11350 NORTH

PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.
DATE

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

BY APR.

T

5710 WEST

ADJUST 3 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLARS.

COORDINATE EXACT SAWCUT LINE LOCATION
WITH STREET SUPERINTENDENT

11200 NORTH
(ANDREW DRIVE)

PULVERIZE EXISTING ASPHALT - 22,604 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS SHEET) AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS PULVERIZED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT. BRING ANY SOFT AREAS TO THE ATTENTION OF
THE ENGINEER OR STREETS SUPERINTENDENT, WHO WILL DETERMINE
IF OVER-EXCAVATION IS NECESSARY. OVER-EXCAVATION REQUIRES
PRIOR APPROVAL. (SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-301)
PLACE 3" NEW ASPHALT 22,604 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)
PRESERVE AND PROTECT SURVEY MONUMENT

DESCRIPTION

REVISION

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE PULVERIZING OF THE EXISTING
ASPHALT. BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION
OF THE STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT PULVERIZING.
2. AFTER THE PULVERIZED ASPHALT HAS BEEN RESHAPED AND
COMPACTED, DELIVER ANY EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

N

COORDINATE EXACT SAWCUT LINE LOCATION
WITH STREET SUPERINTENDENT

F ILE :

5730 WEST

Plotted By: Jeremy Burns
Plot D ate: 1/9/2018 3:54 PM
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ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

NO.

COORDINATE EXACT SAWCUT LINE LOCATION
WITH STREET SUPERINTENDENT

11350 NORTH / 11200 NORTH

PLACE 3" NEW ASPHALT 22,604 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

D ate C reated: 1/4/2018

0W
ES

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE PULVERIZING OF THE EXISTING
ASPHALT. BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION
OF THE STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT PULVERIZING.
2. AFTER THE PULVERIZED ASPHALT HAS BEEN RESHAPED AND
COMPACTED, DELIVER ANY EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

5 50

5600 WEST

PRESERVE AND PROTECT SURVEY MONUMENT
PULVERIZE EXISTING ASPHALT - 22,604 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS SHEET) AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS PULVERIZED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT. BRING ANY SOFT AREAS TO THE ATTENTION OF
THE ENGINEER OR STREETS SUPERINTENDENT, WHO WILL DETERMINE
IF OVER-EXCAVATION IS NECESSARY. OVER-EXCAVATION REQUIRES
PRIOR APPROVAL. (SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-301)

C −106X_REHAB

PR OJ. #:
D RAWN BY:

0

30

60

D ESIGN BY:

T MT
T MT

C HECKED BY:

T MT
ONE INCH

AT F U LL SIZ E, IF NOT ONE
INC H, SCALE ACC OR DINGLY

SCALE IN FEET

LAST U PDATED:

1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−107

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.

KAITLYN CIRCLE

ADJUST 2 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.
ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

Phone: 801.772−4515

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

COORDINATE EXACT SAWCUT LINE LOCATION
WITH STREET SUPERINTENDENT

HIGHLAND CITY

N

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE PULVERIZING OF THE EXISTING
ASPHALT. BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION
OF THE STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT PULVERIZING.
2. AFTER THE PULVERIZED ASPHALT HAS BEEN RESHAPED AND
COMPACTED, DELIVER ANY EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

BID SET

BY APR.

DATE

RTH
NO IV E)
00
R
1 12 EW D
DR
(AN

5 83
(AND 0 WES
T
R EW
DRIV
E)

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
PRESERVE AND PROTECT SURVEY MONUMENT
COORDINATE EXACT SAWCUT LINE LOCATION
WITH STREET SUPERINTENDENT

11200 NORTH / 5830 WEST

C O NN

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
PRESERVE AND PROTECT SURVEY MONUMENT

O R CO
URT

PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.
ADJUST 4 VALVE BOXES TO GRADE
AND PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLARS.

COORDINATE EXACT SAWCUT LINE LOCATION
WITH STREET SUPERINTENDENT
ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
PRESERVE AND PROTECT SURVEY MONUMENT

COORDINATE EXACT SAWCUT LINE LOCATION
WITH STREET SUPERINTENDENT

PRESERVE AND PROTECT SURVEY MONUMENT
5830 WEST
(ANDREW DRIVE)

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE PULVERIZING OF THE EXISTING
ASPHALT. BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION
OF THE STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT PULVERIZING.
2. AFTER THE PULVERIZED ASPHALT HAS BEEN RESHAPED AND
COMPACTED, DELIVER ANY EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

PULVERIZE EXISTING ASPHALT - 45,434 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS SHEET) AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS PULVERIZED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT. BRING ANY SOFT AREAS TO THE ATTENTION OF
THE ENGINEER OR STREETS SUPERINTENDENT, WHO WILL DETERMINE
IF OVER-EXCAVATION IS NECESSARY. OVER-EXCAVATION REQUIRES
PRIOR APPROVAL. (SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-301)

PLACE 3" NEW ASPHALT 45,434 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

N

Plotted By: Jeremy Burns
Plot D ate: 1/9/2018 3:54 PM

D ate C reated: 1/4/2018
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NO.

PLACE 3" NEW ASPHALT 45,434 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

11250

NORTH

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

DESCRIPTION

PULVERIZE EXISTING ASPHALT - 45,434 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS SHEET) AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS PULVERIZED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT. BRING ANY SOFT AREAS TO THE ATTENTION OF
THE ENGINEER OR STREETS SUPERINTENDENT, WHO WILL DETERMINE
IF OVER-EXCAVATION IS NECESSARY. OVER-EXCAVATION REQUIRES
PRIOR APPROVAL. (SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-301)

REVISION

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
PRESERVE AND PROTECT SURVEY MONUMENT
PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLET DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.

F ILE :

C −106X_REHAB

PR OJ. #:
D RAWN BY:

0

30

60

D ESIGN BY:

T MT
T MT

C HECKED BY:

T MT
ONE INCH

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

AT F U LL SIZ E, IF NOT ONE
INC H, SCALE ACC OR DINGLY

SCALE IN FEET

LAST U PDATED:

1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−108

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

AR
G

CI
RC
LE

Phone: 801.772−4515

BID SET

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

DESCRIPTION

REVISION

CY

PR
US

BY APR.

DR

IV
E

DATE

RESTRIPE SOLID WHITE LINES
APPROX. 70 LF (THIS SHEET)

O

5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

HIGHLAND CITY

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
RESTRIPE SOLID WHITE LINES
APPROX. 70 LF (THIS SHEET)

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

NO.

ADJUST VALVE BOX TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

Plotted By: Jeremy Burns
Plot D ate: 1/9/2018 3:54 PM

D ate C reated: 1/4/2018

PULVERIZE EXISTING ASPHALT - 25,068 SF (HATCHED AREA
THIS SHEET) AFTER EXISTING ASPHALT IS PULVERIZED, RESHAPE
AND COMPACT. BRING ANY SOFT AREAS TO THE ATTENTION OF
THE ENGINEER OR STREETS SUPERINTENDENT, WHO WILL DETERMINE
IF OVER-EXCAVATION IS NECESSARY. OVER-EXCAVATION REQUIRES
PRIOR APPROVAL. (SEE CROSS SECTION SHEET C-301)

ARGO CIRCLE
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PRESERVE AND PROTECT STORM DRAIN
INLETS DURING CONSTRUCTION. PREVENT
POLLUTION FROM ENTERING INLET.

PLACE 3" NEW ASPHALT 25,068 SF
(HATCHED AREA THIS SHEET)

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.
ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

N

ADJUST MANHOLE TO GRADE AND
PLACE OR REPLACE CONCRETE COLLAR.

NOTES:
1. PRESERVE AND PROTECT ALL CURB & GUTTER AND OTHER
CONCRETE DURING THE PULVERIZING OF THE EXISTING
ASPHALT. BRING ANY DAMAGED CONCRETE TO THE ATTENTION
OF THE STREETS SUPERINTENDENT OR ENGINEER PRIOR TO
COMMENCEMENT OF ASPHALT PULVERIZING.
2. AFTER THE PULVERIZED ASPHALT HAS BEEN RESHAPED AND
COMPACTED, DELIVER ANY EXCESS TO HIGHLAND CITY.
COORDINATE WITH STREETS SUPERINTENDENT ON A LOCATION.

F ILE :

C −106X_REHAB

PR OJ. #:
D RAWN BY:

0

30

60

D ESIGN BY:

T MT
T MT

C HECKED BY:

T MT
ONE INCH

AT F U LL SIZ E, IF NOT ONE
INC H, SCALE ACC OR DINGLY

SCALE IN FEET

LAST U PDATED:

1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−109

Phone: 801.772−4515

HIGHLAND CITY
5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

DESCRIPTION

REVISION

BY APR.

DATE

BID SET

SECTIONS

Plot Date: 1/9/2018 4:11 PM Plotted By: Jeremy Burns
Date Created: 1/5/2018 \\OREMFILES\PUBLIC\PROJECTS\JUB\HIGHLAND\50−17−048 HIGHLAND FY2017−18 GENERAL SERVICES\2018 ROAD REHAB\CAD\SHEET\C−300X_XSECTION.DWG

NO.

ASPHALT OVERLAY
6000 WEST - STA: 44+60 TO 93+24

FILE :

C−300X_XSECTION

PROJ. # :
DRAWN BY: TMT
DESIGN BY:

TMT

CHECKED BY: TMT
ONE INCH

ASPHALT OVERLAY WITH LESS THAN 26' ASPHALT WIDTH
6000 WEST - STA: 44+60 TO 93+24

MILL @ END OR EDGE OF OVERLAY AREAS
ADJACENT TO EXISTING ASPHALT SECTION DETAIL

AT FULL SIZE, IF NOT ONE
INCH, SCALE ACCORDINGLY
LAST UPDATED: 1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−300

SECTIONS

Plot Date: 1/9/2018 4:12 PM Plotted By: Jeremy Burns
Date Created: 1/5/2018 \\OREMFILES\PUBLIC\PROJECTS\JUB\HIGHLAND\50−17−048 HIGHLAND FY2017−18 GENERAL SERVICES\2018 ROAD REHAB\CAD\SHEET\C−300X_XSECTION.DWG

NO.

PULVERIZE & RESURFACE ROADWAY
6000 WEST - STA: 1+60 TO 39+35

FILE :

DESIGN BY:

PULVERIZE & RESURFACE ROADWAY
6000 WEST - STA: 1+60 TO 39+35

DESCRIPTION

REVISION

BY APR.

DATE

BID SET

PROJ. # :

DRAWN BY: TMT

C−300X_XSECTION

CHECKED BY: TMT
ONE INCH

TMT

AT FULL SIZE, IF NOT ONE
INCH, SCALE ACCORDINGLY
LAST UPDATED: 1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−301

Phone: 801.772−4515

HIGHLAND CITY
5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

DETAILS

Plot Date: 1/9/2018 4:08 PM Plotted By: Jeremy Burns
Date Created: 1/4/2018 \\OREMFILES\PUBLIC\PROJECTS\JUB\HIGHLAND\50−17−048 HIGHLAND FY2017−18 GENERAL SERVICES\2018 ROAD REHAB\CAD\SHEET\C−500_DETAILS.DWG

NO.

FILE :

DESIGN BY:

FIRE HYDRANT & WATER VALVE
SUMP DETAIL
DESCRIPTION

REVISION

BY APR.

DATE

BID SET

MANHOLE COVER CONCRETE COLLAR DETAIL

CROSS GUTTER SECTION

PROJ. # :

DRAWN BY: TMT

C−500_DETAILS

CHECKED BY: TMT
ONE INCH

TMT

AT FULL SIZE, IF NOT ONE
INCH, SCALE ACCORDINGLY
LAST UPDATED: 1/9/2018

SHEET NUMBER:

C−500

Phone: 801.772−4515

HIGHLAND CITY
5400 West
Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

Agenda

Next

City Council approve the IT Services Contract with Rock Mountain Technology.

For at least the past six years, Highland City has contracted with Complete Network
Solutions (CNS) for our IT needs. In September of 2017, CNS informed us that they were
leaving the IT business and thus ended our contract with them. They recommended we
move forward with Exterus Technology Services as our new IT provider as they had served
as a resource to CNS during their tenure with Highland City. Since then we have utilized
Exterus. however, staff felt it would be appropriate to obtain proposals from a number of
different agencies before deciding on a permanent IT solution.
In mid-December, staff sent a Request for Proposal to nine different IT companies based
off of the recommendation of other cities. We received six proposals back. The annual cost
summary of those proposals is detailed below.

In order to evaluate the proposals, we composed a committee of myself, Erin Wells,
Assistant City Administrator; Brian Gwilliam, Lone Peak Police Chief; Reed Thompson,
Lone Peak Fire Chief; and Janae Wahnschaffe, Library Director. As a note, while Lone
Peak Police and Fire are separate entities, historically we have used the same IT
company, at least at the Highland stations due to the shared infrastructure such as
internet and phone systems. However, Fire and Police pay for their IT service separately
from Highland City.

The committee unanimously recommended Rock Mountain Technology be selected as the
new IT services contractor. Ultimately Rock Mountain Technology was selected due to:
1. Cost
Rock Mountain Technology’s bid was substantially less than the other companies.
At the same time, we feel that Rock Mountain Technology can provide at least the
same, if not a greater level of expertise and service as the other IT companies.
2. Proximity
Rock Mountain Technology’s main office is located in Orem. This will allow them to
be on-site quickly if an IT emergency arises.
3. Recommendation from Other Clients
The City Administrators in both American Fork and Santaquin City reached out to
us independently to let us know that they use Rock Mountain Technology and are
very pleased with their service.
In addition, the review committee spoke with the Police Chiefs and Librarians from
American Fork and Pleasant Grove and the Fire Chief from American Fork. All
were complimentary of and recommended Rock Mountain Technology.
Finally, JoAnn Scott, Highland’s Public Works/ Planning Technician worked with
Rock Mountain Technology at her former job in American Fork and also
recommended them.
4. Experience
Cities have unique IT needs including: software technologies such as Caselle
(Accounting), Spillman (Police), Image Trend (Fire), and SIRSI (Library); back-up
and retention of information; background check requirements for anyone (including
contracted IT personnel) who have access to Police information; and special
compliance and security regulations such as RedFlag, UCJIS, etc.
Rock Mountain Technology has close and long-term experience with American Fork,
Pleasant Grove, and Santaquin Cities who share these same unique issues. As such,
Rock Mountain Technology is familiar with cities’ IT needs and can meet them.
5. Service Model
Rock Mountain Technology’s service model is that each client will have one or two
technicians assigned to be the point of contact for that city. Having a small number
of technicians assigned to us means that staff will get to know them and the
technicians will get to know our IT systems very well. We believe this will create
less confusion and more fluidity with IT operations.
Rock Mountain Technology is also happy to assist in all IT services whether they
are as big as upgrading firewalls, to as minute as inventorying and cleaning out our
old IT hardware closet. In contrast, some of the other companies who bid made it
clear that they would only work on higher level projects.

In addition, Rock Mountain Technology will work with Highland to create a long
term strategic plan for all of Highland’s IT needs. This will greatly benefit the City,
from a budget and safety perspective, and will also help meet the Council/Staff Goal
of a 10-Year Capital Plan.
Due to the timing of proposal reviews, the contract was not available at the time of agenda
posting, but will be provided prior to the Council meeting on February 6, 2018. As
contained in the proposal, the contract is anticipated to be 40 hours per month at a rate of
$70 per hour. This does not include hardware and software costs. This amount is subject
to change based upon needs.
Over the next month, Highland City will work with Rock Mountain Technology to come up
with an IT plan and budget for the next Fiscal Year and the years beyond. Assuming the
IT workload status quo continues, the annual cost of Rock Mountain Technology’s time to
Highland City will be $25,200 which is within our current budget of $27,500. (Lone Peak
Public Safety District costs are estimated to be $8,400.) However, that does not account for
software and hardware costs. As such, staff will likely be recommending an increase to the
budget for FY2019. We will, as always, work to ensure City dollars are being spent wisely.
Ultimately, we believe this will be a positive change for our City because in the past our IT
strategy seemed to be fix it when it breaks. In contrast, Rock Mountain Technology will
provide a more overarching, long-term, and ultimately more secure solution for Highland
City.

Assuming that we employ Exterus for one additional month to assist in the transition and
Lone Peak Police and Fire constitute about 25% of the IT cost, (historically accurate) then
10-43-31 will be over-budget this Fiscal Year by $1,500. Staff will do our best to control
that cost so that if we do in fact go over budget, it will be as little as possible.

I move that City Council approve the contract for Information Technology Services with
Rock Mountain Technology.

1. Proposed Contract
2. Rock Mountain Technology Proposal
3. Other IT Proposals

Rock Mountain Proposal

Item 5

INDEPENDENT SERVICE AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT is made this ___ day of ____, 2018, by and between the
Highland City hereinafter referred to as "Client", and RMT INC, a Utah corporation,
hereinafter referred to as "Contractor."
WHEREAS, Client is a corporation of __Utah__ (State); and
WHEREAS, Contractor is in the business of providing data systems sales and
services such as assessments, planning, design, installation, projects, training, upkeep,
maintenance, support, and problem resolution to municipalities, businesses, and the
general public and is qualified to do business; and
WHEREAS, Client desires to retain of the services of Contractor as an
independent contractor, who shall perform the aforementioned computer, software, and
network Services and support for the benefit of Client.
NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually covenanted and agreed as follows:
1. DUTIES. During the term of this Agreement, Contractor as a whole agrees to
work diligently and on a best efforts basis, according to its abilities, knowledge,
resources, and skills in the rendering of the aforementioned services on behalf of
Client. It is understood that the intent of Contractor is to provide these services to
aid and assist Client in supporting its data network systems and to forward and
improve its state of operation of said network systems.
a. Create and maintain ongoing inventory for all IT hardware and related assets
b. Recommend and implement strategic IT policies and purchasing that the city
needs and administration approves
c. Engineer and plan options for systems architecture improvements (security,
server, storage, and backup system) and implement those within the planned
budget
d. Provide technical leadership in all aspects of IT
e. Individual and network support for software and hardware issues such as
Installation of PC, laptops, Mobile devices, printers, and any office hardware or
software, as well as user account management
f. Provide support for virus detection and removal software, general PC
troubleshooting, re-imaging a hard drive, restoring lost files from server backups
g. Recommend, order, and install new hardware, software, and network system
components as needed to maintain compatibility with technological advances and
needs of the city

h. Manage, monitor, upgrade, patch, and provide reporting for complex systems and
network including applications, firewall, databases, messaging, web, servers,
communications, OS security, and backups
i. Ensure preventive maintenance for all server hardware and software
j. Develop operations, network, administrative, and quality assurance backup plans
and procedural documentation
k. Manage changes and coordinate communication for support for network software
applications such as Outlook with Exchange, Caselle Clarity, Spillman,
SirsiDynix, SCADA, Coris, Shoretel, and other specialized products
l. Manage, implement, configure, monitor, and maintain network systems with
multiple switches, wireless, routers, firewalls, Internet Service Providers, MFP
(Printers), and basic printers. Provide reporting where necessary
m. Preform security audits as requested and notify City personnel of suspected
breaches or intrusions
n. Ensure network security for PCI compliance, RedFlag, UCJIS, and FBI Security
Audit
o. Work with city administration to implement safe procedures to remote access for
designated city personnel
p. Install and set up new hardware and software as needed
q. Set up new users on network with defined access
r. Recommend and support enforcement of IT policies
s. Provide service and monitoring as needed remote or on-site twenty-four hours a
day 7 days a week 365 days a year

2. TERM. The term of this Agreement shall commence on __________________,
2018, and shall continue for one (1) year(s) and auto renew thereafter each year for a (1)
year term unless terminated by other provisions of this agreement. It is understood and
agreed by the parties that the level of compensation provided for in section 4 shall be
fixed for the first one (1) years of this agreement and there after may be renegotiated
upwards to account for increased cost of living and other factors for the remaining one
(1) years. Not withstanding the forgoing, in the event that the responsibilities, duties or
scope of work change then the level of compensation may be renegotiated by mutual
agreement of the Contractor/Client due to the increased/decrease work-load, change in
duties and scope of work. Any previous agreements between Client and Contractor
regarding the provision of services for Client, whether oral or written, are hereby
rescinded and shall be of no further force or effect.
3. TERMINATION: This Agreement may be terminated upon any of the following. If
this contract is terminated for any other reason than those listed in section 3, the Client
shall pay the remainder of the contract balance to its completion.
3.1. Unqualified to do Business. At any time that the Contractor or any of its agents
either: (a) fails to maintain any license or certificate required to perform the work under

the laws of the State of Utah; (b) commits any unlawful act; (c) commits any major
breach of the terms of this agreement; or (d) if either party is out of business.
3.2 Mutual Agreement. By mutual agreement;
3.3 Failure to Respond. This Agreement may be terminated by the Client upon written
notice to Contractor of four (4) untimely responses in any one month period so long as
the Client has met its responsibilities specified in section 5. An untimely response is
defined as taking more than 4 hours to respond to telephone support contact or 12 hours
on an email contact;
4. MATERIALS. Client will provide the necessary materials including but not limited to
equipment, software, and licensing so Contractor can provide its services in a
professional manner hereunder. The parties understand that Contractor will be providing
only services to the Client. In the event that materials are purchased by Contractor for
client such materials shall be payable by Contractor’s invoice and subject to net thirty
(30) payment terms.
5. COMPENSATION AND CONTRACTOR TIME. The compensation which shall be
paid to the Contractor shall be paid according to the following terms, conditions. The
terms and conditions shall be binding for the term of this agreement unless modified
and/or renegotiated as provided for in section 2.
5.1 Payment. Client agrees to pay contractor a base system maintenance fee of $2800.00
per month period. This amount includes forty (40) hours each month. Hours exceeding
the forty (40) hours a month allotment will be billed at $70.00 per hour. It is understood
that this agreement covers services to be provided and does not cover the cost of
purchasing equipment or software.
5.2 Services. It is understood by both parties that the Contractor’s time, knowledge and
skills are its billable services; therefore, all contact between Client and Contractor that is
intended to promote work or that results in work is billable. This includes but is not
limited to on-site work, and remote work, both including items such as telephone
communication, written communication, systems design, project implementation,
meetings, briefings, reports, instruction, updates, purchases, research and training. Both
parties agree that it is at the sole discretion of Contractor to deem any contact, work, time
or service as Non-Billable. It is agreed by both parties that Client and Contractor will
work in “good faith” and will not require signed acknowledgements of services or the
time spent rendering such; nor will they require signed acknowledgements for pickup or
delivery of equipment or materials. Contractor will provide whatever documentation is
reasonably obtainable upon the Client’s request to verify time entries.
5.2.1 Service Time Increments. Telephone communication will be rounded to the nearest
fifteen (15) minute increment. On-site work visits will be billed at a minimum of one (1)
hour with thirty (30) minute increments. Remote work will be billed to the nearest fifteen

(15) minute increments. Written contact such as text, mail, or email will be billed to the
nearest fifteen (15) minute increment accumulated from its entirety.
5.3 It is understood that it is the sole discretion of Contractor how to allocate its time and
efforts unless specifically requested otherwise by Client. It is the sole discretion of the
Contractor to accept or reject any work requests by client. Contractor will provide
applicable work on a best effort basis as described in section one of this agreement.
5.4 Invoices and Payment. The Contractor will submit invoices to the Client on a monthly
basis for professional fees and for materials (if materials were purchased through
Contractor). The Contractor’s invoice shall carry payment terms of net thirty (30) which
implies that payment in full must be received by Contractor within thirty (30) days from
the date of invoice. Any amounts disputed in good faith may be deducted from the
invoice and the remainder must be paid by the due date. The disputed amount should be
notified in writing to the Contractor within fifteen (15) days of receipt of the invoice
giving the reasons for withholding payment, the Contractor and Client will work together
in good faith to resolve such disputes in a prompt and reasonable manner. The Client
agrees to pay any disputed amounts within fifteen (15) days of such issue being resolved.
In the event any invoice, not accounting for disputed fees, is not paid within thirty (30)
days from the date of the invoice then a late fee of five percent (5%) of the invoice total
amount including any taxes shall be added and accrue to the invoice amount each month
such invoice is not paid in full. In the event that collection services are required to recoup
outstanding balances, the Client agrees to pay for any fees or costs including but not
limited to collection services and/or attorney’s fees. If any payment to Contractor by
check does fail to process due to non sufficient funds or for any other reason, Client
agrees to pay a fee of $50.00 to Contractor in addition to any outstanding balance due.
6. CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES. Client agrees to respond promptly in notifying
Contractor of any problems or concerns which lie within the scope of Contractors duties
under this Agreement as they occur, and in no event later than fourteen (14) calendar
days succeeding the event or perception of said event. Moreover, the Client agrees to
respond promptly to any request of Contractor for direction, information, approvals,
and/or decisions which are necessary for the Contractor to carry out their duties under
this Agreement. Client must take action to clarify any misunderstanding regarding
Contractor’s past, present or future plans, services or reports of which it is or becomes
aware.
7. CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITES. It is the responsibility of Contractor to keep
records of services rendered and time consumed for billing purposes. Contractor will
report & explain work performed and services rendered during the quarter at the time of
the quarter. Contractor shall provide a reasonable explanation of the work performed, but
is not responsible for the Client’s understanding of services or the reports thereof.
7.1 Vendor, Equipment, and Software Support. It is understood by the parties that this
Agreement does not take the place of standard proprietary vendor, software and/or

equipment specific warranty and support packages; however, Contractor will work, to the
extent of its expertise, with such packages to enhance such service.
8. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR. The parties hereto agree that Contractor is an
independent Contractor and shall have the full discretion and authority to carry out its
professional activities. Contractor understands that it is not an employee of Client, and is
not authorized to act on behalf of Client in any manner, except as expressly authorized by
Client. Contractor shall have no power to incur any debts or other obligations on behalf
of Client. In addition, Contractor understands and agrees that as an independent
Contractor it is responsible in full for the payment of all income taxes and payroll taxes
for it to any governmental agency, including the United States Government, and hereby
holds Client harmless from any liability in the event of Contractor's failure to pay such
taxes or file such related returns in a timely manner. Accordingly, Client shall not make
any deductions for any payroll taxes, contributions for unemployment insurance,
pensions, annuities or benefits which are measured by wages, salaries or other
compensation on behalf of Contractor. Contractor expressly waives any rights he might
otherwise have under any retirement plan adopted by Client if Contractor were deemed to
be an employee of Client.
9. PERSONAL EXPENSES. The parties understand that Contractor shall be responsible
for all personal expenses associated with this agreement including, but not limited to auto
expenses, journals, dues, health and disability insurance and the like. Contractor agrees
to indemnify and hold the Client, its officers, agents, officials and employees, harmless
from any action , cause of action, claims for relief, demands, damages, expenses, costs,
fees, or compensation, weather or not said actions, cause of action, claims for relief,
demands, damages, costs, fees, expenses and/or compensations are known or unknown,
are in law or equity, and without limitation, all claims of relief which can be set forth
through a complaint or otherwise that may arise out of the acts or omissions, negligent or
otherwise of the contractor, the Client or their respective officers, officials, agents, or
employees, or any person or persons.
10. COVENANT OF NON-DISCLOSURE AND NON-SOLICITATION.
10.1 Covenants. Both Client and Contractor specifically agree that they will not at any
time, whether during the term of this Agreement or for two (2) years thereafter unless
otherwise provided herein, in any fashion, form or manner, except for the sole benefit of
the other party, or unless specifically consented to by the other party, whether or not for
compensation, do any of the following:
10.1.1 Confidential Information. Use or divulge, disclose or communicate to any firm or
other entity, in any manner whatsoever, any confidential information of any kind, nature
or description concerning any matters materially affecting or relating to the business and
practice of either party, including without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the
names or practices of any of its customers or referral sources, contracts with entities or
providers, its marketing methods and related data, the fees it obtains or has obtained or at
which it provides its services, lists, correspondence or other written records,

compensation paid to employees and other terms of employment, or any other
confidential information of, about or concerning the business of either party, its manner
of operation or other confidential data of any kind, nature or description.
10.1.2 Non-Solicitation. Divert or attempt to divert from or solicit any of the other party’s
customers or referral sources, contracts, or other providers with whom other party has a
business or professional relationship; provided that the other party has or has had such
business or professional relationship prior to or on the date of termination of this
Agreement, the parties hereto stipulating that the above-described business and
professional relationships are particularly important to the successful conduct of business
and that such relationships would normally continue unless interfered with. This
provision shall not apply to the purchase of any hardware or software, or to any general
solicitation for services.
10.1.3 Non-Solicitation of Employees. Induce or attempt to induce any person who is an
employee of the other party on the date of termination of this Agreement to leave the
employ of the other party, the parties hereto stipulating that the above-described
employment relationships are particularly important to the successful conduct of business
and its goodwill and that such relationships would normally continue unless interfered
with.
10.2 Records. In the event of termination of the parties engagement hereunder, both
parties shall, prior to or on the date of such termination, deliver to the other (and will not
keep in its possession or deliver to anyone else or make copies thereof) any and all
records, data, notes, reports, software contracts, lists, charts, equipment, software,
materials, or any other documents or property, or reproductions of any of the
aforementioned items, belonging to the other party, except for those provided for billing
back-up or information.
10.3 Injunctive Relief. Both parties acknowledge and agree that any violation of this
section ten would cause immediate irreparable damage to the other and its business, and
that it would be extremely difficult or impossible to determine the amount of damage
caused. Accordingly, the parties acknowledge that either party may enforce its rights by
seeking an injunction or any other form of equitable or legal remedy.
11. LIABILITY. By no means does this agreement between Contractor and Client
guaranty any level of equipment and/or software operation, nor does it guarantee any
state of data, software, or equipment. It is understood that control “In Full” is not
provisioned to Contractor over the equipment and software that it services, and therefore,
Contractor shall not be held at fault and/or liable for any issues that arise from sources
that are outside Contractor’s control that directly and/or indirectly result in losses or
damages to Client, and/or to any third parties in relation to Client including but not
limited to its patrons and vendors or contractors. Such outside sources include, but are not
limited to defects and failures in third party vendor equipment and/or software,
interoperability between third party equipment and/or software, errors and omissions by
persons employed by Client or by third party, changes caused by anyone or anything

other than Contractor, its employees and/or agents, changes caused by Contractor at the
specific request of Client and contrary to the recommendation of Contractor, and
reasonable miscommunications and misunderstandings between Contractor and Client.
Damages include but are not limited to any loss (including loss of data), liability, claims,
expenses, damages, recovery, and/or injury that result directly and/or indirectly.
11.1 State of Operation. The services mentioned herein are intended to be used in
supporting, maintaining, and progressing operational data network systems for Client;
moreover, Contractor intends to provide response to arising issues, maintain operational
states, and forward the progress of Client’s computer network systems. This agreement
does NOT, however, include raising Client’s systems to a specific level or state of
operation; and therefore, the scope of this agreement does NOT include any claims on
current levels or states of system operations, nor does it guaranty a future level or state of
operation for data, equipment and software serviced by Contractor.
12. NOTICE. All notices which either of the parties may desire or are required to give to
each other shall be given in writing. Such notice and any payment to be made hereunder
may be delivered personally to either Client or to Contractor or may be delivered by
deposit in the United States mail, registered mail, postage prepaid, addressed to Client or
Contractor at the addresses set forth below or at such other address as is given in writing
to the other party hereto:
Client: _________________________________________________________
Contractor: ______________________________________________________
The date of personal delivery or mailing of any such notice shall be deemed to be
the date of such notice.
13. ATTORNEY'S FEES. Should any dispute arise out of this Agreement and resort to
legal services being required, the prevailing party shall be entitled to all costs and
attorney's fees from the other party.
14. ASSIGNMENT. Contractor shall not assign its rights under this Agreement without
the prior written consent of Client. Notwithstanding the forgoing such agreements shall
be binding upon the Contractor and its employees, sub-contractors and/or agents and the
Client and/or its employees and/or agents. It is further understood that the Contractor may
retain outside sources (third parties) to provide certain services and maintenance on its
behalf, however Contractor shall be responsible for and supervise such outside services.
15. SEVERABILITY. Should any term or provision of this Agreement be declared
invalid, it shall be automatically severed and the remainder of this Agreement shall be
valid and enforceable.
16. GOVERNING LAW. The extent, validity, construction, operation, effect and
enforcement of this Agreement shall be determined in accordance with the laws of the
State of Utah.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the day
and year first above written.
Client: _______________________________________
By: ______________________________
Its: ______________________________
Contractor: RMT INC
______________________________
Jeremy Roos, President/CEO
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Executech Proposal

Maintenance Proposal for Highland City
Prepared by Jeremy Roos
Rock Mountain Technology
703 Technology Way, Orem Utah
801-784-0005
December 20, 2017
Highland City
IT Support Services Proposal
5400 Civic Center Drive
Highland City, UT 84003

Scope of Services Included and Extra Services:
1. We will be available to begin services by January 15th 2018. We may be able to begin
sooner if desired.
2. We will provide both on-site and remote tech support for Highland City’s network
servers with 80-90 desktop/laptop/tablet stations in multiple building locations within
Highland City supporting laptops within patrol cars that use air-car network connectivity.
3. You will be pleasantly surprised with our service, but at a minimum, we will support the
following: Desktop Application Support, Server Administration Services, Network
Administration Services, Security Protection, Strategic Planning and Extra Services
a. Create and maintain ongoing inventory for all IT hardware and related assets
b. Recommend and implement strategic IT policies and purchasing that the city
needs and administration approves
c. Engineer and plan options for systems architecture improvements (security,
server, storage, and backup system) and implement those within the planned
budget
d. Provide technical leadership in all aspects of IT
e. Individual and network support for software and hardware issues such as
Installation of PC, laptops, Mobile devices, printers, and any office hardware or
software, as well as user account management
f. Provide support for virus detection and removal software, general PC
troubleshooting, re-imaging a hard drive, restoring lost files from server backups
g. Recommend, order, and install new hardware, software, and network system
components as needed to maintain compatibility with technological advances and
needs of the city
h. Manage, monitor, upgrade, patch, and provide reporting for complex systems and
network including applications, firewall, databases, messaging, web, servers,
communications, OS security, and backups
i. Ensure preventive maintenance for all server hardware and software
j. Develop operations, network, administrative, and quality assurance backup plans
and procedural documentation

Jeremy Roos
Rock Mountain Technology
703 Technology Way, Orem UT, 84097
801-784-0005
Wednesday, December 20, 2017
Highland City
IT Support Services Proposal
5400 Civic Center Drive
Highland City, UT 84003

Dear Erin:
Thank you for meeting with us. I appreciate the time you spent showing me your facilities. After our
conversation, I found that your systems and support needs are similar to Santaquin City, Pleasant Grove
City and American Fork City. Each of these cities are unique and we are excited to potentially be a part
of Highland City’s organization. We help save our client’s time and money by recommending IT policies
and procedures that keep our clients running smoothly.
Our educational background, experience, and skills are a great match for what we can bring to Highland
City. We have a broad range of skills and degrees from Bachelors of Computer Science from BYU,
University of Utah and Utah Valley University to extensive experience in supporting applications like
Outlook with Exchange, Caselle Clarity, Spillman, SirsiDynix, Shoretel, and many others. We have
worked with municipal organizations for over ten years and even though each one is different, they all
need and require a high level of support and service.
We invite you to contact some of our current clients; Pleasant Grove City, American Fork City, Santaquin
City, Center for Women and Children in Crisis, and Brent Brown Toyota to speak with any member of
their staff to get a feel for the deep level of service we provide. You’ll find that we have a great
reputation for customer service, response time, skills, knowledge, and being team players. You’ll also
find that we engender trust.
The Proposal is enclosed and we would very much like to arrange a time to meet you to answer any
additional questions you may have. This Proposal and its costs shall be guaranteed for up to ninety (90)
days following the date of submittal and will become a part of the contract that is negotiated with the city.

GENERAL INFORMAION
Rock Mountain Technology has been in business for 10 years and have been providing all internal IT
services from the time we started. We currently have 10 active clients and several others we do work for
on an “as needed” basis. We have 3 other Government clients including American Fork City, Pleasant
Grove City, and Santaquin City. We currently have 7 employee(s) and we make a great team.

SERVICE DESCRIPTION
No obstacle or challenge is too complex — we apply our learning and we combine it with hard work to
produce results that will exceed your expectations. We’re a local company with deep roots in the
community. Even though our job is technological the wiring, software, and hardware doesn’t cloud our
vision. We know that we are serving real people, with real organizations to run. We want our IT services
to provide your organization with the foundation it needs to succeed.

REFERENCE INFORMATION
American Fork City:
David Bunker: American Fork City Manager (Cell 801-404-0279)
Aaron Brims: American Fork City Fire Chief (Cell 801-404-6126)
Pleasant Grove City:
Scott Darrington: Pleasant Grove City Manager (Cell 801-391-5130)
Dave Thomas: Pleasant Grove Fire Chief (Cell 801-318-1913)
Mike Smith: Pleasant Grove Police Chief (Cell 801-404-3941)
Santaquin City:
Been Reeves: Santaquin City Manager (Cell 801-420-3052)
Susan Farnsworth: Santaquin City Recorder (Cell 801-420-3001)

STAFF RESOURCES
President/CEO: Jeremy Roos, BCS, 14 years in the industry.
VP Development: Jeremy Horton, BCS, 14 years in the industry
VP Operations: Katie Sorenson, BCIS 6 years in the industry
IT Manager: Brayden Wright, BCIS 1 year in the industry 2 years in management
IT Admin: Brody Adams, BCIS 1 year in the industry
IT Admin: Yenfeng Liu, BCIS 2 years in the industry
IT Projects: Jake Barker, BCS 1 year in the industry
Extra Services are included in the Proposal
Cost of Service are included in the Proposal
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k. Manage changes and coordinate communication for support for network software
applications such as Outlook with Exchange, Caselle Clarity, Spillman,
SirsiDynix, SCADA, Coris, Shoretel, and other specialized products
l. Manage, implement, configure, monitor, and maintain network systems with
multiple switches, wireless, routers, firewalls, Internet Service Providers, MFP
(Printers), and basic printers. Provide reporting where necessary
m. Preform security audits as requested and notify City personnel of suspected
breaches or intrusions
n. Ensure network security for PCI compliance, RedFlag, UCJIS, and FBI Security
Audit
o. Work with city administration to implement safe procedures to remote access for
designated city personnel
p. Install and set up new hardware and software as needed
q. Set up new users on network with defined access
r. Recommend and support enforcement of IT policies
s. Provide service and monitoring as needed remote or on-site twenty-four hours a
day 7 days a week 365 days a year
4. Provide month-to-month block of hours as agreed upon:
i. 15 hours per month at $95/hr
($1425/Month)
ii. 20 hours per month at $85/hr
($1700/Month)
iii. 25 hours per month at $75/hr
($1875/Month)
iv. 30-50 hours per month at $70/hr
($2100/month for 30 hours)
v. 55+ hours per month at $65/hr
($3575/Month)
Note: In my experience with cities similar to Highland, I’d recommend starting with 40 hours per
month based on the assessed needs. I’m extremely interested in developing a long term
relationship and want this to work well for both of us. If experience leads us to more or less
hours, I’m happy to adjust the contract.
This Proposal and its costs shall be guaranteed for up to ninety (90) days following the date of
submittal and will become a part of the contract that is negotiated with the city.

PROFESSIONAL FEES
Upon reviewing the information provided by Highland City regarding equipment and service
requirements, it is proposed that we establish:
1: A base monthly system maintenance fee of $2800.00. This fee will include the professional
services needed to perform regular system maintenance and other duties needed by the
organization to support its data systems for up to forty (40) service hours per month. If there are
special needs or projects that require additional time resources, then billing will commence at the
reduced hourly rate of $70.00 per hour. A special need or project would be defined as any
support that falls outside the scope of this proposal that may require significant employee time
resources to implement such as a computer deployment where one third of the computers in the
organization are all being replaced in one weekend. Service invoices are submitted monthly on
net (30) payment terms.

Submitted by RMT, Corp
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CONCLUSION
You will be working with a team of professionals who have experience servicing data networks
and systems for more than ten years. Pleasant Grove City, American Fork City, and Santaquin
City are some of the municipal organizations that have contracted our services. We have serviced
many other professional organizations as well including Brent Brown Toyota. Our team holds a
range of skills, degrees and vendor certifications that have proven to be valuable in the field of
computer support. Please see attachment “Testimonials” for a few references. In those cases,
where we may not have some of the specific certifications listed, our other certifications,
experience, and degrees amply cover the technical expertise required.
I want you to know that I’m very interested in establishing a long term relationship and know this
only comes when we work together in an atmosphere of trust. I love it that the cities I work with
are delighted with our service. That’s one of the reasons I encourage you to contact the other
cities I’m working with. I am that confident. Then you’ll understand why I think we’d make a
great fit.
Sincerely,

Jeremy Roos
President/CEO Rock Mountain Technology
703 Technology Way, Suite 1300
Orem, UT 84097
Cell: 801-691-2651
Office: 801-784-0005
Email: jroos@rockmountaintech.com

Submitted by RMT, Corp
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Exterus Proposal

EXECUTECH PROPOSAL

IT SUPPORT SERVICES PROPOSAL
Highland City

I.

Letter of Transmittal
December 21, 2017
Highland City
5400 Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003
Erin and Selection Committee:
Executech is submitting a proposal in response to the Information Technology Support Services RFP
for Highland City.
This proposal is to provide network management and maintenance to the general City Office staff,
the City Library, Lone Peak Police Department, and Lone Peak Fire Department, enabling the City to
improve Information Technology effectiveness, enhance its quality of services, minimize its support
costs, and maximize return on investment in IT. The information following is intended to show that
Executech’s comprehensive, flexible, and economical service offering is qualified to meet the RFP
requirements and will be to Highland City’s advantage.
We affirm our commitment to perform the services outlined herein as per the fee schedule notated,
valid and binding for 90 days from proposal date.
We are pleased to offer this proposal.
Sincerely,

Chris A. Gibbons
Senior Account Executive
801.253.4541 office
801.336.6130 cell
chrisg@executech.com
Executech
1314 West 11400 South
South Jordan, UT 84095

II.

General Vendor Information
Executech was founded in 1999 in Salt Lake City, Utah. We are a multiple year Best of State winner in
IT Services, a Utah Top 100 company, and named by our governor as “one of the best places to work
in Utah,” through the Work/Life program.
Eric C. Montague serves as President and is the sole owner of the company. We have 118 employees,
97 of which our technical support representatives. All staff are full time W2 employees of Executech;
we do not employ sub-contractors. All labor to perform our proposal will be served by Executech staff.
Executech is the largest outsourced IT provider in the Intermountain West, managing more than 800
computer networks of all sizes on a regularly scheduled basis. We provide a complete range of
computer network support to more than 70 municipalities, including Alpine City, UT; Lindon City, UT;
Payson City, UT; Elk Ridge, UT; Cedar City, UT; LaVerkin City, UT; Blanding City, UT; Hildale City, UT;
Monticello City, UT; Town of Alta, UT; West Bountiful City, UT; South Ogden City, UT; Colorado City,
AZ; Town of New Castle, CO; Coos Bay City, OR; Lake Stevens Sewer District, WA, just to name a few.
Many include Police Department support as well.
Other clientele we provide IT support services to include accounting firms, banks and credit unions,
car dealerships, construction companies, engineering firms, financial services, insurance agencies,
internet services, law firms, management consultants, manufacturers, media services, medical
offices, municipal services, non-profit organizations, private equity firms, real estate management,
retailers, schools, software development, title companies, and wholesale distributors.
Executech has great relationships with many vendors. We manage the computer network for Caselle
and we are the implementation arm for all their installs nationwide. We provide supplemental support
to Spillman Technologies’ IT department and assist them with varied projects and knowledge sharing.
We are one of Microsoft’s largest partners in the Intermountain West with many CIE certified trainers.
We employ the most Apple certified technicians of any IT outsource provider in the region as part of
the Certified Apple Consultants Network. We have very deep and long-standing relationships with
Microsoft, Dell, Apple, SonicWall, Caselle, Spillman, Mozy, Carbonite, Jive, Yiptel, Symantec, Sophos,
Box.com, Techdata, and many other hosted (cloud) service providers.

III.

Service Description
The Executech Way
We are an elite IT Department, with 90+ full-time technicians who are expert technologists, very
reliable, and available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. We provide complete network
management and support from Help Desk to Chief Technical Officer (CTO), tailored to each client’s
needs and budget. We focus on understanding clients’ objectives, strategy, and needs, and help them
establish economical IT systems and practices to facilitate their objectives.
Executech’s Technical Consultants are business savvy, friendly, service oriented and IT proficient:
Each is a Tier III technician, adept with servers, firewalls, switches, databases, PCs, Macs, phones,
devices, etc., and available 24/7/365. We will advise on and/or manage your network, servers,
computers, backup, antivirus, e-mail, phones, security systems, vendor relations, etc. The depth and
breadth of our technicians are unmatched and will come to bear in all the City’s technical needs.
Please refer to our reference list and letters of recommendation to prove our qualifications.
Our Philosophy and our Strengths
The four cornerstones of an ideal network are stability, security, operability and quick problem
resolution. The most efficient manner to achieve this is with a preventative maintenance approach
combined with around the clock availability. A well-maintained network protects your operation,
saves money, and reduces employee frustration. This is Executech’s specialty.
Executech will assign a specific IT Consultant to your offices that will perform regularly scheduled
maintenance on-site to prevent and, as needed, solve problems. You will have your consultant’s
mobile number and you may call day or night. The first call you make will be to the person who can
solve your problem. Your consultant will become familiar with your organization and will be able to
provide best-practice recommendations to help you customize technologies relevant to your needs
and within your budget. He will advise on and/or manage your network, servers, computers, email,
phones, vendor relations, etc.
Your consultant is the point-person for an IT Department, with deep technical skills and breadth of
knowledge obtained by managing hundreds of networks. For times when extra resources are needed,
he has a team to fall back on so that you can have the right person for the job every time. As desired,
we will provide a ticketing system for the management of all requests.
We will also provide Executech’s Digital Armor free of charge, which monitors and reports on the
performance of your servers (physical and virtual), firewalls, routers, switches, internet, website, etc.
for system health, connectivity, load management and identification of anomalies and threats. Digital
Armor will ensure maximum uptime and sends real-time alerts when problems arise so we can
immediately begin solving the problem.
Our service is month to month, no long term financial contract required. This is a key difference in us
and our competition, we will earn and keep your business without a contract. As well, you only pay
for the hours you use. Executech charges a flat hourly fee that is valid around the clock. We are here
when you need us and we understand that your needs don’t always occur during business hours.

A. Initial Assessment
We will perform a thorough on-site assessment of your network first thing to document your network,
identify any imminent technology needs, determine best solutions for implementation, and provide
a report of our findings and recommendations to the City’s management team. Systems and services
to review include:
















All network assets inventoried and evaluated for stability and reliability
Technology replacement plan defined for budgeting and implementation purposes
Network security and policies evaluated as per Red Flags/NIST regulatory compliance
External penetration test performed for potential vulnerabilities
Anti-virus and Malware protection evaluated and implemented as appropriate
Backup systems, policies and procedures evaluated and updated as necessary
Disaster recovery plan reviewed, defined, and put into place, including retention of long-term
storage and accessibility of critical data
Internet connectivity and speeds evaluated with solutions recommended as needed
Email evaluated with solutions recommended as needed
Phones evaluated with solutions recommended as needed
Monitoring of critical systems defined and implemented
Processes defined in coordination with the City for how issues and emergencies are addressed
Processes and schedules defined for regular maintenance of all systems
Identify all 3rd Party vendors and define scope of what they each provide
Procedures for users defined and implemented in coordination with the City to provide the
service that is necessary and expected

B. Desktop Applications Support
Executech will provide routine maintenance of the network endpoints including PCs, laptops, PDAs,
printers, peripherals, and office automation software. We will configure desktops and laptops for
standard applications and usage. With our Tier III technical expertise, we will efficiently diagnose and
correct desktop application problems, identify and correct end user hardware problems, and perform
advanced troubleshooting in a timely manner.
Executech will provide rapid response support for all user requests/tickets. User support is available
24/7/365 and will usually be performed on-site by your assigned technician. He will know your staff
personally, providing them the confidence necessary to ask for help when it is needed. Problem
resolution time is minimized since we avoid the tiered model of escalation and simply assign you a
Tier III technician to handle everything from Help Desk to System Admin to CTO support. The first
person you call, your assigned technician, can normally handle all your network needs. It will be our
aim to provide support in a way that is efficient and effective for Highland City.
We will help the City evaluate and procure software and computer equipment through industryleading sources. Executech also builds and supplies computers, servers, laptops, and all network
equipment, offering warranties up to 3 years on parts and 1 year on labor. We also have a software
development team when customized coding might be needed.
Executech will assist City management with inventory control and provide a replacement schedule for
budget planning. We are also highly skilled at producing and maintaining IT Policies, especially
important for those organizations held to government compliance standards. We will assist City
officials with the development of user policies and procedures as it pertains to software, hardware
and internet usage.

C. Server Administration Services
Executech manages thousands of servers for our clients. With this experience, we have learned what
works and what does not work. Whether the server is locally run or in the cloud, we know what needs
to be done and how to do it.
Executech will provide 24/7/365 monitoring of the servers via our exclusive monitoring product,
Digital Armor, to ensure hard drive, memory, and CPU health. We will ensure servers are properly
secured to UPS battery backups. We will manage and maintain the machines, including:







Manage computer systems and network to include complex application, database,
messaging, web and other server associated hardware, software, communications, operating
systems necessary for the quality, security, performance, availability, recoverability, and
reliability of the system.
Ensure scheduled preventive maintenance is properly and promptly performed; maintain the
maintenance records on the equipment; develop operations, administrative, and quality
assurance backup plans and procedural documentation.
Setup new users and edit/remove existing users on server.
Configuration management, including changes, upgrades, patches, Caselle Clarity financial
software, and other specialized software products as it relates to the servers.
Coordinate with vendors for timely repair and maintenance work on server-related issues as
needed.

When it’s time to deploy a new server, we will work with you to understand the impact of the
installation on the network and users. In the planning stage of this deployment, we will work to
schedule installations at the time with the least possible impact. These installations typically occur in
evenings or on weekends. As mentioned, we do not charge extra for work that must be performed
after hours.

D. Network Administration Services
Executech will provide 24/7/365 monitoring of the network through Digital Armor to ensure
maximum uptime, including hardware, internet, website, etc. It will alert us and designated City
personnel when issues arise so we can immediately begin solving the problem.
Because we manage hundreds of networks, we are accustomed to working with all brands and types
of network equipment. Executech’s network administration services include:







Maintaining switches, firewalls, routers, and other security devices.
Installing and maintaining printers, network copiers/scanners, etc.
Maintaining infrastructure and performing regular analysis, routine configuration changes,
and installation of patches and upgrades.
Proactive monitoring of all network equipment, including bandwidth utilization and other
performance indicators, with reporting when specified thresholds are reached.
Troubleshoot network for performance and capacity management.
Maintain network documentation and ensure policies/procedures are current and consistent
with government compliance regulations.

Executech can procure all your needed technology equipment, whether it is a single cable or a highly
complex part of your network infrastructure. We can source equipment from all of the top brands
and we also have certain equipment manufactured specifically for us. We are willing and able to work
on and supply any brand of computer and network hardware, as well as specify best solutions.

Executech will also provide complete and accurate systems for asset management. We will work
closely with management at Highland City to define how, what and when items shall be tracked,
maintained and monitored.

E. Security Protection
Network security is of critical importance due to the ever-increasing number of technology breaches
that occur daily, costing organizations substantial amounts of money in damage and repair, including
regulatory fines. No other IT provider in the region has as much experience in network security and
compliance protocol as Executech. Because we work with hundreds of organizations, including many
municipalities, we are well-versed in compliance protocols and implementation, including Red Flags,
NIST, PCI, HIPAA, SAS 70, SOC 1, SOC 2, SSAE 16, ITAR, etc. We know security!
Network protection is best achieved through layers of security, including firewall and antivirus
solutions with intrusion prevention technology, password policies, spam filters for e-mail, etc. We
will manage virus protection on each endpoint, including servers, desktops and laptops, to ensure
that the overall network is secure. And in accordance with designated City personnel, we will utilize
Active Directory policies for individual user access and permissions, enabling remote access in a secure
environment.
One important layer of protection is having regular penetration tests of the network performed using
up-to-date hacking methodologies and innovative technology to identify vulnerabilities, minimize risk,
and help protect the City against the most current hacking trends. Pen testing provides specific,
accurate, and actionable analysis of the City’s security health. With your permission, we conducted a
complimentary penetration test using a third party “white hat” security company to demonstrate any
holes that have been detected in Highland City’s network. We have included the report identifying
58 vulnerabilities. We are happy to meet with designated officials to propose steps for expert
remediation.
We have included a suggested security schedule that is required of many regulatory agencies,
including Red Flags for municipalities. Executech will work with City management to perform network
security audits in conjunction with Red Flags/NIST regulations and ensure compliance.

F. Strategic Planning
Executech will work closely with City management in a CTO (Chief Technical Offier) capacity to
engineer, plan, and design infrastructure and services for major enhancement (i.e. server upgrades,
storage system upgrades, redesign of backup systems, etc). We will attend staff meetings as directed,
hold monthly/quarterly IT reviews, and strategize with management on a 1-3-5 year plan for future
purchasing and technology needs. We will provide technical leadership for all IT issues, perform
strategic planning and designing of core network systems, and deploy all new hardware and software
with successful data transfer.

IV.

Reference Information
The following municipalities are a great representation of Executech’s ability to provide the resources
and services that are needed to help each organization be successful in their civic functions:

Reference 1
Lindon City
Adam Cowie
City Manager
100 State St, Lindon, UT 84042
801-785-7687, acowie@lindoncity.org
Organization Profile: 60 users at City Offices, Police, Public Works, Parks & Recreation, Senior Center.
Services: We provide ongoing network maintenance including free monitoring, Caselle, Spillman,
SCADA, SonicWALL firewall, servers, computers, switches, antivirus, cloud backups, regulatory
compliance.
Client since June 2011

Reference 2
Alpine City
Shane Sorenson
City Manager
20 N Main St, Alpine, UT 84004
801-756-6347, shane@alpinecity.org
Organization Profile: 12 users at City Offices, Public Works
Services: We provide ongoing network maintenance including free network monitoring, Caselle,
SCADA, SonicWALL firewall, servers, computers, switches, email, antivirus, cloud backups, regulatory
compliance.
Client since October 2010

Reference 3
New Castle, CO
Lyle Layton
Finance Director/Treasurer
450 W Main St, New Castle, CO 81647
970-984-2311, lyle@newcastlecolorado.org
Organization Profile: 50 users at City Offices, Police, Public Works, Utilities, etc.
Services: We provide ongoing network maintenance including free network monitoring, Caselle,
SCADA, SonicWALL firewall, servers, computers, switches, email, antivirus, cloud backups, regulatory
compliance.
Client since May 2012

V.

Staff Resources
Executech is an IT Department, with 90+ Tier III Technical Consultants. We will assign a specific Tier
III Consultant who will be available to the City 24/7/365. We have several consultants that live in
the Highland-Alpine-Cedar Hills area. Based on schedule availability, we anticipate one of them will
be assigned to manage the City’s network once a decision is reached to engage our services. The
following demonstrates staff resources assigned to another Utah municipality:


Spencer Reddon – Providing primary support including Help Desk, Network Support, System
Administration, Chief Technical Officer, security, firewalls, switches, wireless, Caselle, Spillman.
Qualifications: 11 years in IT, 13 years as police officer, Associates Degree in Computer Sciences,
A+, Network+, Security+, Project+, Linux+, Exchange Server, Server 2008, 2012R, Active Directory,
VMware, Office 365, Caselle, Spillman, Ubiquiti, SonicWALL, multiple municipal networks, etc.
Availability: 24/7/365 – (m) 801.888.5371 or spencer@executech.com



Jason Gesullo – Team Lead, Executech
Qualifications: 16 years in IT, manages multiple networks including municipalities, Caselle, SQL,
Spillman, SCADA, Office 365, SonicWALL, Ubiquiti, Server 2008, 2012r, Active Directory, etc.
Availability: 24/7/365 – (m) 801.664.5034 or jason@executech.com



Jeff Scheurman – VP Projects, Executech
Qualifications: 18 years in IT, Deployment to Afghanistan, BS in Telecommunications, manages
multiple networks including municipalities, Caselle, Spillman, SCADA, SonicWALL Certification,
Active Directory, Ubiquiti Radios, VMware, etc.
Availability: 24/7/365 – (m) 801.850.2903 or jeff@executech.com



James Fair – VP for Utah South Region, Executech
Qualifications: 27 years in IT and managing networks with hundreds of users, Certified SonicWALL
Administrator, Office 365, Caselle, Spillman, SCADA, Ubiquiti, Sophos Cloud Engineer, manages
multiple networks including municipalities
Availability: 24/7/365 – (m) 801.946.4969 or jamesf@executech.com



Chris Nokes – Chief Technical Officer, Executech
50+ Tier III Technicians managing 300+ networks report to Chris
Qualifications: BS in Computer Science, 22 years experience: SQL, VMware, Exchange, Server
2008, 2012R, SonicWALL, Caselle, Ubiquiti, personally redid Spillman Technolgies’ Active Directory
Availability: 24/7/365 – (m) 801.512.6644 or chris@executech.com



90 other Tier III Technical Consultants, 877-4IT-BRAINS, 877.448.2724



Eric Montague – President and CEO, Executech
Qualifications: 23 years experience, including SCADA, Caselle, Spillman, Office 365, SonicWALL,
etc. CTO for multiple companies including networks with hundreds of users, GPS Capital Markets
(multi-billion dollar foreign exchange bank), Norbest Foods, etc. 90+ Tier III Technicians managing
800+ networks report to Eric. 801.253.4541 or Eric@Executech.com
Each of the above acts as the CTO (Chief Technical Officer) for multiple networks. Please see
attached resume.

We are not opposed to background checks, drug tests, or finger printing on any individuals who will
routinely work on your systems. We affirm that no Executech employee working on the engagement
has ever been convicted of a felony and that they are US citizens.
Executech will assign two specific teams to Highland City for services. The first team you will have is
your regular maintenance team. This team will be headed up by your own assigned Tier III technician.
His job will be to support your day-to-day needs, 24/7/365. He is backed up by a team lead who will

be familiar with your network and operations. If your technician is not available, he will contact the
team lead to assist you. You will also have the direct phone number for the team lead. Executech
team leads are then backed up by our VP and CTO, who are backed up by the CEO of Executech, Eric
Montague.
The second team is highly trained and experienced in projects and implementation. In conjunction
with your assigned tech, this team will help through the onboarding process and provide high end
technical support, planning and implementation of any large projects that need to be accomplished.
By utilizing this team, you can be confident that you are getting the best possible technical support
for projects that don’t take place daily. Because this team only handles this type of work, they are
the very best option. They know what needs to be done and how to do things to improve the
customer experience, reduce downtime and create strong and stable solutions.
By structuring our relationships with our customers in such a way, we can provide the very best
solutions possible. Your technician will be in your offices each and every week. He will keep you going
day to day and if needs exceed his availability or understanding, he has a team of over 90 technicians
to back him up. You get all the benefits of a large IT department at a fraction of the cost.

VI.

Extra Services Provided


Emergency Support Options
Executech monitors systems in real-time. This means that when notifications and alerts occur,
you can be confident that Executech is ready to get to work. Executech has a commitment to
excellence in all that we do, however, when things go wrong, we understand that nothing matters
more than getting things working again. Executech will provide guaranteed same-day response
for non-critical issues and 2-hours or less response time for emergency issues such as network
outages, email issues and other critical business interrupting failures.
Executech will meet all support priority level timelines as identified upon receipt.
1. Urgent priority issues will be responded to within 2 hours or less
2. High priority issues will be responded to within 4 hours
3. Medium priority issues will be responded to within 8 working hours
4. Low priority issues will be responded to as quickly as possible



Vendor Management
Executech will handle all IT vendor relations for Highland City so management can focus on the
most important things. We will provide services for due-diligence and provide management with
the necessary information to make informed decisions for the organization. We will assist
management with new vendor acquisition services by conducting market research, as well as
identifying and assessing requirements and qualifications that support the decision-making
process. We will also evaluate new contracts/agreements and provide accurate reviews and input
on the ability of the vendor to meet company requirements. We will assist with and/or provide
services in re-negotiation of contracts/agreements as well as renewals and termination of
contracts/agreements. We will provide service level agreement management with all applicable
vendors. Executech will work under the direction of the City to provide the required services.



Training
Executech is more than a managed services provider of technology. We are a people and
productivity company. We will provide company training as desired by City management.
Whether geared towards the executive team or end users, we offer training to help people
maximize the tools they have and be as productive as possible while on the job. An example of
this is a one-hour training we provided at the Caselle Conference on Outlook Tips and Tricks.



Website
Executech can provide website maintenance and support. We have an 8-person team of website
developers, programmers and coders to provide content support as needed, both external and
internal facing. We also provide web hosting services. Website projects can be handled on an
hourly basis and will be done according to the requirements of Highland City.

VII.

Proposal Summary
Executech is uniquely qualified to support Highland City with the management and maintenance
of its IT systems to improve Information Technology effectiveness, enhance quality of services,
minimize support costs, and maximize the City’s return on investment in IT. We are Utah’s
premier outsource IT provider, managing hundreds of networks, including 70+ municipalities.
We are an executive level technical consulting company providing a complete range of computer
network support that’s tailored to your need and budget. We can advise on and manage your
network, computers, servers, printers, security systems, backup, email, antivirus, phones,
website, vendor relations, etc. We also build and supply computers, servers, laptops, and all
network equipment. We don’t require financial contracts, instead retaining your loyalty through
quality service.
We will assign you a specific Tier III technician that will know you and take care of all your network
needs. He will do the majority of his work on-site. You and he will create a great relationship of
trust that will achieve tremendous success.
We have over 90 full-time technicians who are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days
a year. Because of this, you will have all the benefits of a large IT department at a fraction of the
cost. Our monitoring system that we will provide free of charge will help us maintain your network
and predict problems before they occur. On a daily basis we will monitor the security, stability,
and operability of your network to ensure your technology is a successful tool for your business.
A summary of our proposal is:






8 Hours of on-site and remote support per week, with CTO oversight and a provision for
extra support, at a discounted rate of $100/hr. or $3,470/mo. – adjustable as appropriate.
24/7/365 Support is offered at same rate; no premium costs for after-hours, weekends or
holidays.
24/7/365 Network monitoring via Digital Armor (an Executech software) at no charge.
Double the hours of network support for the first month of IT service at no additional charge.
Month-to-month maintenance agreement is subject to review, modification or cancellation.

Executech is the premier business partner for municipalities looking for help with their IT systems.
We will provide Highland City with exceptional full-service support in a reliable, budget-friendly
way to ensure critical systems and processes are proactively monitored and managed to mitigate
potential failures, provide individual user support to users in a timely manner, and provide
network planning and integration with expert proficiency.
As per the RFP, a key component of awarding the contract is based upon experience, qualifications
and expertise. The depth and breadth of our technicians are unmatched and will come to bear in
all technical needs at the City. Please refer to our reference list and letters of recommendation to
prove our qualifications.
It is our belief that Executech is the best possible solution for Highland City for providing IT service
and support. We are excited for the opportunity to meet with all interested parties to discuss this
proposal.

VIII.

Cost of Services
Executech is a time and materials company. This means that you don’t have to pay a retainer fee,
or pay for time that you don’t use. You only pay for what you use, thus saving our typical clients
tremendous amounts of money most months, as compared to a flat monthly fee.
Based on the network information provided in our site visit, Executech anticipates that to properly
assist Highland City in managing and maintaining the network will require 8 hours of service per
week on average, 2 hours per day (with the City Offices closed on Fridays). We estimate that the
City Offices and Library will utilize 2-3 days each week and the Police Department and Fire
Department will need 1-2 days of attention each week. Both our on-site and remote support will
be available to you 24/7/365, with a guarantee of no more than a 2-hour turnaround in the event
of an emergency. The cost of support is the same whether the support occurs during business
hours, after hours, or on weekends.
Executech proposes to offer this service to you on a month-to-month agreement at the cost of
$3,470.00. The agreement allows for a total of 104 hours per quarter. Pending a more thorough
network assessment, we estimate this amount of time to be sufficient for the maintenance of
your network.
There is no use-it-or-lose-it with Executech. If, at the end of the quarter, you have utilized less
than your allotted hours, we will simply credit or carry over those hours towards the next quarter.
Any additional hours required will be invoiced at our standard rate. It will be our intent to manage
the hours and on-site visits so that in any given period overage will not occur, unless otherwise
approved. We are willing to set a “not to exceed” agreement, if so desired.
Billing details for this service are as follows:


Agreement provides for 8 hours every week or 104 hours per quarter of Help Desk,
System Administrator and CTO level support at a discounted rate of $100 per hour,
including:













On-site and remote support
Help desk support
After-hours support
Response time / problem resolution time
Vendor management
Training
Regular in-person reviews and consultation
Regular reporting on system health
Response to major system problems or outages

A technician will be immediately dispatched on any needs that arise outside of the agreed
upon scheduled visits.
Billing for any support needs that arise outside of the agreed upon scheduled visits will
be handled as follows:
 All on-site visits will be billed a minimum of one hour. After the initial hour, billing
occurs in 15-minute increments.
 Phone support is free for the first 5 minutes. After 5 minutes, phone support is
billed in 15-minute increments.
 Remote support, via the Executech Remote Support agent or automated remote
desktop use, is billed in 15-minute increments.





Any time beyond the scheduled agreement will be billed at the standard rate of
$115 per hour.
Project based needs will be assessed and proposed as needed and will be billed at $115
per hour.

Note: A work log will be provided at billing to itemize work performed.
At your discretion, we can review your usage and discuss whether to increase or decrease your
monthly hours. Since the service level agreement is on a month-to-month basis, we can do this
as needed and scale our approach to fit the City’s network needs and budget.
For clients on scheduled monthly agreements, we typically offer labor rate discounts based on
predetermined weekly volume as follows:





1-10 hours per week @ $105 per hour
11-15 hours per week @ $95 per hour
16-20 hours per week @ $85 per hour
21+ hours per week @ $75 per hour

We are happy to modify our approach to work within Highland City’s existing budget. Also, if
we discover after a month or two that the network can be managed on less time, we are happy
to adjust as appropriate.
To ensure a seamless transition, Executech will provide additional support to Highland City in
the first month of service up to double the agreed upon hours at no additional charge.

OTHER INFORMATION:
o Executech Brochure & Resume
o Letters of Recommendation

products
& services
Your IT problems are over!
Executech is ready to handle all of your networks, servers,
computers and much more, so you can focus on your business.
Executech has quickly emerged as the dominant IT Services
company in the Intermountain West. We specialize in custom-built
solutions that provide reliable uptime and save money.

• Outsourced IT management
• Network design and implementation
• Hardware sales
• Security consultation
• Help for existing IT Staff
• Network cabling
• Hosted VoIP
• Hosted Backup
• Hosted Exchange

FREE NETWORK
MONITORING
when you sign up for
products or services

LEARN MORE!

call 877.4IT.BRAINS

www.helpwithcomputers.com
10813 South Riverfront Parkway,
Ste 410 S. Jordan, UT 84095

Business Focused, Technically Proficient, Personable
1314 W 11400 S, Suite 200, South Jordan, UT 84095
Eric Montague
President/CTO
801.253.4541
Eric@Executech.com
Clientele
▪ Accounting Firms
▪ Banks and Credit Unions
▪ Car Dealerships
▪ Cities and towns
▪ Construction Companies
▪ Engineering Firms
▪ Financial Services
▪ Foreign Exchange Bank

Chris Gibbons
Senior Account Executive
801.253.1880
ChrisG@Executech.com
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Insurance Agencies
Internet Services
Law Firms
Management Consultants
Manufacturers
Media Services
Medical Offices
Municipal Services

Qualifications
• IT Consultant (CIO, CTO, etc.)
• IT Department Management
• Project Management
• Senior Network Administration – – LAN/WAN
• Systems Engineer
Skills
• Regulation Compliance including HIPPA,
SAS70, PCI, Red Flag, etc
• Disaster Recovery and Contingency Planning
• 1-2 hour response 24/7/365
• Network design and installation
• Server assembly, installation and maintenance
• Preventative Maintenance
• Data security, including on- and off-site backup
• Network security including firewall, anti-virus,
anti-spam
• Onsite or hosted email server setup &
maintenance
• Implementation of hosted solutions including
email, backup, VoIP, virus protection
• Setup and configure remote access through
Virtual Private Network (VPN)

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Non-Profit Organizations
Private Equity Firms
Real Estate Management
Retailers
Schools
Software Development
Title Companies
Wholesale Distributors

•
•
•
•

SQL Server Administration
Software Instructor
Help Desk
Compliance (SAS 70, HIPAA, SOC 1, SOC 2,
SSAE 16, PCI, Red Flag, ITAR, etc.)

•

Set up and configure multi-site networks
through Multiprotocol Lable Switching (MPLS)
Software install/upgrade/repair: Act!,
Quickbooks, Peachtree, MAS, Caselle, etc.
Software instruction, including Office
Desktop, laptop, printer and peripheral support
Domain: set up/install/maintain
Terminal Servers Implementation/Maintenance
Virtualization: Xen, KVM, QEMU, HyperV,
VM Ware
CRM, SharePoint
Simultaneously deploy multiple technicians
VoIP
AV

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Expertise
Networking
• Disaster Recovery
• LAN/WAN Networks
• Hosted Networks
• Microsoft Server 2000,
2003, 2008, 2012
• Microsoft Exchange
• Cisco Networks
• MS Virtual Server/Machine
• Active Directory

•

•
•
•

Network Security (Network
Stumbler, Neotrace, Key
Logger, Intrusion Detection,
Ethereal, etc)
Remote Desktop
VPN/SSL/VNC
VMWare
Sun Virtual Box

Systems Hardware: Assembly, maintenance, repair
• Computers
• Local backups
• Servers
• Switches/Routers, all types
• Raid/Hard Drive Mirrors
• Coyote Point
• Laptops
• Network wiring
• SAN and NAS devices
Software
• Windows 98, 2000, XP,
Vista, Windows 7 (x32 &
x64), Windows 8
• Microsoft Office for
Windows and Mac
• Mac OSX
• Quickbooks (Install, update,
repair)
• Visual Studio 2005 & 2008
Languages
• PostgreSQL, MySQL, Open
SQL, etc.
• C/C++, Java (AWT/Swing),
VB.NET, Perl, Bash
• Samba, NFS, OpenLDP
• Openmosix, Rockscluster

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

TCP/IP Standards including
networking: SMTP, DNS,
FTP, HTTP
NetBeans ID
VoIP phone support
DHCP
DNS
LDAP

•

Firewalls, including
SonicWALL, Cisco,
WatchGuard, Barracuda,
etc.

Acronis Image Software
(server and client)
Symantec: Server/Backup
Exec/etc.
Apache web services
Construction Software: P6,
AutoCad, e4Clicks, etc.
Caselle Clarity
Paragon Partition Manager
Hyper V, VMware

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arch Linux
Nginz
Google Apps
Zimbra
Xymon/Hobbit
Varnish
Memcahsed
Asterisk
Squid

Sco Unix, Sun Solaris,
RedHat Linux, Ubuntu,
Gentoo, cygwin, Bash
Scripts
PHP

•

Backtrack, Scalpel,
Foremost, Nagioa
SGI, IBM BladeCenter
Frame Relay (FRAD) /
Multiplexor (MUX)
Oracle

•
•
•

Professional Experience
Our team has up to 20 years experience individually, over 200+ years collectively. Each technical consultant
works with multiple clients. Services we provide:
CTO Services: Our CEO, Eric Montague and other Executech technical consultants serve as the Chief
Technology Officer (CTO) of many of our customers, including companies whose business is technology or
Internet based and whose staff includes full-time IT employees and software engineers.

Network Installation: Executech has installed and currently maintains over 100 local (LAN) and multiple
location (WAN) networks including servers, SQL servers, firewalls, computers, intranets, laptops, mirrored
hard drives, disk backup, tape backup, remote backup, hosted backup, on-site or hosted email, hosted
networks, network wiring, etc.
Preventative Network Maintenance: Scheduled service performed for over 400 clients on a monthly,
weekly, or daily basis depending on client need. Executech provides one to two-hour response on emergency
basis 24/7/365. Executech longest client engagement is 14 years and counting. Executech’s largest client has
375 workstations on single network, the most servers on a single network exceeds 20.
Project Consulting and Assessments: Project Consulting including assessment and evaluation of existing IT
plans, equipment, etc. in the context of a company’s business objectives; independent evaluation of IT
personnel; assistance in hiring and transitioning qualified personnel
Red Flag Compliance: Implementation of Red Flag compliance for multiple cities that had no policies in
place for Red Flag compliance. Implemented compliance strategy from inception to fulfillment adhering to all
security protocols.
SAS70 Type II Compliance: Foreign Currency Exchange client concerned with SAS70 type II compliance.
Implemented SAS70 type II compliant network and server. Client has successfully passed independent audit to
test SAS70 type II compliance multiple years.
PCI Compliance: Major retailer requiring 100% uptime and PCI compliance. Had been experiencing major
uptime problems with previous vendor. Implemented PCI compliant network and server. Successfully passed
independent audit to test PCI compliance. Client has experienced 100% uptime since implementation.
HIPAA Compliance: Medical Firm required to house all patient data on HIPAA compliant network.
Implemented HIPAA compliant network and server. Successfully passed multiple independent audits to test
HIPAA compliance.
SOC Compliance: Financial Services firm needed new server and network. Security for clients and stability
for personnel utmost concern. Implemented server and network with full SOC security compliance and no
downtime to client.
Hosted and On-Premise VoIP Phone Solutions: We have helped evaluate and implement dozens of phone
systems, both on-premise and hosted solutions.
Hosted Email: Manufacturing firm was experiencing a daily email outage. Implemented Hosted Exchange
product. Client has not had an email outage since and also contracted for our maintenance services.
Software Instruction: Microsoft Office Suite including Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Access, Communicator,
Outlook, Project; Microsoft Exchange; QuickBooks
Vendor Management: We manage relationships with other IT vendors/suppliers including printing,
telephones, Internet service providers, etc., including pricing, troubleshooting, etc. If a client has a computer
problem, we will find the solution.
Certification and Education
• A+ Cert
•
• Network +
•
• Security +
•
• CCNA
•
• CCNP
•
• CCNET
•
• MSCE
• Microsoft Certified
Professional

SonicWALL Certified
AAS Information Technology
AS Computer Science
BS Computer Science/Engineering
MIS
MBA

Awards
• Inc 5000 Company
• Best of State Winner in IT Services
• Official recognition as one of the Nation’s “Best Places to Work,” Inc. Magazine, 2017
• CEO Eric Montague, V100 Winner, “Top 40 Executives Under 40,” Utah Business Magazine, 2011

Lindon City
100 North State Street
Lindon, UT 84042-1808

TEL 801-785-7687
FAX 801-785-7645
www.lindoncity.org

October 8, 2012

Re: Letter of Recommendation for Executech

To Whom It May Concern:
I am pleased to provide this letter of recommendation for Executech, Utah’s Premier IT Services
Provider. Lindon City has had a great experience with Executechs friendly, capable staff. We struggled
to obtain fairytale IT services in the past, but found Executech to be nothing less than IT knights in
shining armor! We thought their sales pitch for services sounded too good to be true, but have found
them to be a valuable, qualified group of experts with fair and reasonable pricing for all of our IT needs.
We highly recommend their services to help any organization rise out of technological dark ages.
If you have any questions about Executech, or the services they’ve provided to Lindon City, please feel
free to contact me at 801-785-7687 or by email at acowie@lindoncity.org .

Sincerely,

Adam M. Cowie
Lindon City Planning & Development Director

To Whom It May Concern,
Our company, Spillman Technologies, was faced with the daunting task of an Active Directory migration.
The goal of our IT department was to move the existing relevant data from our Active Directory
infrastructure which had been carried through upgrade-to-upgrade over the course of approximately 10
years to a “greenfield infrastructure”. The age of the existing infrastructure left a lot of ‘bad’ and
‘garbage’ data that even Microsoft technicians were suggesting a clean install. Our IT department had
never performed such a large migration, nor did we have the intimate knowledge of Active Directory to
be able to plan such a project.
We enlisted the assistance of the technicians at Executech to help us plan and implement our migration.
The IT professionals at Executech proved themselves very knowledgeable in our planning phases,
addressed our concerned, and gave us the confidence to move forward with the project. During
implementation Executech went out of their way to assist in the migration over the weekend and to be
on-hand during the first few business days after the migration.
Because of Executech’s knowledge and expertise, our migration to our new Active Directory
infrastructure was a positive experience for Spillman’s IT staff and went smoothly for the remainder of
Spillman’s employees.
If your firm is in the need of some IT assistance I would definitely recommend you take advantage of the
talented staff at Executech. If you have any questions regarding Spillman’s experience with Executech
please feel free to contact me at mwilkinson@spillman.com.
Sincerely,

Michael F. Wilkinson
IT Director
Spillman Technologies, Inc.

August 6, 2012

To Whom It May Concern:

GPS Capital Markets, Inc., is a global corporate foreign exchange brokerage firm,
headquartered in the Salt Lake Valley. Executech has been our IT partner of choice for
over 8 years and we have been fortunate to have Eric Montague as our relationship
manager. Eric is an extremely talented individual in whom we have great personal and
professional trust.
Throughout the years, partnering with Executech has proven to be one of the best
decisions we have made both in terms of receiving a quality output and a strong ROI.
They help us deliver world class service at a responsible price.
In order to replicate the services we receive from Executech, we would have to staff
and manage a multi-person IT department that would be cost prohibitive. We have
utilized the unique talents of many of their technicians for a variety of tasks, and have
had those resources available to us in a timely fashion without having to interface with
multiple vendors.
We highly recommend Eric Montague and Executech, and encourage you to utilize
their expertise.
Please feel free to contact me directly if I can be of further assistance in your decision
making process.
Sincerely,

Al Manbeian
Managing Partner

Kierstin Crain

NETWORK SECURITY:
o Red Flags Security Schedule
o Penetration Test Report

Suggested Security Schedule

Area
User
Administration

Control
New user access and changes to existing user access are approved by management
via documented requests to IT personnel.
Terminated user access is removed upon notification from management via
documented request to IT personnel.
User access is reviewed quarterly by IT Personnel and management.

Security
Configuration

Password parameters are set to the following:
Minimum of 8 and complex characters
Lockout after 5 bad attempts for 15 minutes
Screen Saver lock after ten minutes
Cannot use the last 5 passwords
Passwords expire after 100 days
Network has existing firewall. All rules have been documented and have a business

justification. Rules are reviewed every 6 months.
Data Retention

Management maintains a back up log to evidence review and completion of nightly
backups
Daily backups are sent off site via online data transfer to online or offsite backup
provider.
All data is replicated and mirrored in real time to a dedicated backup server.
The server room is equipped with a door lock and inventory of authorized keys. Only
authorized employees have access to the server room.

Physical
Security

Adequate cooling systems exists for servers and network equipment in the server
room.
Each server is equipped with a battery which operates in the event of a power outage.
Building power generators exist and operate in the event of a power outage.
Adequate fire suppression system exists

Scan Results - 50.73.36.45 ( No description )
Overview
Scan ID: 7827931
Target: 50.73.36.45
Max Score: 6.4
Compliance: Failing PCI compliance
Proﬁle: 58 vulnerabilities, 5 ports open
Start: 2017-12-19 14:21:11 scheduled
Finish: 2017-12-19 15:21:06
Duration: 0:59:55
Scan Version: 11.1.1

Open Ports (5)
Port

Protocol

Program

25

TCP

Barracuda Networks Spam Firewall smtpd

85

TCP

Apache Tomcat/Coyote JSP engine 1.1

443

TCP

Microsoft IIS httpd 8.5

500

UDP

isakmp

8001

TCP

vcom-tunnel

Vulnerabilities (58)

+

Score

Title

Protocol

Port

Service

6.40

SSL Self-Signed Certiﬁcate

TCP

8001

msrdp

False Positive

Synopsis
The SSL certificate chain for this service ends in an unrecognized self-signed certificate.
Impact
The X.509 certificate chain for this service is not signed by a recognized certificate
authority.

If the remote host is a public host in production, this nullifies the use of SSL as

anyone could establish a man-in-the-middle attack against the remote host.

Note that this plugin does not check for certificate chains that end in a certificate that is
not self-signed, but is signed by an unrecognized certificate authority.
Resolution
Purchase or generate a proper certificate for this service.
Data Received
The following certificate was found at the top of the certificate
chain sent by the remote host, but is self-signed and was not
found in the list of known certificate authorities:

|-Subject: CN=Virtual-Server.highland.local
CVE
CVSS2#AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N 6.4

6.40

Synopsis

Microsoft Windows Remote Desktop Protocol Server Man-in-the-Middle Weakness

TCP

8001

msrdp

Synopsis
It may be possible to get access to the remote host.
Impact
The remote version of the Remote Desktop Protocol Server (Terminal Service) is vulnerable to a
man-in-the-middle (MiTM) attack. The RDP client makes no effort to validate the identity of the
server when setting up encryption. An attacker with the ability to intercept traffic from the
RDP server can establish encryption with the client and server without being detected. A MiTM
attack of this nature would allow the attacker to obtain any sensitive information transmitted,
including authentication credentials.

This flaw exists because the RDP server stores a hard-coded RSA private key in the mstlsapi.dll
library. Any local user with access to this file (on any Windows system) can retrieve the key
and use it for this attack.

See also:

http://www.oxid.it/downloads/rdp-gbu.pdf
http://www.nessus.org/u?e2628096
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc782610.aspx
Resolution
- Force the use of SSL as a transport layer for this service if supported, or/and

- Select the 'Allow connections only from computers running Remote Desktop with Network Level
Authentication' setting if it is available.
CVE

CVE-2005-1794 (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N) 6.4

5.00

Internet Key Exchange (IKE) Aggressive Mode with Pre-Shared Key

UDP

500

ikev1

Synopsis
The remote IKEv1 service supports Aggressive Mode with Pre-Shared key.
Impact
The remote Internet Key Exchange (IKE) version 1 service seems to support Aggressive Mode with
Pre-Shared key (PSK) authentication. Such a configuration could allow an attacker to capture
and crack the PSK of a VPN gateway and gain unauthorized access to private networks.

See also:

http://www.nessus.org/u?07b12cbb
https://www.ernw.de/download/pskattack.pdf
http://www.vpnc.org/ietf-ipsec/99.ipsec/msg01451.html
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/7423
Resolution
- Disable Aggressive Mode if supported.
- Do not use Pre-Shared key for authentication if it's possible.
- If using Pre-Shared key cannot be avoided, use very strong keys.
- If possible, do not allow VPN connections from any IP addresses.

Note that this plugin does not run over IPv6.
CVE
CVE-2002-1623 (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N) 5.0

5.00

SSL Medium Strength Cipher Suites Supported

TCP

Synopsis
The remote service supports the use of medium strength SSL ciphers.
Impact
The remote host supports the use of SSL ciphers that offer medium strength encryption.
SecurityMetrics regards medium strength as any encryption that uses key lengths at least 64
bits and less than 112 bits, or else that uses the 3DES encryption suite.

Note that it is considerably easier to circumvent medium strength encryption if the attacker is
on the same physical network.

See also:

https://www.openssl.org/blog/blog/2016/08/24/sweet32/
Resolution
Reconfigure the affected application if possible to avoid use of medium strength ciphers.
Data Received
Here is the list of medium strength SSL ciphers supported by the remote server:

Medium Strength Ciphers (> 64-bit and < 112-bit key, or 3DES)

DES-CBC3-SHA

Kx=RSA

Au=RSA

Enc=3DES-CBC(168)

Mac=SHA1

8001

msrdp

The fields above are:

{OpenSSL ciphername}
Kx={key exchange}
Au={authentication}
Enc={symmetric encryption method}
Mac={message authentication code}
{export flag}
CVE
CVSS2#AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N 5.0

5.00

SSL Medium Strength Cipher Suites Supported

TCP

Synopsis
The remote service supports the use of medium strength SSL ciphers.
Impact
The remote host supports the use of SSL ciphers that offer medium strength encryption.
SecurityMetrics regards medium strength as any encryption that uses key lengths at least 64
bits and less than 112 bits, or else that uses the 3DES encryption suite.

Note that it is considerably easier to circumvent medium strength encryption if the attacker is
on the same physical network.

See also:

443

www

https://www.openssl.org/blog/blog/2016/08/24/sweet32/
Resolution
Reconfigure the affected application if possible to avoid use of medium strength ciphers.
Data Received
Here is the list of medium strength SSL ciphers supported by the remote server:

Medium Strength Ciphers (> 64-bit and < 112-bit key, or 3DES)

DES-CBC3-SHA

Kx=RSA

Au=RSA

Enc=3DES-CBC(168)

Mac=SHA1

The fields above are:

{OpenSSL ciphername}
Kx={key exchange}
Au={authentication}
Enc={symmetric encryption method}
Mac={message authentication code}
{export flag}
CVE
CVSS2#AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N 5.0

5.00

Synopsis

SSL 64-bit Block Size Cipher Suites Supported (SWEET32)

TCP

8001

msrdp

Synopsis
The remote service supports the use of 64-bit block ciphers.
Impact
The remote host supports the use of a block cipher with 64-bit blocks in one or more cipher
suites. It is, therefore, affected by a vulnerability, known as SWEET32, due to the use of weak
64-bit block ciphers. A man-in-the-middle attacker who has sufficient resources can exploit
this vulnerability, via a 'birthday' attack, to detect a collision that leaks the XOR between
the fixed secret and a known plaintext, allowing the disclosure of the secret text, such as
secure HTTPS cookies, and possibly resulting in the hijacking of an authenticated session.

Proof-of-concepts have shown that attackers can recover authentication cookies from an HTTPS
session in as little as 30 hours.

Note that the ability to send a large number of requests over the same TLS connection between
the client and server is an important requirement for carrying out this attack. If the number
of requests allowed for a single connection were limited, this would mitigate the
vulnerability. However, SecurityMetrics has not checked for such a mitigation.

See also:

https://sweet32.info
https://www.openssl.org/blog/blog/2016/08/24/sweet32/
Resolution
Reconfigure the affected application, if possible, to avoid use of all 64-bit block ciphers.
Alternatively, place limitations on the number of requests that are allowed to be processed
over the same TLS connection to mitigate this vulnerability.

over the same TLS connection to mitigate this vulnerability.
Data Received
List of 64-bit block cipher suites supported by the remote server:

Medium Strength Ciphers (> 64-bit and < 112-bit key, or 3DES)

DES-CBC3-SHA

Kx=RSA

Au=RSA

Enc=3DES-CBC(168)

Mac=SHA1

The fields above are:

{OpenSSL ciphername}
Kx={key exchange}
Au={authentication}
Enc={symmetric encryption method}
Mac={message authentication code}
{export flag}
CVE
CVE-2016-2183 (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N) 5.0

5.00

SSL 64-bit Block Size Cipher Suites Supported (SWEET32)

TCP

Synopsis
The remote service supports the use of 64-bit block ciphers.
Impact
The remote host supports the use of a block cipher with 64-bit blocks in one or more cipher

443

www

The remote host supports the use of a block cipher with 64-bit blocks in one or more cipher
suites. It is, therefore, affected by a vulnerability, known as SWEET32, due to the use of weak
64-bit block ciphers. A man-in-the-middle attacker who has sufficient resources can exploit
this vulnerability, via a 'birthday' attack, to detect a collision that leaks the XOR between
the fixed secret and a known plaintext, allowing the disclosure of the secret text, such as
secure HTTPS cookies, and possibly resulting in the hijacking of an authenticated session.

Proof-of-concepts have shown that attackers can recover authentication cookies from an HTTPS
session in as little as 30 hours.

Note that the ability to send a large number of requests over the same TLS connection between
the client and server is an important requirement for carrying out this attack. If the number
of requests allowed for a single connection were limited, this would mitigate the
vulnerability. However, SecurityMetrics has not checked for such a mitigation.

See also:

https://sweet32.info
https://www.openssl.org/blog/blog/2016/08/24/sweet32/
Resolution
Reconfigure the affected application, if possible, to avoid use of all 64-bit block ciphers.
Alternatively, place limitations on the number of requests that are allowed to be processed
over the same TLS connection to mitigate this vulnerability.
Data Received
List of 64-bit block cipher suites supported by the remote server:

Medium Strength Ciphers (> 64-bit and < 112-bit key, or 3DES)

DES-CBC3-SHA

Kx=RSA

Au=RSA

Enc=3DES-CBC(168)

Mac=SHA1

The fields above are:

{OpenSSL ciphername}
Kx={key exchange}
Au={authentication}
Enc={symmetric encryption method}
Mac={message authentication code}
{export flag}
CVE
CVE-2016-2183 (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N) 5.0

5.00

SSL Version 2 and 3 Protocol Detection

TCP

Synopsis
The remote service encrypts traffic using a protocol with known weaknesses.
Impact
The remote service accepts connections encrypted using SSL 2.0 and/or SSL 3.0. These versions
of SSL are affected by several cryptographic flaws, including:

- An insecure padding scheme with CBC ciphers.

443

www

- Insecure session renegotiation and resumption schemes.

An attacker can exploit these flaws to conduct man-in-the-middle attacks or to decrypt
communications between the affected service and clients.

Although SSL/TLS has a secure means for choosing the highest supported version of the protocol
(so that these versions will be used only if the client or server support nothing better), many
web browsers implement this in an unsafe way that allows an attacker to downgrade a connection
(such as in POODLE). Therefore, it is recommended that these protocols be disabled entirely.

NIST has determined that SSL 3.0 is no longer acceptable for secure communications. As of the
date of enforcement found in PCI DSS v3.1, any version of SSL will not meet the PCI SSC's
definition of 'strong cryptography'.

See also:

https://www.schneier.com/academic/paperfiles/paper-ssl.pdf
http://www.nessus.org/u?0bb7b67d
http://www.nessus.org/u?247c4540
https://www.openssl.org/~bodo/ssl-poodle.pdf
http://www.nessus.org/u?5d15ba70
https://www.imperialviolet.org/2014/10/14/poodle.html
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7507
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7568
Resolution
Consult the application's documentation to disable SSL 2.0 and 3.0.

Consult the application's documentation to disable SSL 2.0 and 3.0.
Use TLS 1.1 (with approved cipher suites) or higher instead.
Data Received
- SSLv3 is enabled and the server supports at least one cipher.
CVE
CVSS2#AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N 5.0

5.00

TLS Version 1.0 Protocol Detection (PCI DSS)

TCP

8001

msrdp

Synopsis
The remote service encrypts traffic using a protocol with known weaknesses.
Impact
The remote service accepts connections encrypted using TLS 1.0. This version of TLS is affected
by multiple cryptographic flaws. An attacker can exploit these flaws to conduct man-in-themiddle attacks or to decrypt communications between the affected service and clients.
Resolution
All processing and third party entities - including Acquirers, Processors, Gateways and Service
Providers must provide a TLS 1.1 or greater service offering by June 2016. All processing and
third party entities must cutover to a secure version of TLS (as defined by NIST) effective
June 2018.
Data Received
TLSv1 is enabled and the server supports at least one cipher.
CVE
CVSS2#AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N 5.0

5.00

TLS Version 1.0 Protocol Detection (PCI DSS)

TCP

443

www

Synopsis
The remote service encrypts traffic using a protocol with known weaknesses.
Impact
The remote service accepts connections encrypted using TLS 1.0. This version of TLS is affected
by multiple cryptographic flaws. An attacker can exploit these flaws to conduct man-in-themiddle attacks or to decrypt communications between the affected service and clients.
Resolution
All processing and third party entities - including Acquirers, Processors, Gateways and Service
Providers must provide a TLS 1.1 or greater service offering by June 2016. All processing and
third party entities must cutover to a secure version of TLS (as defined by NIST) effective
June 2018.
Data Received
TLSv1 is enabled and the server supports at least one cipher.
CVE
CVSS2#AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N 5.0

5.00

Microsoft Exchange Client Access Server Information Disclosure

TCP

Synopsis
The remote mail server is affected by an information disclosure vulnerability.
Impact
The Microsoft Exchange Client Access Server (CAS) is affected by an information disclosure

443

www

The Microsoft Exchange Client Access Server (CAS) is affected by an information disclosure
vulnerability. A remote, unauthenticated attacker can exploit this vulnerability to learn the
server's internal IP address.

See also:

http://foofus.net/?p=758
Resolution
There is no known fix at this time.
Data Received
SecurityMetrics was able to verify the issue with the following request:

GET /autodiscover/autodiscover.xml HTTP/1.0
Accept-Charset: iso-8859-1,utf-8;q=0.9,*;q=0.1
Accept-Language: en
Connection: Close
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0)
Pragma: no-cache
Accept: image/gif, image/x-xbitmap, image/jpeg, image/pjpeg, image/png, */*

Which returned the following IP address:

192.168.60.228
CVE
CVSS2#AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N 5.0

5.00

SSL Certiﬁcate with Wrong Hostname

TCP

Synopsis
The SSL certificate for this service is for a different host.
Impact
The 'commonName' (CN) attribute of the SSL certificate presented for this service is for a
different machine.
Resolution
Purchase or generate a proper certificate for this service.
Data Received
The identity known by SecurityMetrics is:

mail.highlandcity.org

The Common Name in the certificate is:

Virtual-Server.highland.local
CVE
CVSS2#AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N 5.0

8001

msrdp

4.30

SSL RC4 Cipher Suites Supported (Bar Mitzvah)

TCP

Synopsis
The remote service supports the use of the RC4 cipher.
Impact
The remote host supports the use of RC4 in one or more cipher suites.
The RC4 cipher is flawed in its generation of a pseudo-random stream of bytes so that a wide
variety of small biases are introduced into the stream, decreasing its randomness.

If plaintext is repeatedly encrypted (e.g., HTTP cookies), and an attacker is able to obtain
many (i.e., tens of millions) ciphertexts, the attacker may be able to derive the plaintext.

See also:

http://www.nessus.org/u?217a3666
http://cr.yp.to/talks/2013.03.12/slides.pdf
http://www.isg.rhul.ac.uk/tls/
http://www.imperva.com/docs/HII_Attacking_SSL_when_using_RC4.pdf
Resolution
Reconfigure the affected application, if possible, to avoid use of RC4 ciphers. Consider using
TLS 1.2 with AES-GCM suites subject to browser and web server support.
Data Received
List of RC4 cipher suites supported by the remote server:

8001

msrdp

High Strength Ciphers (>= 112-bit key)

RC4-MD5

Kx=RSA

Au=RSA

Enc=RC4(128)

Mac=MD5

RC4-SHA

Kx=RSA

Au=RSA

Enc=RC4(128)

Mac=SHA1

The fields above are:

{OpenSSL ciphername}
Kx={key exchange}
Au={authentication}
Enc={symmetric encryption method}
Mac={message authentication code}
{export flag}
CVE
CVE-2015-2808 (AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N) 4.3

4.30

SSL RC4 Cipher Suites Supported (Bar Mitzvah)

TCP

Synopsis
The remote service supports the use of the RC4 cipher.
Impact
The remote host supports the use of RC4 in one or more cipher suites.
The RC4 cipher is flawed in its generation of a pseudo-random stream of bytes so that a wide
variety of small biases are introduced into the stream, decreasing its randomness.

443

www

If plaintext is repeatedly encrypted (e.g., HTTP cookies), and an attacker is able to obtain
many (i.e., tens of millions) ciphertexts, the attacker may be able to derive the plaintext.

See also:

http://www.nessus.org/u?217a3666
http://cr.yp.to/talks/2013.03.12/slides.pdf
http://www.isg.rhul.ac.uk/tls/
http://www.imperva.com/docs/HII_Attacking_SSL_when_using_RC4.pdf
Resolution
Reconfigure the affected application, if possible, to avoid use of RC4 ciphers. Consider using
TLS 1.2 with AES-GCM suites subject to browser and web server support.
Data Received
List of RC4 cipher suites supported by the remote server:

High Strength Ciphers (>= 112-bit key)

RC4-MD5

Kx=RSA

Au=RSA

Enc=RC4(128)

Mac=MD5

RC4-SHA

Kx=RSA

Au=RSA

Enc=RC4(128)

Mac=SHA1

The fields above are:

{OpenSSL ciphername}
Kx={key exchange}
Au={authentication}

Au={authentication}
Enc={symmetric encryption method}
Mac={message authentication code}
{export flag}
CVE
CVE-2015-2808 (AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N) 4.3

4.30

SSLv3 Padding Oracle On Downgraded Legacy Encryption Vulnerability (POODLE)

TCP

Synopsis
It is possible to obtain sensitive information from the remote host with SSL/TLS-enabled
services.
Impact
The remote host is affected by a man-in-the-middle (MitM) information disclosure vulnerability
known as POODLE. The vulnerability is due to the way SSL 3.0 handles padding bytes when
decrypting messages encrypted using block ciphers in cipher block chaining (CBC) mode.
MitM attackers can decrypt a selected byte of a cipher text in as few as 256 tries if they are
able to force a victim application to repeatedly send the same data over newly created SSL 3.0
connections.

As long as a client and service both support SSLv3, a connection can be 'rolled back' to SSLv3,
even if TLSv1 or newer is supported by the client and service.

The TLS Fallback SCSV mechanism prevents 'version rollback' attacks without impacting legacy
clients; however, it can only protect connections when the client and service support the
mechanism. Sites that cannot disable SSLv3 immediately should enable this mechanism.
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mechanism. Sites that cannot disable SSLv3 immediately should enable this mechanism.

This is a vulnerability in the SSLv3 specification, not in any particular SSL implementation.
Disabling SSLv3 is the only way to completely mitigate the vulnerability.

See also:

https://www.imperialviolet.org/2014/10/14/poodle.html
https://www.openssl.org/~bodo/ssl-poodle.pdf
https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-tls-downgrade-scsv-00
Resolution
Disable SSLv3.

Services that must support SSLv3 should enable the TLS Fallback SCSV mechanism until SSLv3 can
be disabled.
Data Received
SecurityMetrics determined that the remote server supports SSLv3 with at least one CBC
cipher suite, indicating that this server is vulnerable.

It appears that TLSv1 or newer is supported on the server. However, the
Fallback SCSV mechanism is not supported, allowing connections to be "rolled
back" to SSLv3.
CVE
CVE-2014-3566 (AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N) 4.3

4.30

Web Application Potentially Vulnerable to Clickjacking

TCP

Synopsis
The remote web server may fail to mitigate a class of web application vulnerabilities.
Impact
The remote web server does not set an X-Frame-Options response header or a Content-SecurityPolicy 'frame-ancestors' response header in all content responses. This could potentially
expose the site to a clickjacking or UI redress attack, in which an attacker can trick a user
into clicking an area of the vulnerable page that is different than what the user perceives the
page to be. This can result in a user performing fraudulent or malicious transactions.

X-Frame-Options has been proposed by Microsoft as a way to mitigate clickjacking attacks and is
currently supported by all major browser vendors.

Content-Security-Policy (CSP) has been proposed by the W3C Web Application Security Working
Group, with increasing support among all major browser vendors, as a way to mitigate
clickjacking and other attacks. The 'frame-ancestors' policy directive restricts which sources
can embed the protected resource.

Note that while the X-Frame-Options and Content-Security-Policy response headers are not the
only mitigations for clickjacking, they are currently the most reliable methods that can be
detected through automation. Therefore, this plugin may produce false positives if other
mitigation strategies (e.g., frame-busting JavaScript) are deployed or if the page does not
perform any security-sensitive transactions.

See also:
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See also:

http://www.nessus.org/u?399b1f56
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Clickjacking_Defense_Cheat_Sheet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clickjacking
Resolution
Return the X-Frame-Options or Content-Security-Policy (with the 'frame-ancestors' directive)
HTTP header with the page's response.
This prevents the page's content from being rendered by another site when using the frame or
iframe HTML tags.
Data Received
The following pages do not use a clickjacking mitigation response header and contain a clickable event:

- http://mail.highlandcity.org:85/
- http://mail.highlandcity.org:85//
- http://mail.highlandcity.org:85/_common/lvl5/dologin.jsp
CVE
CVSS2#AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N 4.3

4.30

Terminal Services Doesn't Use Network Level Authentication (NLA) Only

TCP

8001

msrdp

Synopsis
The remote Terminal Services doesn't use Network Level Authentication only.
Impact
The remote Terminal Services is not configured to use Network Level Authentication (NLA) only.
NLA uses the Credential Security Support Provider (CredSSP) protocol to perform strong server
authentication either through TLS/SSL or Kerberos mechanisms, which protect against man-in-themiddle attacks. In addition to improving authentication, NLA also helps protect the remote
computer from malicious users and software by completing user authentication before a full RDP
connection is established.

See also:

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732713.aspx
http://www.nessus.org/u?e2628096
Resolution
Enable Network Level Authentication (NLA) on the remote RDP server. This is generally done on
the 'Remote' tab of the 'System' settings on Windows.
Data Received
SecurityMetrics was able to negotiate non-NLA (Network Level Authentication) security.
CVE
CVSS2#AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N 4.3

4.30

Terminal Services Encryption Level is Medium or Low

Synopsis
The remote host is using weak cryptography.
Impact
The remote Terminal Services service is not configured to use strong cryptography.

Using weak cryptography with this service may allow an attacker to eavesdrop on the
communications more easily and obtain screenshots and/or keystrokes.
Resolution
Change RDP encryption level to one of:

3. High

4. FIPS Compliant
Data Received
The terminal services encryption level is set to:

2. Medium
CVE
CVSS2#AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N 4.3

TCP
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4.00

Web Server Transmits Cleartext Credentials

TCP
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Synopsis
The remote web server might transmit credentials in cleartext.
Impact
The remote web server contains several HTML form fields containing an input of type 'password'
which transmit their information to a remote web server in cleartext.

An attacker eavesdropping the traffic between web browser and server may obtain logins and
passwords of valid users.
Resolution
Make sure that every sensitive form transmits content over HTTPS.
Data Received
Page: /
Destination Page: /?language=en

Page: //
Destination Page: /?language=en

Page: /_common/lvl5/dologin.jsp
Destination Page: /
CVE
CVSS2#AV:N/AC:H/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N 4.0

4.00

Web Server HTTP Header Internal IP Disclosure

TCP

Synopsis
This web server leaks a private IP address through its HTTP headers.
Impact
This may expose internal IP addresses that are usually hidden or masked behind a Network
Address Translation (NAT) Firewall or proxy server.

There is a known issue with Microsoft IIS 4.0 doing this in its default configuration. This may
also affect other web servers, web applications, web proxies, load balancers and through a
variety of misconfigurations related to redirection.

See also:

http://www.nessus.org/u?fe24f941
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;EN-US;Q218180
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;EN-US;834141
Resolution
None
Data Received
When processing the following request:

GET / HTTP/1.0
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this web server leaks the following private IP address:

192.168.60.228

as found in the following collection of HTTP headers:

HTTP/1.1 301 Moved Permanently
Cache-Control: no-cache
Pragma: no-cache
Location: https://192.168.60.228/owa/
Server: Microsoft-IIS/8.5
X-Powered-By: ASP.NET
Date: Tue, 19 Dec 2017 21:55:13 GMT
Connection: close
Content-Length: 0
CVE
CVE-2000-0649 (AV:N/AC:H/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N) 4.0

3.90

SSL/TLS Diﬃe-Hellman Modulus <= 1024 Bits (Logjam)

TCP

Synopsis
The remote host allows SSL/TLS connections with one or more Diffie-Hellman moduli less than or
equal to 1024 bits.
Impact
The remote host allows SSL/TLS connections with one or more Diffie-Hellman moduli less than or
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Item 5

Les Olson Proposal

EXTERUS PROPOSAL

Highland City
5400 Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

December 20, 2017
RE: RFP for IT Services

Letter of Transmittal

We, Exterus Technology Services, have read the RFP for IT Support Services
describing the scope of the services to be provided and are committed to providing the
services as described in the RFP if selected as your service provider.
The proposal and cost schedule contained within are valid for 90 days following the
Proposal deadline date of January 3, 2018.
Please direct any questions or correspondence to the following:

Sammy Wong, Owner
Chris Sudweeks, Technician
Ph: 801-484-9151 Ext. 223
Ph: 801-891-0377
Sammy@usicomputer.com Chris@exterus.com

Rachel Connett, Sales
Ph: 801-484-9151 Ext. 235
Rachel@usicomputer.com

Sincerely,

Sammy Wong, Owner

Exterus Technology Services

965 East 3300 South – Salt Lake City, UT 84106 – Phone (801) 596-1074 – Fax (801) 467-8020

Highland City
5400 Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003

December 20, 2017
General Information

Exterus Technology Services has been providing IT services to local businesses for 19
years (established September 1998). We provide contract services that encompass support
on all systems, servers, and network connectivity office-wide, including help desk support for
users. We also provide as-needed service at an hourly rate. We currently have a dedicated
tech team consisting of 3 full-time technicians, as well as 2 stand-by techs. For after-hours
emergencies, an on-call technician is ready to respond. Our team supports almost 2 dozen
local businesses and their IT infrastructure. In addition to troubleshooting, maintenance, and
help desk support, we also develop a plan for security, backups, and best practices that best
suite each client’s individual needs. Many of our contract clients have been with us for over
10 years. Our clientele includes law firms, accounting firms, medical clinics, as well as
manufacturing and engineering businesses.
If Exterus is selected as your IT support service provider, your primary technician will
be Chris Sudweeks. Chris has been with Exterus since 2002, and brings to the company his
academic training in computer science, as well as many certifications, which include CompTIA
A+ and Network certifications, Watchguard Essentials certification, and Cisco SMB
Certification. He has experience with all kinds of workstations, servers, and computing
peripherals (printers, scanners, etc.). Chris currently manages several clients' networks and
IT infrastructure, providing them with impeccable onsite and remote service.
Chris has experience installing, administrating, and maintaining Windows server roles
and features, including, but not limited to, Exchange, Active directory, and Hyper-V, all of
which are present in Highland City's server deployment. He also has experience with Linux
servers and solutions. He designs, documents, implements, and utilizes backup and recovery
solutions for many businesses and situations. He also has experience in implementation of
antivirus strategies and security training, as well as recovery procedures from malware
attacks and ransomware. Supporting Chris is a powerful team of fellow engineers,
technicians, and sales personnel who work together to discover and prescribe the best
answer to any technical issues that may arise.
Sincerely,

Sammy Wong, Owner

Exterus Technology Services
965 East 3300 South – Salt Lake City, UT 84106 – Phone (801) 596-1074 – Fax (801) 467-8020

Please feel free to contact the following references.

1. Industrial Injection Service, Inc
Jerolyn Williams, CEO
Ph: 801-972-0476
Email: jerolyn@industrialinjection.com
2858 South 300 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
Contract services client since 2003 with 35 users and multiple servers. Services provided
include infrastructure maintenance, troubleshooting, and help desk support to assist with
individual users’ needs.
2. E-Corp
Mike Watkins, Controller
Ph: 801-771-0933
Email: mike@e-corp4u.com
1598 North Hill Field Road, Suite B
Layton, UT 84041
Contract services client since 2009 with 47 users and multiple servers. Services provided
include infrastructure maintenance, troubleshooting, and help desk support to assist with
individual users’ needs.
3. Pinnock Robbins Posey & Richins
Pop Davis, Office Manager
Ph: 801-553-0409
Email: popdavis@cpaandmore.com
215 S. State Street, Suite 850
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Contract services client since 2000 with 19 users and multiple servers. Services provided
include infrastructure maintenance, troubleshooting, and help desk support to assist with
individual users’ needs.

965 East 3300 South – Salt Lake City, UT 84106 – Phone (801) 596-1074 – Fax (801) 467-8020

Highland City
5400 Civic Center Drive
Highland, UT 84003
December 20, 2017

Proposal for IT Services
Please accept this as our proposal for IT services as described in the RFP.
..............................
Hourly Rates:
Standard hourly service rate:

$85/hour

After-hours rate:

$127.50/hour

(After-hours is between the hours of 6PM – 7AM, Weekends, and Holidays.)
Other Services:
Server Replication and Retention Service, monthly, up to 2TB: $200.00
..............................
Exterus' Contract Service Agreement is a budget-friendly solution that includes complete
hardware and software support for named workstations and server instances in the
environment. Service is billed at the rate described below, rather than at an hourly rate
(excluding special projects).

Contract Services Agreement, 1 year term
Workstations

$55 /each, per month

Servers/Virtual Servers

$125 /each, per month

..............................
All services and hardware costs are billed on the 1st of each month. Payment terms are Net
15.
Sincerely,

Sammy Wong, Owner

Exterus Technology Services
965 East 3300 South – Salt Lake City, UT 84106 – Phone (801) 596-1074 – Fax (801) 467-8020

Item 5

Netwize Proposal

LES OLSON PROPOSAL

Letter of Transmittal
Erin Wells, Assistant to the City Administrator
Highland City
5400 Civic Center Drive
Highland City, Utah 84003
We thank you for the opportunity to provide our response to your request for proposal. In this response, you
will see that we have met or exceeded all requirements as outlined. Les Olson Company is very interested in
partnering with Highland City.
Les Olson Company is committed to providing our customers with the best possible customer service and
support. Our Managed IT Services team is comprised of I.T. professionals and document imaging experts. Each of
our team members are Microsoft Certified professionals and networking/I.T. professionals with various industry
certifications. Outlined below are some of the features and benefits Les Olson Company has to offer as a
Managed IT Services consultant:






2017 Best of State Winner for Computer Network Services
62 years of experience in the business technology industry with 247 full-time employees.
Les Olson Company is a one-stop consultant that can provide the hardware, software, services, and
consulting experience needed for today’s complex IT environments.
Les Olson Company Lindon office is local and only 8.9 miles away from Highland City offices.
Experience working with large corporate, public sector clients, and Non Profit Organizations with a high
level of confidentiality. 14,476 current Les Olson Company accounts of which 846 are government
accounts.

Listed below are the individuals authorized to represent Les Olson Company:
Primary Contact:
Technical Contact:
Office Providing Services to
John Huston
Casey Hayes
Highland City:
Managed IT Sales Manager
MIT Help Desk Manager
Lindon Office
Email: jhuston@lesolson.com
Email: chayes@lesolson.com
480 N Geneva Rd
Phone: 801-413-2174
Phone: 801-983-7710
Lindon, UT 84042
Mailing Address for all contacts: Les Olson Company, 3244 South 300 West, Salt Lake City, UT 84115
Federal Tax ID 87-0324153, State Tax ID 11989337-004
With eight locations throughout Utah and Nevada and an extensive partner network covering the United States,
Les Olson Company is prepared to meet your equipment, service and support needs on demand. Although there
are many companies to consider in the network services industry, we are confident your best choice will be Les
Olson Company. We understand the services that are requested to be performed and we have the capability to
provide the services as specified. The proposal and cost schedule are valid and binding for 90 days following its
submission. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Ryan Bingham – VP Branch Operations / Central & Southern Utah Branch Manager

Company Background & Qualifications
Since 1956 Les Olson Company has been a family-owned and operated business that sells and services HewlettPackard and Sharp’s complete line of copy, print, fax, scan and color equipment, as well as solutions-based
technology such as Electronic Document Management Software and Network Support Services. The Company
has represented Sharp exclusively since 1975 and is the largest Sharp Dealer in the nation. Les Olson Company is
also an HP MPS Resell Partner with a staff of over 75 trained field technicians and over 247 employees. With 62
years in business and strong partnerships with Hewlett-Packard and Sharp, Les Olson Company has extensive
experience supporting many organizations’ print fleets across the U.S.

Our Future and Legacy
Les Olson Company has expanded its expertise into electronic document management software, digital
presentation boards, managed I.T. services, and managed print services. Les was always fascinated with
technology, and he would be delighted to see how the company’s product line has grown and evolved with
changes in technology. Although we take pride in the high-quality products we offer, the foundation of the
Company continues to be great customer service. Les Olson Company is a Sharp Platinum Service Provider and
an HP ServiceOne Gold Provider, honors reserved for a select few elite service providers worldwide.
Les Olson Company started as a one-person operation and has grown into a business with nine locations from
Logan to Las Vegas. It now employs over 247 people, including Les’ descendants. All of the employees at Les
Olson Company strive to continue his legacy and are proud to carry on the traditions the company was founded
on: integrity, honesty and excellent customer service.
Les Olson Company just completed a historic transition of ownership from the second to third generation of the
Olson family. The Company is currently led by Les’ grandson James Olson and fellow third generation owners
Troy Olson and Lisa Thaller. They strive to follow the traditions of their progenitors. Many members of the
second, third and fourth generations of the Olson family now work at the company, along with many dedicated,
long-term employees. In fact, there are many groups of families working together within the company, making
Les Olson Company a true family business.

General Vendor Information:
a. Length of time in business: 62 Years
b. Length of time in business providing proposed services: 3 Years
c. Total number and examples of clients: Total number of clients 14,476. Example clients: IHC, ARUP,
Academy Mortgage, Mountain America Credit Union, Utah Jazz
d. Total number of and example of municipal government clients: Total Number of government clients 846.
Example government clients: Lehi City, American Fork City Pleasant Grove City, Provo City, Saratoga
Springs, Springville City, Mapleton City
e. Number of full-time personnel: 247 Full-time personnel

Scope of Services
Initial Assessment
See Appendix A for a detailed breakdown of the IT Assessment process and network discovery process. Les
Olson Company utilizes a software tool called Network Detective, which is the industry-leading IT assessment
tool used by thousands of managed service providers. This tool provides a detailed breakdown of
assets/inventory which will allow our technicians to provide life expectancy, hardware refresh, budgetary
roadmaps, and performance metrics on the fleet. This aids Les Olson Company in providing value to customers,
and streamline service delivery.
Les Olson Company will provide an electronic work ticket/tracking system. With the assistance from the city
Liaison, the requests shall be prioritized, in conjunction with the other necessary maintenance work that is also
required. Les Olson Company utilizes software called Autotask for all work tickets and time tracking. An
Assessment has been completed at this point and some analysis has been included as an example of the
capabilities of our firm.
Desktop Support
Les Olson Company will provide Basic support functions, including the installation of PC's, laptops, printers,
peripherals, and software; diagnosis and correction of applications and configuration problems; maintenance
and advanced troubleshooting as needed and make recommendations for improving citywide IT systems and
their performance.
Server Administration Services
Les Olson Company will provide Highland City with RMM Software (remote monitoring & management) which
will automatically report tickets to the Les Olson Company technicians when issues are logged in a monitored
system. Les Olson Company will be available as a resource to the city M-F 8am-5:30pm via, phone, email, and
onsite visits when needed. Support may be reached via phone at 801.983.7711 or via email directed to
MIT@lesolson.com. Regular visits for checking on the health and status of the network will be completed as
deemed necessary by the Managed IT Engineers assigned to Highland City. Les Olson Company will be available
to meet with the city staff for coordination and additional scheduling for onsite projects or other tickets that
require onsite support.
Les Olson Company will assist designated city staff with software and hardware purchases. Management of
network and computer systems, including complex applications databases, messaging, servers and associated
hardware, software, communications and operating systems necessary for the performance security, reliability,
and recoverability of the systems. We will monitor and ensure the preventive maintenance is scheduled and
performed. Development and quality assurance of back up plans, procedures, and documentation will be
performed and maintenance records will be available via ticketing. We have the capabilities and familiarity with
Caselle, City plus, and Shoretel to work with outside vendors to accommodate configuration changes, upgrades,
and repairs. Les Olson will manage the new user setup process and remove users when appropriate from the
network domain. Our RMM software will monitor Server system performance and create tickets and alerts when
specified thresholds are reached or attention is required.

Network Administration Services
Les Olson Company agrees to manage computer systems and networks to include Maintenance and support of
network equipment, including switches, firewalls, routers and other security devices. Perform installation,
maintenance, and routine configuration of printers, scanners, and other network devices. Proactive monitoring
of network equipment, including performance indicators to report on threshold limitations, performance, and
capacity management. Continuous trouble-shooting and documentation of daily, weekly, and monthly service.
Ensure scheduled preventive maintenance for equipment is properly and promptly performed; maintain the
maintenance records on the equipment; develop operations, administrative, and quality assurance back-up
plans and procedural documentation. Setup new users and edit or remove existing users on server. Server
performance and capacity management services with reporting when specified thresholds are reached.
Management of user logins and security. Coordinate repair and maintenance work with contracted repair
vendors and ensure repairs are conducted in a timely fashion.
Security Protection
Les Olson Company agrees to provide Maintenance of Highland City's email accounts using Highland City’s
domain; adding, changing, and or deleting employee accounts as requested; assisting employees with Highland
City email retrieval on phones and personal devices; maintenance of virus detection programs on servers,
desktops, and laptops; performance of periodic security audits, including notification of suspected breaches; and
configuration of systems to enable secure remote access, as requested by Highland City.
Strategic Planning
Les Olson Company can and will:
a. Engineer, plan, and design services for major system enhancements, including installations and upgrades of
new or existing systems. Examples include major server upgrades, storage system upgrades, redesign of backup
systems, etc.
b. Provide technical leadership for server technology issues.
c. Make recommendations for future purchasing and technology needs.
d. Install new servers, software, and hardware and transfer data when acquired.
e. Perform strategic planning, designing, and installation/upgrading of core network systems. Examples include
major network upgrades, provider changes, IP schema redesign, installation of “core” network devices, etc.

References – Fully-managed IT Clients –Services similar in scope to the current RFP

Mountain View Title (9 locations)
5732 South 1475 East, Suite 100
South Ogden, UT 84404
Carolyn Robinson
801-479-3261

Controller
carolyn@mvte.com

Kyco Services
4115 South 800 West
Spanish Fork, UT 84660
Brooke Christley
801-794-3822

Office Manager
brooke@kycoservices.com

Girl Scouts of Utah
445 East 4500 South #125
Murray, UT 84107
Ryan Johnstone
801-265-8472

Chief Administrative Officer
rjohnstone@gsu.org

Staff Resources
Ben Hoeksel: Northern Utah IT Field Operations Manager
•
12 years’ experience IT field work
•
Network+, CDIA+ certified via CompTIA
•
MCP/MCTS certified via Microsoft
•
BS in Computer Science from Weber State University
•
Familiarity and work history with Microsoft, Linux, MacOS, AD, SQL, MySQL, Networking
hardware/theory/configuration, etc.
Casey Hayes: IT Helpdesk and Operations Manager
•
17 years IT experience
•
B.S. in Computer Engineering (CpE)
•
Owned & operated Managed IT consulting company for 14 years
•
Managed desktops/servers/network/VPN for 5-200 users
•
Proficient with Windows, Mac & Linux OSes (server/desktop)
•
Tracked down/mitigated breach at a data center
•
Performed network design/implementation
•
Utilized programming/scripting to achieve [automated] tasks

Jon Higbee, David Nettleton, David Manning, Josh Huston, Jeff Rhees, Matthew Fredrickson, Boyd Casady, Local Resources for Highland City
•
5+ years IT experience each
•
Familiarity and work history with Microsoft, Mac OS, AD, Exchange, Quick Books, Share Point, CRM
•
Experience with Networks, Wireless systems, mobile devices, printers, and scanners
•
Knowledgeable support with various Software and Hardware

Additional Services beyond Current RFP of Interest to Highland City






Copiers, Printers, Scanners, and other General office equipment
Large Format Printers, Scanners, and Plotters
Document Imaging systems and Document Management Systems from EfileCabinet and DocuWare
Software Solutions like PaperCut, Drivve image, GoldFax, PlanetPress, Sharpdesk
VOIP phone systems and Internet Services

Proposal Summary
In 2017 Les Olson Company was honored and recognized for its proficiency and skill in servicing
customer network environments with the Best of State Award in Computer Networking Solutions. This award
serves as a mark of trust in our ability to perform the work that is specifically outlined in this RFP.
Les Olson Company also serves as an agent on the HP and Sharp NASPO Contracts which will allow Highland City
to receive contracted pricing for Desktops, Laptops, Network equipment, Servers, multifunction printers, single
function printers, computer accessories, and monitors. Les Olson Company can provide recommendations,
pricing, and seamless fulfillment saving Highland City time and money through ease of access to Tier 1
manufacturers and negotiated pricing without complex bid procedures.
Our software security bundle is best of breed and combines endpoint security with the capabilities to monitor
and bring transparency to complex IT environments. We pride ourselves on efficient communication with all of
our clients and see ourselves as being an extension of the organizations that we serve. With the tenure and the
quality of the personnel that we hire we are adequately prepared to serve our clients with a knowledgeable and
experienced account team that includes a Virtual Chief Information Officer, an IT Services Account manager, and
a team of Network Engineers. With this team, our clients are prepared to implement their IT goals by allowing us
to take care of the execution of projects and manage the day to day operations.
Location is a huge strength for the partnership between Les Olson Company and Highland City. With less than 9
miles between our Lindon Branch and the City offices, we are able to respond to emergencies and the onsite
needs of the City with a local presence in an efficient timeframe. This local presence also allows us to relate to
the needs of the city and contribute to the community where our employees live and work. By our familiarity
with other local cities and towns, Highland City can benefit from a wealth of knowledge and experience our
team has amassed without the learning curve of training a new technician unfamiliar with municipal support.
With 62 years of business, and with a detailed and proven plan of how to provide support to a broad range of
clientele, we believe that Les Olson Company is the best value selection for Highland City. We truly view these
interactions as a partnership between our organizations and hope that you will give careful consideration to the
methodology and value we can bring the city with our infrastructure including our Salt Lake City based Network
Operations Center, and our Remote IT Support Hubs located in each of our Branches. We continue to train our
employees and certify them on the latest technologies and ensure that when our technicians arrive to serve the
city they are prepared to get the job done.

Managed Services Agreement
CUSTOMER INFO
Highland City
Attn: Erin Wells
5400 Civic Center Drive
Highland City, UT 84003
erin@highlandcity.org

Phone: 801.756.4566

Description
Monthly Support Block Hours: Les Olson Company will provide regular Business Hours
(8AM to 5:30PM, Mon-Fri excluding holidays) remote or onsite (as needed) support for issue
resolution or investigation at customer request for up to the hours indicated here per month.
Any work requests in excess of monthly block hours are billed at the special rates listed here.
(see Attachment A for details)

Server Security and Remote Access Software Bundle
Includes: Webroot, Malware Bytes and LogMeIn Pro (required for remote support).
Additional systems may be added at the Unit Price rate listed here.

Desktop Security and Remote Access Software Bundle
Includes: Webroot, Malware Bytes and LogMeIn Pro (required for remote support).
Additional systems may be added at the Unit Price rate listed here.

Advanced Infrastructure Management *Optional*
Advanced system management for Switches and Firewalls with deep reporting and controls.

Unit Price

Quantity

Total

Tier Rate options

Hours per
Month

Total

A

$125.00

16

$2,000.00

B

$105.00

40

$4,200.00

C

$95.00

160

$15,200.00

$40.00 per month
per server

5

$200.00

$10.00 per month
per PC

23

$230.00

$15.00 per month
per device

8

$120.00

Project/Incident Work
Projects will be scoped and approved by customer prior to work beginning

At rates below

* No estimate of hours is considered a “not to exceed estimate of hours”, additional work will be billed
separately from the monthly RMM services.

Additional Service Work (not included in above or in excess of purchased hours)
Any additional work hours outside of the selected number of coverage hours
would be billed at the same rate as your selected Tier of hours.

Tier Rate
A

$125.00

B

$105.00

C

$95.00

After hours Rate
For projects performed after
hours.

$200.00

Total Monthly Managed Services Fee Tier A (optional items not included)

$2,430.00

Total Monthly Managed Services Fee Tier B (optional items not included)

$4,630.00

Total Monthly Managed Services Fee Tier C (optional items not included)

$15,630.00

Initial agreement is for 12 months; the contract will auto-renew for an equal period unless cancelled in writing 30 days prior to expiration.
By executing this agreement, I acknowledge that I have read and understand this Agreement and I certify that I am authorized to execute this Agreement
on behalf of customer. Authorized signature acknowledges terms / conditions and expiration dates and/or meter readings. The terms and conditions
within this Agreement correctly set forth the entire agreement between parties. Project work is outside of the covered monthly services. Projects include
(but are not limited to) New appliance configuration/re-configuration, network reconfiguration (vLAN for phone, QoS config, etc. All project work is
scoped in advance and is coordinated with appropriate 3rd party providers (phone, appliance, cloud vendors, etc.). Support of 3rd party software requires
support agreements with the software provider or incident support options paid by Customer. Existing systems not listed above are expected to be
serviced by their respective provider (i.e. phone system Edgewater, phones and other specialty hardware). Les Olson Company will provide vendor
coordination when work from a 3rd party is required.

_______________________________________
LOC Authorized Signature

_______________
Date

_______________________________________________
Title

________________________________________
Customer Authorized Signature

_______________
Date

_______________________________________________
Title
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Prepared for:

Les Olson Company

NETWORK RISK
ASSESSMENT
REPORT

Highland City
Prepared by:
Les Olson Company
Managed IT Services

Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this
report document is for the exclusive use of the client specified above and may contain confidential, privileged and
non-disclosable information. If the recipient of this report
is not the client or addressee, such recipient is strictly
prohibited from reading, photocopying, distributing or
otherwise using this report or its contents in any way.

801-486-7431

|

lesolson.com

|

3244 S. 300 W. - Salt Lake City
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Discovery Tasks
The following discovery tasks were performed:
Task

Description




Detect Domain Controllers

Identifies domain controllers and online status.

FSMO Role Analysis

Enumerates FSMO roles at the site.



Enumerate Organization Units and
Security Groups

Lists the organizational units and security groups (with members).



User Analysis

Lists the users in AD, status, and last login/use, which helps identify
potential security risks.





Detect Local Mail Servers

Detects mail server(s) on the network.

Detect Time Servers

Detects server(s) on the network.

Discover Network Shares

Discovers the network shares by server.



Detect Major Applications

Detects all major apps / versions and counts the number of
installations.



Detailed Domain Controller Event Log
Analysis

Lists the event log entries from the past 24 hours for the directory
service, DNS server and file replication service event logs.



Web Server Discovery and Identification Lists the web servers and type.



Network Discovery for Non-A/D Devices

Lists the non-Active Directory devices responding to network
requests.





Internet Access and Speed Test

Tests the Internet access and performance.

SQL Server Analysis

Lists the SQL Servers and associated database(s).

Internet Domain Analysis

Queries company domain(s) via a WHOIS lookup.



Password Strength Analysis

Uses MBSA to identify computers with weak passwords that may
pose a security risk.




Missing Security Updates

Uses MBSA to identify computers missing security updates.

System by System Event Log Analysis

Discovers the five system and app event log errors for servers.



External Security Vulnerabilities

Lists the security holes and warnings from External Vulnerability
Scan.
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Risk Score
The Risk Score is a value from 1 to 100, where 100 represents significant risk and potential issues. The
score is risk associated with the highest risk issue.

Several critical issues were identified. Identified issues should be investigated and addressed according
to the Management Plan.
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Issues Summary
This section contains a summary of issues detected during the Network Assessment process, and is
based on industry-wide best practices for network health, performance, and security. The Overall Issue
Score grades the level of issues in the environment. An Overall Issue score of zero (0) means no issues
were detected in the environment. It may not always be possible to achieve a zero score in all
environments due to specific circumstances.

Overall Issue Score: Risk Score x Number of Incidents = Total points: Total percent (%)
7600

User password set to never expire (80 pts each)
Current Score: 80 pts x 95 = 7600: 66.67%
Issue: User accounts with passwords set to never expire present a risk of use by
unauthorized users. They are more easily compromised than passwords that are routinely
changed.
Recommendation: Investigate all accounts with passwords set to never expire and configure
them to expire regularly.

1050

Inactive computers (15 pts each)
Current Score: 15 pts x 70 = 1050: 9.21%
Issue: have not checked in during the past 30 days
Recommendation: Investigate the list of inactive computers and determine if they should be
removed from Active Directory, rejoined to the network, or powered on.

858

User has not logged on to domain 30 days (13 pts each)
Current Score: 13 pts x 66 = 858: 7.53%
Issue: Users that have not logged in in 30 days could be from A user that has not logged in
for an extended period of time could be a former employee or vendor.
Recommendation: Disable or remove user accounts for users that have not logged on to
active directory in 30 days.

564

Anti-spyware not installed (94 pts each)
Current Score: 94 pts x 6 = 564: 4.95%
Issue: Anti-spyware software was not detected on some computers. Without adequate antivirus and anti-spyware protection on all workstations and servers, the risk of acquiring
malicious software is significant.
Recommendation: Assure that anti-spyware is deployed to all possible endpoints in order to
prevent both security and productivity issues.
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564

Anti-virus not installed (94 pts each)
Current Score: 94 pts x 6 = 564: 4.95%
Issue: Anti-virus software was not detected on some computers. Without adequate anti-virus
and anti-spyware protection on all workstations and servers, the risk of acquiring malicious
software is significant.
Recommendation: To prevent both security and productivity issues, we strongly recommend
ensuring that anti-virus is deployed to all possible endpoints.

440

Operating system in Extended Support (20 pts each)
Current Score: 20 pts x 22 = 440: 3.86%
Issue: are using an operating system that is in Extended Supported. Extended Support is a
warning period before an operating system is no longer supported by the manufacturer and
will no longer receive support or patches.
Recommendation: Upgrade computers that have operating systems in Extended Support
before end of life.

97

Unsupported operating systems (97 pts each)
Current Score: 97 pts x 1 = 97: 0.85%
Issue: found using an operating system that is no longer supported. Unsupported operating
systems no longer receive vital security patches and present an inherent risk.
Recommendation: Upgrade or replace computers with operating systems that are no longer
supported.

88

Offline Domain Controller (88 pts each)
Current Score: 88 pts x 1 = 88: 0.77%
Issue: One or more offline Domain Controller were found. This could either be an indication of
an error caused by an improperly de-commissioned Domain Controller or a fail-over condition
that should be remediated.
Recommendation: Investigate all offline Domain Controllers and determine if they need to be
properly un-joined from the domain or if they should be brought back online.

68

Potential disk space issue (68 pts each)
Current Score: 68 pts x 1 = 68: 0.6%
Issue: 1 computer were found with significantly low free disk space.
Recommendation: Free or add additional disk space for the specified drives.

60

Insecure listening ports (10 pts each)
Current Score: 10 pts x 6 = 60: 0.53%
Issue: are to be using potentially insecure protocols.
Recommendation: There may be a legitimate business need, but these risks should be
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assessed individually. Certain protocols are inherently insecure since they often lack
encryption. Inside the network, their use should be minimized as much as possible to prevent
the spread of malicious software. Of course, there can be reasons these services are needed
and other means to protect systems which listen on those ports. We recommend reviewing
the programs listening on the network to ensure their necessity and security.

10

Un-populated organization units (10 pts each)
Current Score: 10 pts x 1 = 10: 0.09%
Issue: Empty organizational units (OU) were found in Active Directory. They may not be
needed and can lead to misconfiguration.
Recommendation: Remove or populate empty organizational units.
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Internet Speed Test Results
Download Speed: 92.66 Mb/s

Upload Speed: 10.05 Mb/s

Asset Summary: Total Discovered Assets
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Asset Summary: Active Computers
Active Computers are defined as computers that were either actively responding at the time of the scan or
have checked in with Active Directory within the past 30 days.

Operating System

Total

Percent

Windows 7 Professional

21

75%

Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard

4

14.3%

Unidentified OS

1

3.6%

Windows 7 Enterprise

1

3.6%

Windows Server 2003

1

3.6%

Total - Top Five

28

100%

Total - Other

0

0%

28

100%

Top Five

Other

Overall Total
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Asset Summary: All Computers
The list of all computers includes computers that may no longer be active but have entries in Active
Directory (in a domain environment).

Operating System

Total

Percent

Windows XP Professional

62

56.9%

Windows 7 Professional

30

27.5%

Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard

5

4.6%

Windows XP Tablet PC Edition

4

3.7%

Unidentified OS

1

0.9%

102

93.6%

Windows 10 Pro

1

0.9%

Windows 7 Enterprise

1

0.9%

Windows 8 Pro with Media Center

1

0.9%

Windows 8.1 Pro

1

0.9%

Windows Server 2003

1

0.9%

Windows Small Business Server 2011 Standard

1

0.9%

Windows Vista Business

1

0.9%

7

6.4%

109

100%

Top Five

Total - Top Five
Other

Total - Other
Overall Total
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Asset Summary: Inactive Computers
Inactive computers are computers that could not be scanned or have not checked into Active Directory in
the past 30 days.

Operating System

Total

Percent

Windows XP Professional

62

76.5%

Windows 7 Professional

9

11.1%

Windows XP Tablet PC Edition

4

4.9%

Windows 10 Pro

1

1.2%

Windows 8 Pro with Media Center

1

1.2%

77

95.1%

Windows 8.1 Pro

1

1.2%

Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard

1

1.2%

Windows Small Business Server 2011 Standard

1

1.2%

Windows Vista Business

1

1.2%

4

4.9%

81

100%

Top Five

Total - Top Five
Other

Total - Other
Overall Total
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Asset Summary: Users
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Server Aging
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Workstation Aging
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Asset Summary: Storage
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Consolidated Management Plan

Network Management Plan
The Management Plan ranks individual issues based upon their potential risk to the network while
providing guidance on which issues to address by priority. Fixing issues with lower Risk Scores will not
lower the Overall Risk Score, but will reduce the global Issue Score. To mitigate global risk and improve
the health of the network, address issues with higher Risk Scores first.

High Risk
Risk
Score

97

Recommendation

Severity

Probability

Upgrade or replace computers with operating systems that are
no longer supported.

 HIGHLANDDATA / 192.168.60.11 / Windows Server

2003

94

To prevent both security and productivity issues, we strongly
recommend ensuring that anti-virus is deployed to all possible
endpoints.

 HIGHLANDCONF-PC / 10.2.1.12 / Windows 7
Professional
 HIGHLAND-DATA / 192.168.60.89 / Windows Server
2012 R2 Standard
 HIGHLAND-EMAIL / 192.168.60.228 / Windows Server
2012 R2 Standard
 HIGHLAND-PDC /
fe80::998a:cb39:61c5:bfa2%12,192.168.60.6 / Windows
Server 2012 R2 Standard
 VIRTUAL-SERVER / 192.168.60.18 / Windows Server
2012 R2 Standard
 HIGHLANDDATA / 192.168.60.11 / Windows Server
2003

94

Assure that anti-spyware is deployed to all possible endpoints
in order to prevent both security and productivity issues.

 HIGHLANDCONF-PC / 10.2.1.12 / Windows 7
Professional
 HIGHLAND-DATA / 192.168.60.89 / Windows Server
2012 R2 Standard
 HIGHLAND-EMAIL / 192.168.60.228 / Windows Server
2012 R2 Standard
 HIGHLAND-PDC /
fe80::998a:cb39:61c5:bfa2%12,192.168.60.6 / Windows
Server 2012 R2 Standard
 VIRTUAL-SERVER / 192.168.60.18 / Windows Server
2012 R2 Standard
 HIGHLANDDATA / 192.168.60.11 / Windows Server
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Risk
Score

Recommendation

Severity

Probability

2003

88

Investigate all offline Domain Controllers and determine if they
need to be properly un-joined from the domain or if they should
be brought back online.

 HIGHLANDDATA.HIGHLAND.LOCAL

80

Investigate all accounts with passwords set to never expire
and configure them to expire regularly.
aaron / Aaron Palmer
admin2 / admin2
Administrator / Administrator
ASPNET / ASPNET
austins / Austin Sorenson
BESAdmin / BESAdmin
bradh / Brad Herzog
candice / Candice Linford
Carli / Carli Field
carol / Carol Rice
chrisw / Chris Weiss
circstaff / circ staff
Dennis / Dennis
Dougn / Doug Nielsen
Eddennis / Ed Dennis
erin / Erin Wells
Frontdesk / Frontdesk
garyb / Gary Boren
gary / Gary Ellis
Gis / Gis
Guest / Guest
hadleyh / Hadley Hutchings
SM_094316256f2a4483a /
HealthMailbox005124203f10419a8c6e06a5f7df5c34
 HealthMailbox0272c16 /
HealthMailbox0272c16d764b4161943b1cbeb3406129
 HealthMailbox09b20ba /
HealthMailbox09b20bada95f48a6af6bc721644f77bc
 HealthMailbox1571df1 /
HealthMailbox1571df11f4214f3a9c16b4d496bdb952
 SM_cb5192b08535459db /
HealthMailbox1841db9001cb4fa3a9d93a85f6e249ab
 HealthMailbox1cb4558 /
HealthMailbox1cb455819e5b4e47a9c048c5c8f6c7cf
 HealthMailbox2213f12 /
HealthMailbox2213f12420954c0aa2c706eede4c0bc0
 HealthMailbox2eaafa6 /
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Risk
Score

Recommendation

Severity

Probability

HealthMailbox2eaafa60430741dd8d199d97d4943a53
 HealthMailbox3e87688 /
HealthMailbox3e87688a670544e994a43e3732df3e03
 HealthMailbox40886e7 /
HealthMailbox40886e75d04f4d9d9e653d11b9dd2f16
 HealthMailbox57189db /
HealthMailbox57189dbec1f7460d8808a0421ec89c6d
 HealthMailbox72827ab /
HealthMailbox72827aba1b9e41c2ad7ca35f0600ddeb
 SM_60fc3df2c25642d0a /
HealthMailbox737d5acc4e9941d88e388224b3dce66a
 HealthMailbox7589574 /
HealthMailbox758957408837460e8aacdd3e78604b61
 HealthMailbox75e02af /
HealthMailbox75e02af9383b4d8283fd40eb1310ad56
 HealthMailbox77013dd /
HealthMailbox77013ddf8a5a44a39976f4885922867f
 SM_280fa75d1be04b4aa /
HealthMailbox7988bca2c444463b8567d3efd7a1d5ed
 HealthMailbox7c2643c /
HealthMailbox7c2643c4ac5942a9bc83726011f6aaea
 SM_9c291544f65149779 /
HealthMailbox7d3ed02b63904a22b94c8fd249dd0301
 HealthMailbox80f861e /
HealthMailbox80f861e433ac46449d160fc6dbfc6d82
 HealthMailbox8280123 /
HealthMailbox82801238ccc948308c11fcad84ad3d6e
 HealthMailbox99eb634 /
HealthMailbox99eb634deb87462b878c2f7d915c27b9
 SM_930a9dec67f7492e8 /
HealthMailbox9d6ad590c070464a921bc9eeff3e551e
 HealthMailboxa71dbe9 /
HealthMailboxa71dbe94a260464c914403ca99a2e781
 SM_4df005cacfb34d8aa /
HealthMailboxbfb8d443c37f417faae15d982260d1e5
 HealthMailboxc12aab5 /
HealthMailboxc12aab5e20964fd0ae2b45e3c2fb0dd2
 HealthMailboxc466f6c /
HealthMailboxc466f6c3b33b41b2a24cc60a4023afd6
 HealthMailboxcd0a5a4 /
HealthMailboxcd0a5a4f45164d1a90da75a876c6044d
 HealthMailboxd7612d3 /
HealthMailboxd7612d3a2e9b422bb2a48a930ec612f7
 HealthMailboxdb2eb18 /
HealthMailboxdb2eb183b26d49db9cd052a4b5f4bba0
 HealthMailboxe437136 /
HealthMailboxe437136f699e47c89127788564de9c41
 SM_d95854d7faa141eca /
HealthMailboxe73492e4f9154706802f730230d363d7
 HealthMailboxea9e522 /
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Risk
Score

Recommendation

Severity

Probability

HealthMailboxea9e522eebe744e8816e8776733999d0
 SM_55fdeedec4a3403d9 /
HealthMailboxeb30cf1f1034479f8b2a68d98db7b970
 IUSR_HIGHLANDDATA / IUSR_HIGHLANDDATA
 IUSR_HIGHLANDSBS / IUSR_HIGHLANDSBS
 IWAM_HIGHLANDDATA / IWAM_HIGHLANDDATA
 IWAM_HIGHLANDSBS / IWAM_HIGHLANDSBS
 janae / Janae Wahnschaffe
 Janet / Janet Muehlmann
 JMurdoch / Jeff Murdoch
 joann / JoAnn Scott
 John / John Park
 julianne / Julianne Munger
 Julie / Julie Tapusoa
 kaity / Kaity Lavaja
 kelly / Kelly Schaeffer-Bullock
 kurt / Kurt Ostler
 Library / Library
 Linda / Linda Johnson
 lynn_ruff / lynn_ruff
 mayor / Mark Thompson
 NathanC / Nathan Crane
 pl / PL
 printer / printer
 publicfolders / Public Folders
 Rodm / Rodm
 RBond / Roy Bond
 Scott / Scott Smith
 shannon / Shannon Garlick
 Shop / Shop
 spam / spam
 spencer / Spencer Eastwood
 SSLExplorer / SSLExplorer
 Staff / Staff
 scottle / Stephannie Cottle
 stormwater / Storm Water
 taysona / Tayson Arnoldson
 Teisha / Teisha Anderson
 Trever / Trever
 Trevor / Trevor
 WadeL / Wade Lehmberg
 Zac / Zac Smallwood

Medium Risk
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Risk
Score

68

Recommendation

Severity

Probability

Severity

Probability

Free or add additional disk space for the specified drives.

 DNIELSENHIGHLND - D: : 0.06 GB free

Low Risk
Risk
Score

20

Recommendation
Upgrade computers that have operating systems in Extended
Support before end of life.

 DIRECTOR-PC / 192.168.60.188 / Windows 7
Professional
 LYNNRUFF-PC / 10.2.1.14 / Windows 7 Professional
 ZAC / 192.168.60.247 / Windows 7 Professional
 JUDGES / 192.168.60.124 / Windows 7 Professional
 SHOPNEW2 / / Windows 7 Professional
 JUSTIN-PC / / Windows 7 Professional
 DNIELSENHIGHLND / 192.168.60.176,10.2.2.30 /
Windows 7 Enterprise
 TERRYOFFICE / 192.168.60.125 / Windows 7
Professional
 DOUGCOURT / 10.3.1.7 / Windows 7 Professional
 JILL1-PC / 192.168.60.123 / Windows 7 Professional
 ASSTLIBRARIAN / 192.168.60.205 / Windows 7
Professional
 EMILY-PC / 192.168.60.118 / Windows 7 Professional
 CITYCLERK-PC / 192.168.60.120 / Windows 7
Professional
 JONE-PC / 192.168.60.112 / Windows 7 Professional
 HIGHLANDCONF-PC / 10.2.1.12 / Windows 7
Professional
 FRONTDESK-PC / 192.168.60.113 / Windows 7
Professional
 PUBLICWORKS-PC / / Windows 7 Professional
 WADE-PC / 192.168.60.149 / Windows 7 Professional
 VANPUBLIC / / Windows 7 Professional
 AIO1 / 192.168.60.115 / Windows 7 Professional
 CNS-PC / 192.168.60.162 / Windows 7 Professional
 GINA-PC / / Windows 7 Professional

15

Investigate the list of inactive computers and determine if they
should be removed from Active Directory, rejoined to the
network, or powered on.

 KIERA / / Windows XP Professional
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Risk
Score

Recommendation

















































Severity

Probability

KIERAOLD / / Windows XP Professional
LYNN-LAP / / Windows XP Professional
WADE-LENOVO / / Windows XP Professional
LRUFF01 / / Windows XP Professional
MATT-LAP / / Windows XP Professional
MattDell / / Windows XP Professional
REED-W / / Windows XP Professional
JONE-W / / Windows XP Professional
LLOYD-W / / Windows XP Professional
Barry-Think / / Windows XP Professional
NATXEON / / Windows XP Professional
HANNAH-W / / Windows XP Professional
JODYW-DELL / / Windows XP Professional
LONNIE2-W / / Windows XP Professional
LIBRARY6 / / Windows XP Professional
NATLAPDELL / / Windows XP Professional
Library / / Windows XP Professional
MATT-DESK / / Windows XP Professional
RYAN / / Windows XP Professional
HAYLIE-W / / Windows XP Professional
HAYLIE-DESK / / Windows XP Professional
SCADA-W / / Windows XP Professional
METERREADER / / Windows XP Professional
EMILY / / Windows XP Professional
CARLY-LAP / / Windows XP Professional
MATTLAP-DELL / / Windows XP Professional
AIO2 / / Windows 7 Professional
WADEXP / / Windows XP Professional
TYLAP / / Windows XP Professional
COUNCIL / / Windows XP Professional
MATT-450DD87CA4 / / Windows XP Professional
LONNIEVISTA64 / / Windows Vista Business
NATHANC-PC / / Windows 7 Professional
MATT / / Windows 8.1 Pro
KENTLAP / / Windows XP Professional
Lynn-Lenovo / / Windows XP Professional
TERRY-COURT / / Windows XP Professional
CODYLAP / / Windows XP Professional
Lenovo-Tab / / Windows XP Tablet PC Edition
GINALAP1 / / Windows XP Tablet PC Edition
LYNNDELL / / Windows XP Professional
HIGHLAND1-W / / Windows XP Professional
MATTSHIPP-HP / / Windows 7 Professional
NATHAN-PC / / Windows 7 Professional
NANCYHP / / Windows XP Professional
HIGHSPARE-PC / / Windows XP Professional
JUSTINLAP / / Windows 7 Professional
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Risk
Score

Recommendation
























13

Severity

Probability

KIERA-DESK / / Windows XP Professional
HIGHLAND-A0E80D / / Windows XP Professional
HP03 / / Windows XP Professional
SCADA1 / / Windows XP Professional
SHOPNEW / / Windows XP Professional
VANDESK / / Windows XP Professional
RECORDER / / Windows XP Professional
CONTEX-W / / Windows XP Professional
VANLAP / / Windows XP Professional
TERRYSCOURTPC / / Windows XP Professional
LAURIE-PC / / Windows 7 Professional
LONNIE-LAPT / / Windows XP Professional
AARONP-PC / / Windows 7 Professional
TERRY-HP / / Windows XP Professional
KENNY / / Windows XP Professional
TY-991BE729CFE9 / / Windows XP Professional
GINA-DESK / / Windows XP Professional
ROYOFFICE-PC / / Windows XP Professional
PUBLICROY / / Windows 8 Pro with Media Center
ERIN-PC / / Windows 7 Professional
PW-TABLET / / Windows 10 Pro
CIRCDESK / / Windows 7 Professional

Disable or remove user accounts for users that have not
logged on to active directory in 30 days.
aaron / Aaron Palmer
admin2 / admin2
ASPNET / ASPNET
BESAdmin / BESAdmin
Carli / Carli Field
contex / Contex
Dennis / Dennis
Dougn / Doug Nielsen
garyb / Gary Boren
hadleyh / Hadley Hutchings
SM_094316256f2a4483a /
HealthMailbox005124203f10419a8c6e06a5f7df5c34
 HealthMailbox09b20ba /
HealthMailbox09b20bada95f48a6af6bc721644f77bc
 HealthMailbox1571df1 /
HealthMailbox1571df11f4214f3a9c16b4d496bdb952
 SM_cb5192b08535459db /
HealthMailbox1841db9001cb4fa3a9d93a85f6e249ab
 HealthMailbox1cb4558 /
HealthMailbox1cb455819e5b4e47a9c048c5c8f6c7cf
 HealthMailbox2213f12 /
HealthMailbox2213f12420954c0aa2c706eede4c0bc0
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Risk
Score

Recommendation

Severity

Probability

 HealthMailbox2eaafa6 /
HealthMailbox2eaafa60430741dd8d199d97d4943a53
 HealthMailbox3e87688 /
HealthMailbox3e87688a670544e994a43e3732df3e03
 HealthMailbox57189db /
HealthMailbox57189dbec1f7460d8808a0421ec89c6d
 SM_60fc3df2c25642d0a /
HealthMailbox737d5acc4e9941d88e388224b3dce66a
 SM_280fa75d1be04b4aa /
HealthMailbox7988bca2c444463b8567d3efd7a1d5ed
 HealthMailbox7c2643c /
HealthMailbox7c2643c4ac5942a9bc83726011f6aaea
 SM_9c291544f65149779 /
HealthMailbox7d3ed02b63904a22b94c8fd249dd0301
 HealthMailbox8280123 /
HealthMailbox82801238ccc948308c11fcad84ad3d6e
 HealthMailbox99eb634 /
HealthMailbox99eb634deb87462b878c2f7d915c27b9
 SM_930a9dec67f7492e8 /
HealthMailbox9d6ad590c070464a921bc9eeff3e551e
 SM_4df005cacfb34d8aa /
HealthMailboxbfb8d443c37f417faae15d982260d1e5
 HealthMailboxc12aab5 /
HealthMailboxc12aab5e20964fd0ae2b45e3c2fb0dd2
 HealthMailboxcd0a5a4 /
HealthMailboxcd0a5a4f45164d1a90da75a876c6044d
 HealthMailboxd7612d3 /
HealthMailboxd7612d3a2e9b422bb2a48a930ec612f7
 HealthMailboxdb2eb18 /
HealthMailboxdb2eb183b26d49db9cd052a4b5f4bba0
 SM_d95854d7faa141eca /
HealthMailboxe73492e4f9154706802f730230d363d7
 HealthMailboxea9e522 /
HealthMailboxea9e522eebe744e8816e8776733999d0
 SM_55fdeedec4a3403d9 /
HealthMailboxeb30cf1f1034479f8b2a68d98db7b970
 IUSR_HIGHLANDDATA / IUSR_HIGHLANDDATA
 IUSR_HIGHLANDSBS / IUSR_HIGHLANDSBS
 IWAM_HIGHLANDDATA / IWAM_HIGHLANDDATA
 IWAM_HIGHLANDSBS / IWAM_HIGHLANDSBS
 Janet / Janet Muehlmann
 jessies / Jessie Schoenfeld
 John / John Park
 kaity / Kaity Lavaja
 Library / Library
 Linda / Linda Johnson
 LRuff / Lynn Ruff
 lynn_ruff / lynn_ruff
 mayor / Mark Thompson
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Risk
Score

Recommendation





















10

Severity

Probability

Matt / Matt Shipp
pl / PL
publicfolders / Public Folders
Rodm / Rodm
shannon / Shannon Garlick
spfarm / SharePoint Farm Account
spsearch / SharePoint Search Service Account
shoplocal / Shop Local
media / Social Media
spam / spam
spencer / Spencer Eastwood
SSLExplorer / SSLExplorer
SMower / Steve Mower
SBS STS Worker / STS Worker
Teisha / Teisha Anderson
timi / Tim Irwin
Trevor / Trevor
spwebapp / Windows SBS Internal Web site Account
Zac / Zac Smallwood

Remove or populate empty organizational units.

 SBSServers /
OU=SBSServers,OU=Computers,OU=MyBusiness,DC=highla
nd,DC=local

10

There may be a legitimate business need, but these risks
should be assessed individually. Certain protocols are
inherently insecure since they often lack encryption. Inside the
network, their use should be minimized as much as possible to
prevent the spread of malicious software. Of course, there can
be reasons these services are needed and other means to
protect systems which listen on those ports. We recommend
reviewing the programs listening on the network to ensure their
necessity and security.








LIBRARY.HIGHLAND.LOCAL (192.168.60.137)
NANCY-W.HIGHLAND.LOCAL (192.168.60.150)
192.168.60.23
192.168.60.2
NPI15CBC4 (192.168.60.22)
192.168.60.83
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Security Management Plan
The Management Plan ranks individual issues based upon their potential risk to the network while
providing guidance on which issues to address by priority. Fixing issues with lower Risk Scores will not
lower the Overall Risk Score, but will reduce the global Issue Score. To mitigate global risk and improve
the health of the network, address issues with higher Risk Scores first.

High Risk
Risk
Score

Recommendation

75

Enable password complexity to assure domain account
passwords are secure.

75

Enable enforcement of password length to 8 more characters.

72

Enable automatic screen lock on the specified computers.

Severity

Probability

Severity

Probability

 HIGHLAND-PDC

Medium Risk
Risk
Score

62

Recommendation
Put access controls in place to block websites that violate the
company's Internet use policy.
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Item 5

Wazi Tech Proposal

NETWIZE PROPOSAL

Next

Item 5

WAZI TECH PROPOSAL

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
Wazi Technical Solutions
6774 S 1300 E
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84121
801-839-3035
HIGHLAND CITY

3-JAN-18

5400 Civic Center Drive
Highland City, UT 84003
erin@highlandcity.org
Wazi Technical Solutions, LLC (Wazi Tech) wishes to provide Highland City and associated entities with
strategic and operational support of their computer system and network. It is understood that Wazi Tech
will be performing services for Highland City, the Highland City division of the Lone Peak Police
Department, and the Highland City division of the Lone Peak Fire Department. The support services
include: providing support directly to end users for their applications and computer hardware; providing
operational services for the computer system and network such as installing updates, managing backups,
monitoring the health and performance of the system, maintaining an accurate up to date inventory, and
other tasks that provide for the secure operation of the system; and finally assisting the City in strategic
planning for the computer system and network including: Engineering, design, and project management
services.
Wazi Tech understands through experience with similar municipally governments the IT support
requirements of Highland City and is committed to provide the services and support as specified in this
bid. This proposal and cost schedule shall be valid and binding for ninety (90) days following proposal
date and will become part of the contract that is negotiated with the City.
Sincerely,
STERLING SHOELL
Managing Member
6774 S 1300 E
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84121

sterling.shoell@wazitech.com
801-839-3035

COMPANY QUALIFICATIONS
GENENERAL
Wazi Technical Solutions (Wazitech) is a member managed Limited Liability Corporation registered in
the State of Utah. We specialize in providing IT services to local County and Municipal governments.
Wazitech has a single headquarter office at 6774 S 1300 E, Cottonwood Heights, Utah staffed with six
full-time employees. Since December 20, 2010 Wazitech’s mission has been to provide our customers
with the best possible IT experience by providing turnkey IT Services, improving response and resolution
times, maintaining a healthy IT environment, and planning for and preventing IT outages.
Length of time in business: 8 years
Length of time in business providing proposed services: 8 years
Total number of clients: 22
Total number of municipal government clients: 2
Number of full-time personnel: 6

SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Wazi Technical Solutions (Wazitech) is a member managed Limited Liability Corporation registered in
the State of Utah. We specialize in providing IT services to local County and Municipal governments.
Wazitech has a single headquarter office at 6774 S 1300 E, Cottonwood Heights, Utah staffed with six
full-time employees. Since December 20, 2010 Wazitech’s mission has been to provide our customers
with the best possible IT experience by providing turnkey IT Services, improving response and resolution
times, maintaining a healthy IT environment, and planning for and preventing IT outages.
To provide business driven IT service Wazi Tech focus on what drives the organization’s need for IT
services. They start by eliminating the most common IT issues that get in the way of organizations being
successful.
1. Backups: 60% of business that lose data will go out of business within 6 months. 3 out of 4
companies fail from a disaster recovery standpoint. It makes sense for Wazi Tech to start here.
Most backup issues can be solved with good software, which is why Wazi Tech includes the
backup software licensing as part of the monthly contract. Using standardized software also
allows cost savings to be passed through to our customers.
2. Patches Management: Known vulnerabilities cause 44% of all data breaches. Which is why a
good patch management solution that can centrally manage and report on patch management
status is essential to any IT service process. This should then be followed up periodically with an
active scan of the network for the latest know vulnerabilities. WaziTech has a proven process for
ensuring that updates are applied in a timely manner. The process is proven using the industry
leading vulnerability scanner Nessus to scan the network for known vulnerabilities.

3. Security: Security is rapidly becoming one of the biggest concerns for organizations. Wazi Tech
uses a variety of security frameworks including NIST, CJIS, and CIS to guide our security best
practices. As a baseline anti-virus and vulnerability assessment software is included in our
monthly service. Also included is design, engineering, and implementation services from highly
experienced technicians.
4. Fault and Performance Monitoring: Even the best built and most redundant systems fail if
events and alerts go unheeded. As part of the monthly service Wazi Tech includes software that
centralizes events and performances metrics for trending analysis and predictive failure and
preventative service.
Once the base line services are in place Wazi Tech is able help our clients meet other organization goals.

RELEVANT EXPERIANCE
Herriman City
Alan Rae - IT Director 801.446.5323
Managed IT Service including Remote Management, Remote Monitoring, Data Backup, 24/7 Monitoring,
Patch Management, Security Vulnerability Assessment, Standard business hours Help Desk for End
Users, Phone, Email, onsite/offsite, 24/7 Server and Network support, Phone, Email, Monitor Alerts,
onsite/offsite, Antivirus/malware protection. We have provided support as Herriman City faced the
challenges of a growing city.
Recent Project: Herriman City recently constructed a new City Hall. Wazi Tech assisted Herriman with
the design, procurement, and implementation of the new servers and network. As part of the Managed
Services contract.
Tenure Providing Services: 7 years
City of Cedar Hills
Dax Fossum – Analyst Payables 801.785.9668 x402
Managed IT Service including Remote Management, Remote Monitoring, Data Backup, 24/7 Monitoring,
Patch Management, Security Vulnerability Assessment, Standard business hours Help Desk for End
Users, Phone, Email, onsite/offsite, 24/7 Server and Network support, Phone, Email, Monitor Alerts,
onsite/offsite, Antivirus/malware protection.
Recent Project: Replaced servers running Cedar Hills core services
Tenure Providing Services: 4.5 years
Lincoln County, WY
Destry Dearden – IT Director 307.877.2102
Managed IT Service including Remote Management, Remote Monitoring, Data Backup, 24/7 Monitoring,
Patch Management, Security Vulnerability Assessment, Standard business hours Help Desk for End
Users, Phone, Email, onsite/offsite, 24/7 Server and Network support, Phone, Email, Monitor Alerts,
onsite/offsite, Antivirus/malware protection.
Recent Project: Upgraded perimeter security firewalls.
Tenure Providing Services: 4 years

PROJECT TEAM

Spencer S.
Education:
Bachelor of Science, Information Technology, Western Govenors University (2016)
Certifications:
VMware VCP4, VCAP5-DCD, VCAP5-DCA
Microsoft MCSA:Windows 8
CompTIA A+, Network +, Security +, Project +
CIW Web Foundations, Javascript Specialist
Work Experience:
8 Years
Expertise:
Virtualization, Windows and Linux Systems Management, Network Management
Sterling S.
Education:
Bachelor of Science, Information Technology - Security, Western Govenors (2016)
Associate of Science, Salt Lake Community College (2012)
Certification:
Cisco CCNA, CCNA Security
CompTIA A+, Security +, Network +, Project +
Microsoft MCP - Windows 7
Microsoft MTA - Web Development Fundamentals, Operating System
CIW Javascript Specialist, Web Foundations
IT Work Experience:
8 years
Expertise:
Networking, Storage, Project Management, Microsoft Operating Systems

Justin M

Education:
Associates in Computer Science, Computer Networking Systems, ITT Technical Institute
(2009)
Currently working on Bachelor’s degree from Western Governor’s University
Certifications:
CompTIA A+, CompTIA Network+, CompTIA Security+
Microsoft MCTS: Windows 7
Microsoft MCP
Veeam VMTSP, VMSP
IT Work Experience:
7 Years
Expertise:
Virtualization, Microsoft and Linux Operating Systems, Network Management, Systems
Management, Microsoft Exchange, Zimbra Collaboration Suite, Systems and Data
migrations

Associate Technicians
Colby S.
Education:
Working towards Bachelor of Science, Information Technology, Western Governor’s
University.
Certifications:
CompTIA A+, Network +, Security+,Project+
Veeam VMTSP
IT Work Experience:
4 Years
Expertise:
Helpdesk and end user support.
Keaton S.
Education:
Bachelor of Science, Information Technology, Brigham Young University (Expected, Spring 2017)
Certifications:
Comptia A+, Network+
IT Work Experience:
4 years
Expertise:
Helpdesk, Project Management
Stuart S
Certifications:
ComptiaA+, Netwok +
IT work experience:
1 year
Expertise:
Helpdesk and end user support

COST OF SERVICES
Wazi Tech has three purchase options for services
1.

IT Manage Services – Monthly Fixed Price:
Takes advantage of our volume discounts and month to month pricing on software needed to
run the system most effectively. We designed our managed services to provide the best value and
keep our customers systems running day in day out. Our solution includes software licensing for
server and desktop backups (Veeam), fault and performance monitoring, patch management,
weekly vulnerability assessments (Nessus), and anti-virus protection for desktops and servers
(Symantec). 24/7 Phone, email, and onsite support for critical system incidents standard business
hour (8am to 5pm M-F) Phone, email, and onsite support for critical system incidents
Initial pricing is based on the following factors: number of physical servers, number of virtual
OSEs, number of network devices, number of end users, number of end user devices (Laptops and
Desktops), and number of locations. The monthly price is then fixed for 1 year, so if the count of
any of the factors change during the year the price of IT Service remains the same.

2. Block hour
Contract to purchase 10 hours per month. Hours are then good for 90 days. An SLA of 24/7
Phone, email, and onsite support for critical system incidents standard business hour (8am to 5pm
M-F) Phone, email, and onsite support for critical system incidents.
3. Hourly:
Time is billed in 15-minute increments, rounding up to the nearest quarter of an hour. Bill time
starts when Wazi Tech answers the phone or arrive onsite. For time applied to the same ticket or
incident, all the time worked in a given day will be added and then round up to the nearest 15
minutes. There is no charge for travel time, but a minimum of 1 hour is billed when onsite work is
performed.
To assist Highland City in determining the final fixed price contract a fee schedule has been included and
a fixed price quote with numbers provided by the City has also been included.

Quote
Quote Number: 395
Payment Terms:
Expiration Date: 02/03/2018
Quote Prepared For
Erin Wells
Highland City
5400 Civic Center Drive
Highland, City 84003
United States
Phone:8017724566
erin@highlandcity.org

Item#

Quote Prepared By
Sterling Shoell
Wazitech
6774 S 1300 E
Salt Lake City, UT  Utah 841212719
United States
Phone:8018393035
Fax:8018393040
sterling.shoell@wazitech.com

Quantity Item

Unit
Price

Unit
Discount

Adjusted
Unit Price

Extended
Price

Monthly Items
1)

1 Locations
The location service attempts to account for variance in travel
costs, ISP connectivity, and inventory management

$145.00

$50.75

$94.25

$94.25

2)

1 Physical Server
Security patches applied on a monthly basis
24/7 Fault and Performance Monitoring
 Hardware health
 Resource Utilization (CPU, Memory, Disk, Network)
Configuration Management
 Ensure server backups occur daily
 Review and apply changes to server configuration
Security Monitoring and Management
 Weekly Vulnerability Assessment
 Audit for compliance and vendor security hardening best
practices
Warranty and inventory management and procurement

$150.00

$52.50

$97.50

$97.50

3)

1 Network Device
Quarterly security patches
24/7 Fault and performance monitoring
 Hardware health
 Resource Utilization (CPU, Memory, Disk)
 Critical port/interface metrics (utilization, errors)
Configuration management
 Maintain configuration backups
 Review and apply changes to network configuration
Securtity monitoring and management
 Weekly Vulnerability Assessment
 Audit devices for compliance and vendor security hardening
best practices

$40.00

$14.00

$26.00

$26.00

Interest Charges on Past Due Accounts and Collection Costs Overdue amounts shall be subject to a monthly finance charge. In
addition, customer shall reimburse all costs and expenses for attorney's fees incurred in collecting any amounts past due. Additional
training or Professional Services can be provided at our standard rates.

Item#

Quantity Item

Unit
Price

Unit
Discount

Adjusted
Unit Price

Extended
Price

4)

1 Server Operating System Environment
Security patches applied on a monthly basis
24/7 Fault and Performance Monitoring
 Resource Utilization (CPU, Memory, Disk, Network)
Configuration Management
 Ensure server backups occur daily
 Review and apply changes to server configuration
Security Monitoring and Management
 Weekly Vulnerability Assessment
 Audit for compliance and vendor security hardening best
practices

$80.00

$28.00

$52.00

$52.00

5)

1 End User Desktop
Security patches applied on a monthly basis
24/7 Fault and Performance Monitoring
 Hardware health
 Resource Utilization (CPU, Memory, Disk, Network)
Configuration Management
 Create secure Operating System images
 Review and apply changes to image configuration
Security Monitoring and Management
 Weekly Vulnerability Assessment
 Audit for compliance and vendor security hardening best
practices
 Manage Antivirus and Malware (Symantec Endpoint and
Nessus)
Warranty and inventory management and procurement

$20.00

$7.00

$13.00

$13.00

6)

1 Service Desk
End user Help Desk
 Incident Management
 Problem Management
 Change Management
24/7 Phone, email, and onsite support for critical system
incidents
Standard business hour (8am to 5pm MF) Phone, email, and
onsite support for critical system incidents

$35.00

$12.25

$22.75

$22.75

Monthly Total

$305.50

OneTime Items
7)

1 System/Network Administrator Hourly Rate
Billed in 15 minute increments, rounding up to the nearest
quarter of an hour.
Bill time starts when Wazi Tech answers the phone or arrive
onsite.
For time applied to the same ticket or incident, all the time
worked in a given day will be added and then round up to the
nearest 15 minutes.
There is no charge for travel time, but a minimum of 1 hour is
billed when onsite work is performed.

$165.00

$165.00

$165.00

Interest Charges on Past Due Accounts and Collection Costs Overdue amounts shall be subject to a monthly finance charge. In
addition, customer shall reimburse all costs and expenses for attorney's fees incurred in collecting any amounts past due. Additional
training or Professional Services can be provided at our standard rates.

Item#

Unit
Price

Quantity Item

Unit
Discount

Adjusted
Unit Price

Extended
Price

8)

1 End User Support Hourly Rate
Billed in 15 minute increments, rounding up to the nearest
quarter of an hour.
Bill time starts when Wazi Tech answers the phone or arrive
onsite.
For time applied to the same ticket or incident, all the time
worked in a given day will be added and then round up to the
nearest 15 minutes.
There is no charge for travel time, but a minimum of 1 hour is
billed when onsite work is performed.

$125.00

$125.00

$125.00

9)

1 Block hour contract  10 hours
Purchase 10 hours per month
Hours are good for 90 days
24/7 Phone, email, and onsite support for critical system
incidents
Standard business hour (8am to 5pm MF) Phone, email, and
onsite support for critical system incidents
Billed in 15 minute increments, rounding up to the nearest
quarter of an hour.
Bill time starts when Wazi Tech answers the phone or arrive
onsite.
For time applied to the same ticket or incident, all the time
worked in a given day will be added and then round up to the
nearest 15 minutes.
There is no charge for travel time, there is no minimums for
onsite work.

$125.00

$125.00

$125.00

OneTime Total

$415.00

Subtotal

$720.50

Total Taxes

$0.00

Total

$720.50

Authorizing Signature ______________________________________
Date ______________________________________

Interest Charges on Past Due Accounts and Collection Costs Overdue amounts shall be subject to a monthly finance charge. In
addition, customer shall reimburse all costs and expenses for attorney's fees incurred in collecting any amounts past due. Additional
training or Professional Services can be provided at our standard rates.

Quote
Quote Number: 396
Payment Terms:
Expiration Date: 02/03/2018
Quote Prepared For
Erin Wells
Highland City
5400 Civic Center Drive
Highland, City 84003
United States
Phone:8017724566
erin@highlandcity.org

Item#

Quote Prepared By
Sterling Shoell
Wazitech
6774 S 1300 E
Salt Lake City, UT  Utah 841212719
United States
Phone:8018393035
Fax:8018393040
sterling.shoell@wazitech.com

Quantity Item

Unit
Price

Unit
Discount

Adjusted Unit
Price

Extended
Price

Monthly Items
1)

3 Locations
The location service attempts to account for variance in
travel costs, ISP connectivity, and inventory management

$145.00

$50.75

$94.25

$282.75

2)

4 Physical Server
Security patches applied on a monthly basis
24/7 Fault and Performance Monitoring
 Hardware health
 Resource Utilization (CPU, Memory, Disk, Network)
Configuration Management
 Ensure server backups occur daily
 Review and apply changes to server configuration
Security Monitoring and Management
 Weekly Vulnerability Assessment
 Audit for compliance and vendor security hardening best
practices
Warranty and inventory management and procurement

$150.00

$52.50

$97.50

$390.00

3)

4 Server Operating System Environment
Security patches applied on a monthly basis
24/7 Fault and Performance Monitoring
 Resource Utilization (CPU, Memory, Disk, Network)
Configuration Management
 Ensure server backups occur daily
 Review and apply changes to server configuration
Security Monitoring and Management
 Weekly Vulnerability Assessment
 Audit for compliance and vendor security hardening best
practices

$80.00

$28.00

$52.00

$208.00

Interest Charges on Past Due Accounts and Collection Costs Overdue amounts shall be subject to a monthly finance charge. In
addition, customer shall reimburse all costs and expenses for attorney's fees incurred in collecting any amounts past due. Additional
training or Professional Services can be provided at our standard rates.

Item#

Quantity Item

Unit
Price

Unit
Discount

Adjusted Unit
Price

Extended
Price

4)

84 End User Desktop
Security patches applied on a monthly basis
24/7 Fault and Performance Monitoring
 Hardware health
 Resource Utilization (CPU, Memory, Disk, Network)
Configuration Management
 Create secure Operating System images
 Review and apply changes to image configuration
Security Monitoring and Management
 Weekly Vulnerability Assessment
 Audit for compliance and vendor security hardening best
practices
 Manage Antivirus and Malware (Symantec Endpoint and
Nessus)
Warranty and inventory management and procurement

$20.00

$7.00

$13.00

$1,092.00

5)

70 Service Desk
End user Help Desk
 Incident Management
 Problem Management
 Change Management
24/7 Phone, email, and onsite support for critical system
incidents
Standard business hour (8am to 5pm MF) Phone, email, and
onsite support for critical system incidents

$35.00

$12.25

$22.75

$1,592.50

$40.00

$14.00

$26.00

$130.00

6)

5 Network Device
Quarterly security patches
24/7 Fault and performance monitoring
 Hardware health
 Resource Utilization (CPU, Memory, Disk)
 Critical port/interface metrics (utilization, errors)
Configuration management
 Maintain configuration backups
 Review and apply changes to network configuration
Securtity monitoring and management
 Weekly Vulnerability Assessment
 Audit devices for compliance and vendor security hardening
best practices

Monthly Total

$3,695.25

Subtotal

$3,695.25

Total Taxes

$0.00

Total

$3,695.25

Authorizing Signature ______________________________________

Interest Charges on Past Due Accounts and Collection Costs Overdue amounts shall be subject to a monthly finance charge. In
addition, customer shall reimburse all costs and expenses for attorney's fees incurred in collecting any amounts past due. Additional
training or Professional Services can be provided at our standard rates.

Date ______________________________________

Interest Charges on Past Due Accounts and Collection Costs Overdue amounts shall be subject to a monthly finance charge. In
addition, customer shall reimburse all costs and expenses for attorney's fees incurred in collecting any amounts past due. Additional
training or Professional Services can be provided at our standard rates.

Agenda

Next

City Council nominates and votes for a Mayor Pro-Tempore to preside over City Council
meetings in the Mayor’s absence during 2018.

In all municipalities, the Mayor shall be the chair of the Council and preside at all Council
meetings. In the absence of the Mayor or because of his or her inability or refusal to act,
the Council may elect a member of the Council to preside at a Council meeting as Mayor
Pro Tempore.
Council Member Dennis LeBaron had been serving as Mayor Pro Tempore during 2017.
Traditionally, the City Council selects a Mayor Pro Tempore at the beginning of each year.
This action is done pursuant to Utah Code, Annotated 10-3b-302(2).

None

I nominate City Council Member ______________________ as Mayor Pro-Tempore for 2018.

None

Agenda

Next

City Council approve the revision to the duties of the Mayor and City Administrator.

According to State Law (Utah Code, annotated §10-3b-104(2)(b) and §10-3b-104(1)(c)(i)),
with the advice and consent of the Council, the Mayor may recommend limiting or
expanding the Mayor’s powers and duties. The Mayor may also recommend for Council the
consideration of any measures as deemed to be in the best interest of the City.
The changes I am recommending are outlined in the red lined ordinance attached. In
essence, I am recommending that the City Administrator act as the Chief Administrative
Officer of Highland City to whom all employees of the City report and vested with
administrative powers, authority, and duties. The City Administrator would be
accountable to the Mayor and City Council for the proper administration of all city affairs.

None

I move to approve Ordinance No. 2018-XX An Ordinance of the Highland City Council
Amending Highland City Code Section 2.12.030 Mayor as Chief Executive and Section
2.12.050 Power and Duties of Mayor and Section 2.14.050 Power and Duties (of City
Administrator).

1. Ordinance 2018-XX

ORDINANCE NO. 2018-XX
AN ORDINANCE OF THE HIGHLAND CITY COUNCIL
AMENDING HIGHLAND CITY MUNICIPAL CODE
SECTION 2.12.030 MAYOR AS CHIEF EXECUTIVE
AND SECTION 2.12.050 POWER AND DUTIES OF MAYOR
AND SECTION 2.14.050 POWERS AND DUTIES (OF CITY ADMINISTRATOR)
WHEREAS, Utah State Code § 10-3b-303(2)(a) states that council may “remove from the mayor
a power, duty or function…requiring the affirmative vote of the mayor and a majority of all other
council members”;
NOW BE IT THEREFORE ORDAINED BY THE Highland City Council as follows:
SECTION 1 That the Highland City Municipal Code, Section 2.12.030, Mayor As Chief
Executive is hereby amended to the following:
2.12.030 Mayor As Chief Executive
The mayor shall be the chief executive of the City of Highland, and the administrative executive powers,
authority and duties of the city are vested in the mayor.
SECTION 2. That the Highland City Municipal Code, Section 2.12.050, Powers And Duties Of
Mayor is hereby amended to the following:
2.12.050 Powers And Duties Of Mayor
The mayor shall have the following powers and duties:
A. Shall be the chief executive officer of the city; to whom all employees of the city shall report;
B. Shall keep the peace and enforce the laws of the city;
C. Shall remit fines and forfeitures and may release any person imprisoned for violation of any city
ordinance;
D. Shall report such remittance or release to the city council at its next regular session;
E. Shall perform all duties prescribed by law, resolution or ordinance;
F. Shall insure that all laws and ordinances and resolutions are faithfully executed and observed;
G. May, at any reasonable time, inspect and examine the books, papers, records or documents of the
city, or of any officer, employee or agency of the city;
H. Shall report to the city council the condition of the city and recommend for council consideration
any measures as deemed to be in the best interest of the city; and
I. Shall, when necessary, call on the residents of the city over the age of twenty-one years to assist
in enforcing the laws of the state and the ordinances of the city.
SECTION 3. That the Highland City Municipal Code, Title T.14 City Administrator, Section
2.14.050 Powers; Duties is hereby amended to the following:

2.14.050 Powers; Duties
The city administrator shall have the following powers and duties, subject to control of the mayor and
city council:
The city administrator shall be the chief administrative officer of the city to whom all employees of the
city report. The administrative powers, authority, and duties are vested in the city administrator. The city
administrator shall be accountable to the mayor and city council for the proper administration of all city
affairs placed in the city administrator's charge.
A. The administrator shall supervise the construction, improvement, repair and maintenance of all
public improvements, including streets, sidewalks, bridges, sewers, drains, ditches, streams,
water courses, buildings, parks, playgrounds and other real property owned by the city.
B. The administrator shall supervise all operations of the city with regard to solid waste collection
and disposal, sewage collection and disposal, issuing building permits and inspection of
buildings, public safety, and zoning enforcement.
C. The administrator shall supervise the care and preservation of all personal property owned by the
city.
D. The administrator shall assist the budget officer in preparation of the city budget and in
administration of the budget after adoption thereof by the city council.
E. The administrator shall keep the mayor and city council fully informed as to the operations and
conditions of the city.
F. The administrator shall faithfully execute and enforce all applicable laws, ordinances, rules and
regulations and shall see that all franchises, leases, permits, contracts, licenses and privileges are
enforced. The city administrator shall carry out all policies and programs established by the
mayor and city council.
G. The administrator shall attend all meetings of the city council, with the right to participate in the
discussion, but not to vote.
H. The administrator shall prepare and submit to the mayor and city council such ordinances,
resolutions, plans, programs and policies as the administrator shall deem expedient for the
development and needs of the city.
I. The administrator shall review all claims before presentation thereof to the city council for
payment and shall make recommendation concerning each claim.
J. The administrator shall create no liability against the city in excess of two thousand five hundred
dollars without approval of the mayor or in excess of five thousand dollars without approval of
the city council.
K. The administrator shall immediately notify the mayor and city council of any emergency existing
in any department under the administrator's supervision.
L. The administrator shall perform other duties specified by ordinance or resolution or by direction
of the mayor and city council.
M. The powers of the mayor to appoint city officers and employees and to remove or terminate such
officers and employees are not delegated to the city administrator.
SECTION 4. Should any part or provision of this Ordinance be declared by the courts to be
unconstitutional or invalid, such decision shall not affect the validity of the Ordinance as a whole or any
part there of other than the part so declared to be unconstitutional or invalid.

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Highland City Council, February 6, 2018.
HIGHLAND CITY, UTAH

Rodney W. Mann
Highland City Mayor
ATTEST:

Cindy M. Quick, CMC
City Recorder
COUNCILMEMBER
Brian Braithwaite
Ed Dennis
Tim Irwin
Kurt Ostler
Scott L. Smith

YES

NO

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

Agenda

City Council approve the full-time Planner/GIS Analyst position.
Staff is proposing the addition of a Planner/GIS Analyst Full-Time Employee (FTE). The
primary duties of this position are as follows:
•

•

•
•

Planning – development review, building permit review, customer service, text
amendments, special projects, research, etc. For example, updating the Basement
Apartment Regulations, codifying the Development Code when new amendments
are completed, collecting subdivision bonding information, etc.
GIS – will assist the City Engineer and Public Works in updating GIS data and
developing applications. This will also assist in record keeping and the transfer of
knowledge between employees and the public. This person will also create maps and
gather other information as needed.
o For example: all of the road maintenance information will be tracked
including the type of treatment, when and who the contractor was and any
issues in a geographical format. This can be displayed in an interactive map
on the City website. For an example: http://afcity.org/843/Interactive-Maps
Code Enforcement – currently the City Treasurer is doing Code Enforcement. Staff
believes the Treasurer’s time should be focused in the Finance Department.
Special Projects – provide assistance in the various research projects that are
requested. For example, collecting data for 10-Year Capital Plan, updating the
website, Everbridge implementation, resident survey, annual report, etc.

Due to the level of work, staff believes a professional level position is needed. In the past,
staff has hired interns to assist with these tasks. Unfortunately, the program has not been
successful. Interns do not have enough knowledge to perform the required tasks. In most
cases, it is a lack of experience and/or competition with schooling. We have also used
consultants for Planning work. This has had mixed reviews. Further, the consultant that
was hired and did the best work is no longer available to do the work.

The following are the goals for the first year of employment that would allow us to analyze
the benefit of the position:
• Independent management of development review cases
• Assistance with General Plan Update
• Successful management of the Code Enforcement process
• Completion of the Transportation Map
• Updating existing GIS utility information
Position Overview:
Where will the time be spent and where does the money come from?
• 60% of time/cost from the General Fund (Planning, Code Enforcement, Road
Mapping, Fence Permits, Building Permits, etc.)
• 40% of time/cost from the Enterprise Fund (Culinary, PI, Storm Drain, Sewer)
Because we are combining duties that have direct benefit to the General Fund and the
Enterprise Funds we are able to spread out the costs. The following is a summary:
• This year’s cost would be $21,263. $15,000 in salary and $6,263 in benefits. We can
cover all these costs within the $30,000 we have in the Planning budget.
• Total cost for next fiscal year of $63,790. This is broken down into $45,000 in salary
and $18,790 in benefits. $45,000 would represent the maximum starting salary. It is
expected that the starting salary be between $40,000 to $45,000 depending on
experience.
Staffing Analysis
In 2017, a staffing analysis was prepared. This analysis compared the staffing levels and
costs from FY 13/14 through FY 16/17. The results are summarized as follows:
FY 13/14
Total FTE: 28

Total FTE: 25

Total Part Time Excluding Library
and Seasonal: 2

Total Part Time Excluding Library PT and
Seasonal: 4

Total Payroll Including Overtime:
$1,721,266 (excluding Benefits)

Total Budgeted Payroll Including Overtime:
$1,626,747 (includes PT Planner and 6 months of
City Engineer salary)

Total Employees Excluding Library
and Seasonal: 30

FY 16/17

Total Employees Excluding Library PT and
Seasonal: 29

There would be no additional fiscal cost for the current fiscal year as the money would be
reallocated from accounts 10-52-25 and 10-52-32. The cost for the next fiscal year and
beyond would be as follows:

•

Enterprise Funds (overall increase of $25,516)
o Culinary: $6,379 increase
o PI: $6,379 increase
o Sewer: $6,379 increase
o Storm: $6,379 increase

•

General Fund (overall increase of $8,274)
o Building: $1,275.80 increase
o Planning: neutral
o Streets: $6,379 increase
o Engineering: $637.90 slight increase

The Finance Director and myself have reviewed the General and Enterprise Funds and
believe that additional expenditures can be accommodated without significantly impacting
services.
I move City Council approve the request for a Planner/GIS Analyst.
1. Proposed Job Description
2. 2017 Staffing Analysis

Highland
Job Description
Title:
Division:
Department:

Planner/GIS Analyst
Planning
Administration

Code:
110
Effective Date: 1/2018
Last Revised:
1/2018

GENERAL PURPOSE
Performs a variety of working level professional and technical duties as needed to expedite the implementation of department work plans and
programs related to long range and/or current planning; coordinates, reviews, and reports on current planning applications; and assists with the
preparation of planning studies, policies, and ordinances as assigned. Acts as city Code Enforcement Officer.

SUPERVISION RECEIVED
Works under general supervision of the City Administrator and City Engineer.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED
None.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
Planning: Assists to serve as a liaison to various boards and commissions by providing technical support, guidance, and information to the boards
and commissions; organizes, arranges, attends, and facilitates neighborhood and community meetings; receives directives, implements options and
strategies; coordinates personnel and resources as needed to accomplish projects and programs.
Meets with public, developers, entrepreneurs, and contractors; discusses planning, zoning, and development issues; interprets information in city
ordinances; reviews site plans, conditional use permits, re-zoning applications, etc.
Performs a variety of complex planning activities to include plan implementation, current and long range plan review, project management, as well as
oversight of the approval processes and development agreements.
Processes current and future planning matters by gathering, analyzing, and presenting data; recommends planning items; coordinates with city staff
regarding development issues; reviews and recommends proposed applications; and attends and facilitaties action committees and public meetings.
Prepares amendments to City ordinances and long range plans by gathering, analyzing and presenting data; researches and compiles information
on various ordinances and plans; recommends proposed amendments, prepares reports and conducts presentations.
Provides timely customer service by providing information to the public and clients regarding planning issues, prepares written and oral reports and
newsletter articles, and attends and facilitates public meetings.
GIS: Utilizes in-house GIS data in ESRI ArcGIS and/or Autodesk Map format to create routine map exhibits; utilizes GIS data from in-house and
outside sources to process special mapping requests for small and large format presentations; researches, verifies, creates, edits, and maintains
spatial and attribute databases; performs queries using database field calculations, performs point, polygon, and address geocoding and/or linking of
external data files to existing georeferenced datasets; performs database manipulations; develops map and attribute data for online publishing and
mapping applications; and performs other related duties as assigned.
Code Enforcement: Receives daily complaints from citizens regarding alleged violations of city ordinances, codes, and regulations; determines
nature of the allegation and apprises callers of possible investigation schedule; monitors community compliance with various ordinances including
nuisances, noise, snow removal, weed infestations, etc.
Advises property owners, builders, and contractors as needed to apprise appropriate parties of concerns and potential violations; searches tax
records; obtains facts necessary to determine proper course of actions; coordinates and monitors solutions.
Conducts field investigations and property inspections to determine extent of violations; checks for "clear view" on corner lots, verifies business
licenses, monitors sign compliance, monitors compliance with animal ordinances and contacts animal control as needed; cooperates with board of
health in monitoring health and safety practices of business operations; prepares various investigative reports; initiates legal proceedings where
appropriate and coordinates the same with city legal staff; may administer preliminary sanctions as allowed by ordinance or code.
Performs other related duties as assigned.

CUSTOMER SERVICE: Provides quality customer service by providing timely and accurate information to the public; portrays a positive public
image and works with the public and other employees in a courteous and professional manner.
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

1.

Education and Experience:
A.
B.
C.

2.

Graduation from college with a bachelor's degree in urban planning, geographical information systems or a closely related field;
AND
Two (2) years of progressively responsible experience performing above or related duties;
OR
An equivalent combination of education and experience.

Required Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities:
Working knowledge of principles and practices of community development, urban planning and design, local government operation and
structures and ESRIGIS Software; map reading; principles of public relations; personal computers and applications; current and long
range planning and site plan compliance; site development, zoning ordinances, urban design, environmental protection and architecture;
economics, sociology and community organization as applied to urban planning models; relationship between factors affecting urban
planning policy, such as economic, political, sociological, legal, etc.; research and statistical methods typically used in the analysis and
the evaluation of research data; land use, zoning, federal, state, and local laws.
Skill in the art of diplomacy and cooperative problem solving; the use of various computer programs.
Ability to research relevant information and present the information to the public in a concise and clear manner; complete daily work
programs; knowledge and experience in the use and application of ESRIGIS software; complete the compilation, analysis and
preparation of planning related professional reports; coordinate a variety of major projects and programs; plan and organize studies;
prepare and present technical reports; enforce regulations with fairness, tact, and impartiality; interpret codes accurately and effectively;
operate personal computer and various software applications (word processing, spreadsheet, design, presentation, etc.); communicate
effectively, verbally and in writing; operate standard keyboard and perform data entry activities; establish and maintain effective working
relationships with employees, other agencies, and the public.

3.

Special Qualifications:
Must possess a valid state driver’s license.

4.

Work Environment:
Tasks require a variety of physical activities not generally involving muscular strain. Physical demands may occur in activities related to
walking, standing, stooping, sitting, reaching, etc. Talking, hearing and seeing required in the daily performance of job duties. Occasional
exposure to environmental hazards resulting from on-site project inspections. Mental application utilizes memory for details, emotional
stability and discriminating thinking and creative problem solving. Periodic travel required in course of performing portions of job
functions.

*****
Disclaimer: The above statements describe the general nature, level, and type of work performed by the incumbent(s) assigned to this classification.
They are not intended to be an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, demands, and skills required of personnel so classified. Job descriptions are not
intended to and do not imply or create any employment, compensation, or contract rights to any person or persons. Management reserves the right to add,
delete, or modify any and/or all provisions of this description at any time as needed without notice. This job description supersedes earlier versions.
I _______________________________________________have reviewed the above job description. Date___________________________
(Employee)

Department

Fiscal Year 13‐14
Position

Name

Department
PT

Fiscal Year 16‐17 ‐ CURRENT
Position

Name

FT

PT or Less

Administration

PT

FT

Administration
City Administrator
PT Front Desk Attendant(s)

Aaron Palmer
Shannon/Teisha

X
X (2)

20/24 Hours Per Week

Community Development
Nathan Crane
Samantha Stocking
Wade Lehmberg
Jone Varney

Community Development Director
Planning Tech
Building Official
Permit Tech

X
X
X
X

City Administrator/Community Development Director
Assistant to the City Administrator
PT Front Desk Attendant
Community Events Coordinator
Public Works and Planning Coordinator

Nathan Crane
Erin Wells
Julianne/Carli
Julie
JoAnn Scott

X
X

Entry Level Planner/GIS ‐ 25 Hours Per Week
Building Official
Permit Tech

Wade Lehmberg
Jone Varney

X
X

Finance Director
Treasurer/Executive Administrative Assistant
Accounts Payable/HR
Utility Billing Clerk

Gary LeChimnate
Stephannie Cottle
Laurie Adams
Candice Linford

X
X
X
X

City Recorder

Jody Bates

X

City Engineer
Operations and Maintenance Director
Parks Superintendent
Park Maintenance Worker
Park Maintenance Worker
Streets Superintendent
Street Maintenance Worker
Street Maintenance Worker
Water Superintendent
PI Water Superintendent
Water/PI Maintenance Worker
Sewer Superintendent
Sewer Maintenance Worker
Shop Foreman

Todd Trane
Justin Parduhn
Josh Castleberry
Chris Weiss
Taysom Arnoldson
Ty Christensen
Hadley Hutchings
Gary Boren
Van Bond
Jeff Murdock
Brad Herzog
Steve Mower
Austin Sorenson
Roy Bond

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Library Director

Janae Wahnschaffe

X

Court Recorder

Terry Biggs

X (2)

20/24 Hours Per Week
10 Hours Per Week

X
X

Community Development
X

25 Per Week ‐ From Account 10‐52‐32 Budge

Finance
Finance Director
Treasurer
Accounts Payable/HR

Lynn Ruff
Jill Balamis
Laurie Adams

X
X
X

Finance

City Recorder/Executive Assistant

Jody Bates

X

Recording

City Engineer/Public Works Director
Administrative Assistant/Community Events
Operations and Maintenance Director
Parks Superintendent
Park Maintenance Worker
Park Maintenance Worker
Streets Superintendent
Street Maintenance Worker
Street Maintenance Worker
Water Superintendent
PI Water Superintendent
Water/PI Maintenance Worker
Sewer Superintendent
Sewer Maintenance Worker
Shop Foreman
Storm Water Manager

Matt Shipp
Emily Gillingwater
Justin Parduhn
Josh Castleberry
Chris Weiss
Taysom Arnoldson
Ty Christensen
Hadley Hutchings
Gary Boren
Van Bond
Jeff Murdock
Brad Herzog
Steve Mower
Austin Sorenson
Roy Bond
Gary Ellis

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Library Director
Assistant Library Director

Kent Slade
Michelle DeKorver

X
X

Recording
Public Works

Library

Public Works
Started December 1, 2016

Library

Court
Court
Court Recorder

Terry Biggs

Total FTE: 28
Total Part Time Excluding Library and Seasonal: 2
Total Less than Part Time: 0
Total Payroll Including Overtime: $1,721,266 (excluding Benefits)
Total Benefit Cost: $704,009.4
Total Employees Excluding Library and Seasonals: 30
Changes

Misc. Expenses
ACCENA
Street Sweeping
CE Consulting thru 12/16

X

Total FTE: 25
Total Part Time Excluding Library PT and Seasonal: 4
Total Less than Part Time: 1
Total Budgeted Payroll Including Overtime: $1,626,747 (includes CE 1/2 year and PT Planner and three years of merit increases) (Excluding Benefits)
Total Benefit Budgeted Cost: $722,918 (Current Expenditures $315,315. Est $630,630) (3% Difference)
Total Employees Excluding Library PT and Seasonals: 29

Merged City Administrator and Community Development Director
Added Assistant to the City Administrator Position
Merged Public Works Administrative Assistant and Planning Tech
Public Works Administrative Assistant /Community Events became Utility Billing Clerk + 10 Hour Community Event Coordinator
Elimination of Storm Water Manager
Elimination of Assistant Library Director
Fulltime Court Clerk became 2 Part Time the reduced to one part time with assistance from existing PT front desk attendants
Subcontract ACCENA and Street Sweeping
Subcontract Engineering for half of current fiscal year
Last FY Subcontract Engineering Expense $264,000

$
$
$

24 Hours Per Week

X

35,280.00 Paid as part of the development process. In 2014 we were not compliant with UPDS regulations. We are now compliant. Salary costs for this position in 2014 were $30,888. This does not include benefits, vehicle, phone and other equipment.
12,600.00 This is the current contract. This reflects a $434 savings in vehicle costs alone. Staff salary was included in ACCCENA costs.
108,167.00 Last fiscal year for City Engineer $264,000.

eted $20,000 ‐ Unexpended $12,125

